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Elongation of the mammalian anteroposterior axis depends on a 
population of progenitor cells initially located in the primitive streak, and 
later in the tail bud, which are capable of generating neurectoderm and 
mesoderm (including notochord and somites). A proportion of these cells 
may constitute a pool of stem cells. In an attempt to better understand the 
cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying axis elongation, new 
experimental approaches are required. This thesis describes the development 
of three novel genetic-based strategies to achieve this. 
Firstly, in order to study the behaviour and normal potential of axial 
progenitors and their differentiated descendants, transgenic mouse lines 
carrying a 4-hydroxytamoxifen (40HT) inducible form of cre recombinase, 
under the control of a fragment of the T (Brachyury) regulatory sequence 
known to confer expression in the primitive streak and tail bud, but not in 
the node or notochord, were generated. On crossing these 1TcreERT2 
transgenic lines to a Cre-dependent lacZ reporter line, embryos carrying both 
transgenes exhibited inducible primitive streak/ tail bud-specific Cre activity 
upon administration of 40HT to pregnant mothers. In the absence of 40HT, 
Cre activity was not detected. Labelled descendants of streak cells populated 
somites, lateral/ intermediate mesoderm and neurectoderm. 
Secondly, the tetracycline-controlled transcriptional activation system 
(Tet-On) was developed and tested as a means to reversibly manipulate gene 
function in axial progenitors. The reverse tetracycline tranactivator (rtTA) 
was placed under the control of the primitive streak/tail bud - specific T 
promoter. T-rtTA was targeted to the Rosa26 locus in ES cells to provide a 
stable transcriptionally active genomic environment. Its function was tested 
by inducing expression of a DsRed2 reporter gene from the tetracycline 
response element (TRE), which was integrated at the hprt locus. After 
allowing the cells to differentiate in the presence of doxycycline, which 
induces rtTA-dependent transcription, induction was detected by 
fluorescence microscopy, flow cytometry and RT-PCR. However, DsRed2 
levels were very low compared to a T-rtTA cell line generated in parallel in 
the lab by random integration. Therefore, the Tet system is usable for 
manipulation of gene expression, but targeted integration did not provide 
any benefits over random integration. 
Thirdly, a whole-mount embryo culture - electroporation (WEC-EP) 
method was developed as an alternative experimental approach, in which 
embryonic cells were lineage marked upon expression of the electroporated 
construct by activation of a reporter. In order to demonstrate the potential of 
this system, 8.5 dpc Cre-dependent lacZ reporter embryos were 
electroporated with an expression vector- containing dominant negative 
FGFR-IRES-cre under the control of either the primitive streak/tail bud - 
specific T promoter or the constitutive CAG promoter. Results showed 
decreased contribution of labelled cells to somitic mesoderm and to a lesser 
extent, neurectoderm, compared to controls. In contrast to previous reports, 
no absolute exclusion of cells from the tail bud was observed. 
Together, the primitive streak/tail bud - specific inducible Cre and 
Tet-On systems and WEC-EP approach look promising as informative 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction 
Extension of the mammalian postcranial anteroposterior (A-P) axis is 
dependent upon a small pool of progenitors in the primitive streak and later 
in its descendant, the tail bud, at the extreme posterior end of the embryo. 
There are many unanswered questions concerning the precise nature and 
location of these progenitors and the signalling molecules and transcription 
factors that regulate differentiation choices. In this introduction, events in the 
early embryo leading up to and including the establishment of the definitive  
A-P axis will be described before discussing the role of the primitive streak 
and tail bud during gastrulation and axis elongation. Evidence will be 
presented for the existence of a stem cell - like progenitor population resident 
in the primitive streak and tail bud. The signalling mechanisms and 
transcription factors that control the cell fate decisions that these putative 
stem cells make will be discussed by examining in detail the phenotypes of 
mouse mutants defective in axis elongation and patterning, and by looking at 
other studies in mouse and other vertebrates. Finally, evidence will be 
presented for the integration of several morphogenetic processes occurring 
during extension of the axis: production of new tissues by the primitive 
streak/ tail bud, somitogenesis and A-P patterning. Experiments on embryos 
of various model vertebrate organisms have been invaluable in elucidating 
developmental processes that are evolutionary conserved, so these will be 
discussed where appropriate. 
1.1 EARLY MOUSE DEVELOPMENT 
Pre-implantation development and axis determination 
In most invertebrates and non-amniote vertebrates, from the moment 
of fertilisation, development involves constructing and patterning the future 
organism. In amniotes (mammals, birds and reptiles) however, before work 
can begin on patterning the embryo proper, the earliest stages of 
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development are mainly involved with the generation of extra-embryonic 
tissues, which are required to support the embryo as it develops. 
Mammalian embryogenesis begins with fertilisation followed by 
cleavage divisions to form the 8-cell stage embryo, which then undergoes 
compaction. Compaction is the first morphological change to take place. 
During compaction, the radially symmetric (apolar) blastomeres polarise and 
make epithelial contacts with each other, which are dependent on calcium 
and E-cadherin cell adhesion molecules. Subsequent cell divisions are either 
symmetric to produce two polarised daughters, or asymmetric to produce 
one outside polarised cell and one inside apolar cell (Johnson and Ziomek, 
1981; reviewed by Kunath et al., 2004). Thus by the 16-cell morula stage, the 
embryo is composed of two distinct cell types: outside polarised cells, which 
will give rise to the trophectoderm lineage, surrounding inside apolar cells, 
which will become the inner cell mass (1CM) of the blastocyst. The 1CM 
contributes to the embryo proper, extra-embryonic endoderm and 
mesoderm, as well as the ectodermal component of the amnion (fig. 1.1). 
Thus, compaction presents the first differentiation or lineage-segregation 
event to take place in the embryo. 
The blastocyst forms by cavitation of the morula to form the blastocoel 
cavity with the 1CM located at one side of a hollow ball formed by the 
trophectoderm epithelium (fig. 1.2). The formation of the blastocyst is the 
first manifestation of morphological asymmetry, with the creation of the 
embryonic-abembryonic (Emb-Ab) axis. However, there is evidence that 
polarity of the conceptus is ultimately linked to the point of sperm entry at 
fertilisation, which affects the timing of the second cleavage division (Lu et 
al., 2001; Piotrowska and Zennicka-Goetz, 2001; Piotrowska and Zernicka-
Goetz, 2002). Progeny of the cell that divides first tend to form the embryonic 
side, defined by the position of the 1CM, whilst descendents of the cell that 
divides later predominantly occupy the abembryonic side. The Emb-Ab axis 
in the blastocyst is orthogonal to the animal-vegetal (A-V) axis. The animal 
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Figure 1.1. Cell lineage in the early mouse embryo 
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Figure 1.2. Overview of early embryonic development. 
The animal pole of the pre-implantation embryo is marked by the extruded second 
polar body. The animal-vegetal axis of the primitive endoderm becomes the distal-
proximal axis of the VE of the implanted egg cylinder. Thick grey arrows in the 5.75 
dpc embryo represent movement of the proximal-distal axis to form the 
anteroposterior axis. (Adapted from Lu et al., 2002) 
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the egg immediately after fertilisation (Gardner, 1997). The second polar 
body persists throughout pre-implantation development and continues to 
mark the animal pole (fig. 1.2). 
At 4.0 days post coitum (dpc), the primitive endoderm differentiates on 
the blastocoel surface of the 1CM, and the remainder of the 1CM forms the 
epiblast. The primitive endoderm will give rise to extra-embryonic visceral 
and parietal endoderm (Gardner, 1983) (fig. 1.1). The epiblast will generate 
the entire fetus and extra-embryonic mesoderm. Lineage studies have shown 
primitive endoderm cells located towards the animal pole contribute more 
frequently to visceral endoderm overlying the epiblast at post-implantation 
stages; those at the opposite side (vegetal pole) form visceral endoderm 
overlying extra-embryonic ectoderm (Weber et al., 1999), providing further 
evidence that events occurring in the zygote produce polarity at later stages: 
the AN axis leads to proximodistal (P-D) polarity in the visceral endoderm 
of the post-implantation egg cylinder (fig. 1.2). 
Pen-implantation development 
At around 4.5 dpc, the blastocyst implants in the uterine wall. Shortly 
after implantation, polar trophectoderm (trophectoderm that is in direct 
contact with the 1CM) proliferates, producing extra-embryonic ectoderm 
(ExE) that, because of space constraints imposed by the implantation site, 
pushes the epiblast and overlying visceral endoderm into the blastocoel 
cavity towards the abembryonic pole (Copp, 1979). The pro-amniotic cavity 
forms in the centre of the epiblast due to survival and apoptotic signals 
emanating from the visceral endoderm (Coucouvanis and Martin, 1995), 
causing the epiblast to become a cup-shaped one-cell thick epithelial tissue 
enveloped by, and in direct contact with, the one-cell thick visceral 
endoderm. At this stage, the conceptus is known as the egg cylinder and the 
Emb-Ab axis becomes the proximal-distal (P-D) axis. With the extra- 
The mouse animal-vegetal axis is not to be confused with the animal-vegetal axis in 
Xenopus embryos, where the vegetal pole is defined as the yolk-rich pole and the animal pole 
is relatively free of yolk protein. 
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embryonic structures in place, the scene is now set for the future organism's 
body to take shape. 
A-P axis formation in the egg-cylinder-stage embryo 
Before gastrulation takes place, the P-D axis of the recently implanted 
egg cylinder is first patterned and the definitive A-P axis is formed by 
rotation of the P-D axis (reviewed by Tam et al., 2006). During P-D 
patterning, the proximal epiblast assumes a posterior identity and the distal 
epiblast takes on anterior pattern. The P-D axis is then transformed into A-P 
polarity by a 900  rotation of the P-D axis at around 6.0 dpc (fig. 1.2). During 
rotation of the axis, proximal epiblast pattern becomes located at the site of 
primitive streak formation on the prospective posterior side of the embryo 
and distal epiblast pattern comes to lie at the prospective anterior position. 
Throughout the rotation, the epiblast itself does not move; instead, the 
apparent conversion of the P-D axis to the A-P axis is driven by the 
directional movement of the visceral endoderm epithelium. At this point, the 
A-P axis is finally established and the primitive streak forms. 
The fact that there is extensive cell mixing in the epiblast up to the 
start of gastrulation (Gardner and Cockroft, 1998) suggests that the epiblast is 
not key to setting up P-D / A-P pattern in the early embryo. Instead, the 
evidence points to inductive interactions between extra-embryonic and 
embryonic tissues being crucial for embryonic patterning. What is the 
molecular impetus behind A-P axis formation and formation of the primitive 
streak? 
Patterning the posterior epib last 
The TGF-3 superfamily member signalling molecule Bmp4 is 
expressed in the ExE of the early post-implantation egg cylinder in a domain 
adjacent to the proximal epiblast and is required for normal mesodermal 
specification, including proximal epiblast-derived primordial germ cells 
(Lawson et al., 1999; Winnier et al., 1995). Embryos mutant for Bmp4 fail to 
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express Brachyury (T), a marker of posterior identity (Winnier et al., 1995). 
Signals from the ExE activate expression of the TGF-13 superfamily member 
Nodal in the proximal epiblast, which then amplifies its own expression 
throughout the epiblast and overlying visceral endoderm (VE) by an 
autoregulatory mechanism by 5.5 dpc (Brennan et al., 2001). Nodal then 
acquires a P-D gradient of expression in the epiblast, which rapidly resolves 
to the future posterior side where the primitive streak will form (Conlon et 
al., 1994; Varlet et al., 1997). This restriction in its expression is driven by the 
action of the anterior visceral endoderm (AVE) that is itself formed in 
response to Nodal signalling. Embryos mutant for Nodal fail to form a 
primitive streak and do not express the posterior markers T, Eomes, Wnt3, 
Fgf8 or Cripto, and arrest development as an unpatterned egg cylinder at 6.0 
dpc, suggesting that Nodal is required to promote expression of posterior 
genes essential for primitive streak formation and/or maintenance (Brennan 
et all., 2001; Conlon et al., 1994). Furthermore, ExE markers Bmp4 and Eomes 
are initially expressed but fail to be maintained in Nodal mutants, suggesting 
that continued Nodal signalling in the epiblast is required for maintaining 
molecular pattern in the adjacent ExE (Brennan et al., 2001). Thus, reciprocal 
interactions between ExE and proximal epiblast are responsible for 
proximal/ posterior patterning of the epiblast. 
Anterior patterning and P-D axis rotation to form the A-P axis 
Nodal is essential for anterior specification 
Chimera experiments were carried out to demonstrate a requirement 
for Nodal in defining anterior identity. When ES cells are injected into 
blastocysts they contribute almost exclusively to fetal tissues and extra-
embryonic mesoderm at a high level (Beddington and Robertson, 1989). 
Therefore, it is possible to create chimeras in which the embryo itself is 
predominantly of one genotype and the extra-embryonic lineages of another. 
In chimeras where the VE was mutant for Nodal and the epiblast contained a 
mixture of mutant and wild type cells, the posterior patterning and 
gastrulation defects associated with the Nodal null phenotype described 
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earlier were rescued (Varlet et al., 1997). These embryos displayed severe 
anterior truncations, suggesting a function for Nodal in VE for correct 
anterior specification. On the other hand, this phenotype might instead be a 
result of insufficient numbers of wild type cells in axial mesoendoderm, 
whose anterior patterning function is dependent on Nodal (Lu and 
Robertson, 2004). 
Nodal signalling in the epiblast initiates anterior pattern by activating 
the Smad-2 pathway in yE, leading to expression of anterior patterning 
genes, including Nodal itself, and the formation of the AVE (Brennan et al., 
2001). Thus in the absence of Nodal, the egg cylinder is unpatterned, neither 
adopting anterior nor posterior character. Conditional inactivation of Nodal 
specifically in the epiblast, leaving the VE wild type for the gene, gives an 
identical phenotype, proving that its expression in the epiblast is essential for 
correct A-P patterning (Lu and Robertson, 2004). 
Nodal therefore acts as a central player in setting up the A-P axis by 
generating and/or maintaining molecular pattern within three different 
tissues: epiblast, ExE and VE. Nodal signalling has been well conserved in 
evolution and its homologues are required for normal development in all 
vertebrates (Schier and Shen, 2000). The role of the AVE in establishing 
anterior identity and P-D axis conversion to the A-P axis will now be 
discussed. 
The AVE 
Modulation of the level of Nodal signalling in the proximal epiblast 
by the ExE ensures that the prospective AVE, called the distal visceral 
endoderm (DVE), that is induced by low-level Nodal signalling, is restricted 
to the distal tip of the embryo (Rodriguez et al., 2005). Proximal displacement 
of the DVE cells immediately prior to gastrulation forms the AVE, which is 
often cited as the mammalian 'head organiser' and marks the prospective 
anterior side of the embryo (Thomas and Beddington, 1996; Thomas et al., 
1998). The AVE expresses the anterior-patterning transcription factors Hex, 
Goosecoid (Gsc), Otx2, Lhxl, Foxa2 and secreted repressors of Nodal and Wnt 
signalling, Cer-1, Leftyl, Dickkopf-1 (mDkkl), Sfrpl and Sfrp5 (Finley et al., 2003; 
I.,] 
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Kemp et al., 2005; Perea-Gomez et al., 2001b). In compound mutants of both 
Cer-1 and Leflijl, embryos exhibit an expanded or ectopic primitive streak 2 
(Perea-Gomez et al., 2002). In wild type embryos, these two secreted 
molecules act to restrict Nodal signalling to the proximal/ posterior region of 
the epiblast. Mouse Cer-1 has the ability to inhibit BMP signalling as well as 
Nodal signalling (Belo et al., 2000). The Cer-t'i Leftyl ' phenotype is partially 
suppressed by heterozygosity of Nodal, demonstrating that regulation of 
Nodal signalling by factors secreted from the AVE is important for 
suppressing primitive streak formation in anterior regions (Perea-Gomez et 
al., 2002). When Smad-2, which is required to transduce the Nodal signal to 
the VE in order to induce the earliest markers of the DVE, including Cer-1 and 
LeftyTl, is mutated, Nodal fails to be spatially restricted and remains expressed 
throughout the epiblast (Waldrip et al., 1998). The epiblast thus adopts a 
posterior character'. Furthermore, in double mutant embryos for Foxa2 and 
Lhxl, the AVE fails to form and the proximal /posterior epiblast region is 
expanded at the expense of the distal/anterior region (Perea-Gomez et al., 
1999). Similarly, proximal/ posterior markers are ectopically expressed in the 
distal/anterior epiblast of Otx2 mutants (Perea-Gomez et al., 2001a). Otx2 is 
also required for the anteriorwards movement of the DVE (Kimura et al., 
2000; Perea-Gomez et al., 2001a). 
Thus in the absence of AVE genes, there is an expansion of 
proximal / posterior epiblast tissue and a reduction in distal / anterior epiblast 
pattern, and the axis fails to rotate properly. These findings support the 
hypothesis that the AVE functions by suppressing posterior character and 
induction of the primitive streak on the anterior side by inhibiting TGF-3 and 
Wnt signalling pathways. As a result, posterior genes are restricted to the 
proximal/posterior epiblast where they subsequently induce a primitive 
streak (Beddington and Robertson, 1998; Beddington and Robertson, 1999; 
Lu et al., 2001; Perea-Gomez et al., 2001b; Thomas et al., 1998; Zerrncka- 
mutated individually, Cer-1 and Leftyi do not display a phenotype, possibly due to 
genetic redundancy (Belo et al., 2000; Meno et al., 1998; Shawlot et al., 2000). 
Smad-2 is not required for Nodal's function in proximal/ posterior patterning (Vincent et al., 
2003; Waldrip et al., 1998). 
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Goetz, 2002). This ensures that the anterior side remains receptive to later 
neural inducing signals emanating from organiser-derived tissue (Ang and 
Behringer, 2002). 
/3-catenin is critical for correct A-P axis formation 
The Nodal co-factor Cripto is required for correct orientation of the A-
P axis. Similar to Nodal, it is expressed throughout the epiblast at 5.5 dpc and 
then assumes a graded P-D distribution with the highest expression in the 
proximal region. As P-D asymmetry is converted into the A-P axis by the 
movement of the DVE to form the AVE, Cripto expression moves towards the 
proximal/ posterior region of the epiblast where the primitive streak will 
form (Beddington, 1998; Ding et al., 1998). In the absence of Cripto, the P-D 
axis fails to rotate but retains correct patterning. Posterior mesoderm, 
marked by T and Fgf8 expression, forms proximally, and due to the DVE 
remaining at the distal tip, the distal epiblast assumes anterior neurectoderm 
identity. However, because rotation of the axis does not occur, the 
morphological streak does not form. Cripto is a direct target of -catenin 
signalling and in the absence of /3-ca tenin specifically in the epiblast, mutant 
embryos also fail to orientate their axis (Huelsken et al., 2000; Morkel et al., 
2003). Additionally, they fail to make mesoderm. /3-catenin appears to 
function by a Wnt-independent pathway in regulating axis orientation, as 
blocking canonical Wnt signalling upstream of /3-catenin in mesd-deficient 
embryos does not affect orientation of the axis, but does still prevent 
mesoderm formation (Hsieh et al., 2003). /3-catenin in the epiblast is therefore 
required for both correct A-P axis orientation and mesoderm formation/A-P 
patterning, demonstrating that the canonical 13-catenin pathway regulates 
both processes: axis orientation via Cripto and streak formation in response 
to Wnt3 (Morkel et al., 2003). 
Induction of the primitive streak 
For the primitive streak to form, Nodal signalling in the epiblast and 
BMP4 signalling from the ExE are essential, as has already been discussed. 
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Wnt signalling also plays a key role in primitive streak formation. In the 
absence of Wnt3, mutant embryos do not form a streak and lack expression 
of primitive streak and organiser markers, including T and Gcd, but A-P axis 
orientation is not affected (Liu et al., 1999). Misexpression of Cwnt8c, or a 
mutation in Axin, an inhibitor of Writ signalling, in the mouse embryo, 
results in an ectopic primitive streak and anterior truncations (Popperl et al., 
1997; Zeng et at, 1997). Furthermore, embryos mutant for Lpp3, a regulator of 
canonical Wnt signalling, phenocopy Axin-deficient embryos (Escalarite-
Alcalde et al., 2003). Together, these findings not only reveal that canonical 
Writ signalling regulates streak formation, but also demonstrate the need for 
the AVE to suppress Writ signalling in anterior regions to prevent the 
formation of multiple streaks. 
The established model of A-P axis formation and primitive streak 
induction, was formulated on reports that T and Wnt3 are expressed in a 
radially symmetrical manner in the proximal epiblast just prior to the 
formation of the morphological streak (Liu et al., 1999; Thomas and 
Beddington, 1996; Thomas et al., 1998). Concomitant with DVE movement to 
form the AVE. T expression shifts to the proximal/ posterior region of the 
epiblast that will form the streak. Wnt3 expression shifts to the 
proximal/ posterior epiblast and overlying VIE. Recently however, new data 
has shown that the predominant site of T expression is in the ExE rather than 
the proximal epiblast at pre-streak stages (Perea-Gomez et al., 2004; Rivera-
Perez and Magnuson, 2005). This expression then becomes localised to the 
proximal/ posterior epiblast at the junction with the ExE, where the primitive 
streak subsequently forms. Similarly, Wnt3 has been shown not to form a 
ring of expression in proximal epiblast (Rivera-Perez and Magnuson, 2005). 
Wnt3 is expressed in the posterior \TE  at 5.5 dpc, before Hex-expressing DVE 
cells have shifted to form the AVE. and before T comes on in the epiblast. 
Wnt3 expression then spreads to the proximal/posterior epiblast. This 
expression pattern recapitulates the distribution of actively signalling l-
catenin (Mohamed et al., 2004). Rivera-Perez and Magnuson (2005) propose 
that Wnt3 expression in posterior VE and later in the proximal/posterior 
epiblast directs activation of T and formation of the primitive streak. 
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Promoter analysis has demonstrated T to be a direct target of Writ/ 3-catenin 
signalling (Arnold et al., 2000). The above findings suggest that the relocation 
of mesodermal markers to the proximal /posterior region of the epiblast 
might not be dependent upon the movement of DVE cells to form the AVE as 
originally thought, and instead they are able to shift independently. 
The posterior restriction of T expression was shown not to be due to 
cell movements and instead primitive streak markers are induced by 
interactions between the epiblast and posterior VE (Rivera-Perez and 
Magnuson, 2005). Similarly, posterior restriction of Nodal expression is due to 
changes in the location of the expression domain rather than by cell 
movements (Perea-Gomez et al., 2004). 
The Nieuwkoop Centre 
Both the ExE and posterior VE have been proposed to be candidates 
for the mouse equivalent of the Nieuwkoop Centre. The Nieuwkoop Centre 
in amphibians is an area of the dorsal-vegetal region of the blastula that is 
capable of inducing an organiser in adjacent animal cells in a non-cell 
autonomous manner without contributing cells to the induced embryonic 
structures (De Robertis et al., 2000). The Nieuwkoop Centre forms when 
nuclear 13-catemn on the dorsal side of the embryo coincides with a TGF-13 
signal (Vgl) from the vegetal hemisphere. Both these signals act 
synergistically to activate a gradient of Nodal-related (Xnr) genes in the 
endoderm. Expression of Xnr is highest in the dorsal endoderm, inducing the 
organiser to form in the dorsal marginal zone. 
The Nieuwkoop Centre in chick is the extra-embryonic posterior 
marginal zone (PMZ) 4 of the blastoderm, between the area pellucida and area 
opaca. Wnt8c/ 13-catenin signalling around the entire marginal zone coincides 
with cVgl in the PMZ to induce formation of the primitive streak and 
organiser anterior to it (Skromne and Stern, 2001). Transplantation of PMZ to 
an anterior region of the marginal zone results in the formation of an ectopic 
primitive streak and Hensen's node without contributing cells to the induced 
Not to be confused with the marginal zone in amphibians; these are not equivalent tissues. 
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structures (Bachvarova, 1999; Bachvarova et al., 1998). Misexpression of cVgl 
in the marginal zone also results in an ectopic secondary axis (Shah et al., 
1997). 
In mouse, it is not clear where the Nieuwkoop Centre equivalent is 
situated, if indeed one exists. The ExE is topologically the equivalent to the 
PMZ in the avian embryo, and it secretes a TGF-13 signal (Bmp4) that is 
required for streak formation via Nodal (Winnier et al., 1995). However, the 
localised expression of Wnt3 and the presence of non-phosphorylated 3-
catenin (indicative of active Wnt signalling) in posterior VE just prior to 
streak formation suggest that this region instead might be considered the 
Nieuwkoop Centre in mammals (Mohamed et al., 2004; Rivera-Perez and 
Magnuson, 2005). 
Gastrulation and the primitive 'streak 
It is not birth, marriage, or death, but gastrulation, which is truly 
the most important time in our lives. 
Lewis Wolpert (1986) 
All definitive tissues of the mouse are ultimately derived from the 
epiblast of the post-implantation egg cylinder (fig. 1.1). The conversion from 
a single germ layer (epiblast) to a triple-germ layered (ectoderm, mesoderm 
and endoderm) embryo is achieved by epiblast cells undergoing an epithelial 
to mesenchymal transition (EMT) as they ingress through the primitive 
streak to lie between the epiblast and VE to form the mesoderm or insert in 
the endoderm layer to form the definitive endoderm germ layer, during the 
process of gastrulation and later during organogenesis (reviewed by Hogan 
et al., 1994; Tam and Behringer, 1997). Mouse gastrulation begins at 6.5 dpc 
with the formation of the primitive steak and lays down anterior mesoderm 
and endoderm structures as well as extra-embryonic mesoderm. The 
primitive streak is the first sign of morphological asymmetry indicating the 
polarity of the A-P axis and defines the future midline of the embryo. It plays 
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a key role in extending and patterning the A-P body axis by laying down the 
basic body plan in an orderly rostral-caudal (head-tail) sequence. 
Extra-embryonic membranes 
During this stage of development, the amnion forms from the fusion 
of the amniotic folds that appear when the expanding extra-embryonic 
mesoderm pushes the proximal rim of the epiblast and the distal rim of the 
extra-embryonic ectoderm towards the centre of the pro-amniotic cavity. 
Proximal to the amnion in the extra-embryonic mesoderm, 
intercellular spaces called lacunae develop, which coalesce to form the 
mesoderm-lined future visceral yolk sac cavity. 
Cell fate in the epiblast 
Fate maps have been constructed at different stages of -gastrulation 
showing the epiblast broadly divided into domains of progenitors for the 
three germ layers (fig. 1.3) (Lawson, 1999; Lawson et al., 1991; Lawson and 
Pedersen, 1992; Parameswaran and Tam, 1995; Tam, 1989; Tam and 
Behringer, 1997). The embryonic ectoderm (both neurectoderm and surface 
ectoderm) derives from progenitors that are located in anterior and distal 
regions of the pre- and early- streak stage epiblast. Embryonic mesoderm 
derives from progenitors located in more posterior and lateral positions, 
whilst extra-embryonic mesoderm descends from the proximal/ posterior 
epiblast. The notochord, definitive gut endoderm, and prechordal plate 
mesoderm are all tissues derived from the anterior end of the primitive 
streak or its surrounds. 
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Figure 1.3. Fate maps of the epiblast at pre-streak and early streak stages. 
The white bar represents the approximate position of the primitive streak. 
(Reproduced from Lawson et al., 1991). 
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Ingression at the primitive streak 
Cell-labelling studies have shown that there is a spatiotemporal order 
of cell recruitment at the primitive streak (Hogan et al., 1994; Kinder et al., 
1999; Smith et al., 1994; Tam and Beddington, 1987; Tam and Bebringer, 
1997). The first epiblast cells to emerge from the early primitive streak 
migrate proximally and contribute predominantly to extra-embryonic 
mesoderm. As gastrulation proceeds, the primitive streak elongates distally. 
By the mid-streak stage (7.0 dpc), nascent embryonic mesoderm moves 
laterally and anteriorly around the circumference of the egg cylinder. These 
are the 'mesodermal wings'. Cells destined for the most anterior aspect of the 
embryo such as heart and cranial regions are the first embryonic mesodermal 
precursors to transit through the streak. At the anterior end of the streak, in 
the so called 'organiser region', or early gastrula organiser (EGO), 
identifiable by the expression of the transcription factors Gsc and Foxa2, cells 
migrate anteriorly along the midline to form the anterior axial mesendoderm 
(Ang and Behringer, 2002). This subsequently gives rise to the anterior 
definitive endoderm / foregut and prechordal plate mesoderm that underlies 
the presumptive forebrain, as well as precursors of the node and its 
derivatives. Cells destined for the mid and hindgut are recruited sequentially 
during the late-streak stage (Tam and Behringer, 1997). Nascent definitive 
endoderm cells displace visceral endoderm anteriorly and proximally 
towards the extra-embryonic region (Lawson and Pedersen, 1987). Visceral 
endoderm will later give rise to the visceral yolk sac. By the late-streak stage 
(7.5 dpc), the primitive streak has reached its full extent. At its extreme 
anterior end at the distal tip of the egg cylinder, the node becomes clearly 
recognisable. The node is the source of notochord and floor plate (Sulik et al., 
1994; Wilson and Beddington, 1996) and is the amniote equivalent of the 
amphibian late Spemann organiser (see page 19). 
The primitive streak is regionalised along its A-P axis with respect to 
cell fate (Smith et all., 1994; Tam and Beddington, 1987). Different prospective 
mesodermal tissues emerge from different regions of the streak. The 
posterior part of the late streak produces predominantly extra-embryonic 
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mesoderm, while the middle portion gives rise to lateral mesoderm, and the 
anterior region generates paraxial mesoderm. The rostral-caudal axis of the 
streak therefore corresponds to a mediolaterall order of cell fate with more 
caudal regions of the streak generating progressively more lateral/ventral 
mesoderm and rostral regions giving rise to medial/dorsal mesoderm. The 
node, at the anterior extremity of the streak produces the most medial 
mesoderm. 
The marginal zone and blastopore lip in Xeno pus are the equivalent of 
the amniote primitive streak. They also show regionalisation of mesodermal 
cell fate, with the dorsal blastopore lip/Spemann organiser generating 
notochord, and ventral/lateral portions of the marginal zone/blastopore lip 
giving rise to progressively more ventral mesoderm fates. Thus, there is 
conservation of the gastrulation process across diverse vertebrate species. 
Potency of cells in the epiblast and primitive streak 
Despite the regionalisation of cell fate and the apparent importance of 
setting up molecular pattern in the epiblast, there is no compelling evidence 
that there is irreversible commitment of epiblast cells to any lineage prior to 
ingression at the streak. For example, clonal analysis showed that individual 
cells in the epiblast contribute clonal descendants to more than one tissue 
type, including the germ line (Lawson et al., 1991; Lawson and Pedersen, 
1992). Results of heterotopic transplantation experiments, whereby labelled 
epiblast cells were transplanted to different locations in the epiblast, have 
shown that epiblast cells are capable of displaying the fate that is 
characteristic of the cells in the new location (Parameswaran and Tam, 1995; 
Tam and Zhou, 1996). Some of these transplanted distal epiblast cells 
contributed to the germ line as well. Thus, allocation of cells to specific 
lineages is influenced by their position within the epiblast and by the 
morphogenetic behaviour of the cells rather than specific early commitment 
to cell lineage. 
The above evidence suggests that there is maintenance of 
pluripotency of epiblast cells prior to ingression. A series of experiments 
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suggested that a restriction in potency occurs during transit through the 
primitive streak. When distal mesoderm of a mid-streak stage embryo was 
transplanted back to the epiblast of an early-streak stage embryo, the 
transplanted cells were restricted in their ability to contribute to lateral 
mesoderm (Tam et al., 1997a), although they were capable of acquiring most 
of the potency characteristic of the epiblast. In contrast, cells transplanted 
directly from the posterior epiblast to the mesoderm, and therefore not 
subjected to any influence by the primitive streak, are not restricted in 
potency and contribute to an array of tissues concordant with the expected 
potency of the epiblast cells. 
The emergence of distinctive mesodermal populations from different 
regions of the streak may therefore relate more to morphogenetic constraints 
on cell movements through and away from the streak, or to a regulation of 
the order and timing of ingression through the streak, than to any intrinsic 
differences in the developmental potential of the cells themselves (Kinder et 
al., 1999; Tam and Beddington, 1987). In other words, the streak itself might 
play a key role in patterning the tissues that emerge from it, and this may be 
concomitant with partial restriction in developmental potency. 
The role of the organiser in patterning the A-P axis 
In the amphibian embryo, the organiser, which consists of the dorsal 
blastopore lip, is capable of inducing an entire secondary axis when 
transplanted ectopically to the ventral marginal zone of a host gastrula. This 
procedure was carried out by Hilde Mangold and Hans Spemann in their 
famous 'organiser experiment' (Spemann and Mangold, 1924). Further 
transplant experiments by Otto Mangold demonstrated that different cell 
populations exist within the organiser, each capable of inducing a different 
part of the neural axis (Mangold, 1933). He also showed that the first cells of 
the organiser to involute into the embryo induce the formation of head 
structures, including anterior neurectoderm, while those cells that form the 
dorsal blastopore lip at later stages of gastrulation induce the formation of 
more posterior structures (trunk and tail). The Xenopus organiser has 
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subsequently been shown to be composed of two distinct regions that 
involute into the embryo at different times. The anterior (or lower) and 
posterior (or upper) parts of the dorsal blastopore lip induce head and trunk 
structures respectively (Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997). These domains express 
different genes. The anterior region expresses Xgsc and involutes first (early-
gastrula organiser), whereas Xbra and Xnot mark the posterior domain, 
which enters the embryo last (late-gastrula organiser) (Vodicka and Gerhart, 
1995; Zoltewicz and Gerhart, 1997). 
The amniote organiser too appears to have different inducing 
properties when taken from embryos at different stages. When the node of a 
7.5 dpc mouse embryo was transplanted into the lateral region of a stage-
matched host embryo, a second body axis was generated that lacked anterior 
structures suggesting that the mouse node may only function as the trunk 
organiser, and is the equivalent of the late-gastrula organiser in Xeno pus 
(Beddington, 1994). A similar result was observed in chick when Hensen's 
node from embryos at stages 5-6 (equivalent to mouse 7.5 dpc) was 
transplanted into lateral extra-embryonic regions of competent host embryos 
(Storey et al., 1992). In contrast, younger Hensen's node (stages 2-4; 
equivalent to mouse 6.5-7.5 dpc) has the ability to induce a complete neural 
axis, including anterior and posterior characteristics. The inductive potential 
of the organiser to induce anterior neural structures seems to depend on the 
presence of GSC-expressing cells (Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993). GSC-
expressing cells from Koller's sickle, moving ahead of the streak as it 
elongates anteriorly, meet with epiblast cells in the central part of the 
blastoderm toform the nascent Hensen's node. At this stage, Hensen's node 
has the ability to induce a complete secondary axis when transplanted 
(Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1993; Storey et al., 1992). Once GSC-expressing cells 
have migrated anteriorly from Henson's node to generate prechordal plate 
mesoderm, the organiser loses the ability to induce a complete secondary 
axis; but GSC-positive cells that have recently emerged from Hensen's node 
retain anterior-inducing ability. 
Surprisingly, when transplanted to an ectopic site, the Gsc-positive 
mouse organiser at early-streak stages (anterior primitive streak), called the 
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early-gastrula organiser (EGO), induces an incomplete axis lacking anterior 
neural characteristics (Tam and Steiner, 1999; Tam et al., 1997b). This is a 
similar result to ectopic transplantation of the node, suggesting that head 
organising activity may be found outside both these structures. 
Fate-mapping by Kinder èt al (2001) showed the mouse gastrula 
organiser to be composed of a transitory, rather than a permanent, 
population of tissue precursors that are recruited from epiblast regions 
surrounding the organiser to replenish cells that have been allocated to the 
various lineages. The first cells to leave the EGO generate anterior axial 
mesendoderm. Then the organiser (now the morphologically distinguished 
node) makes increasingly more posterior axial mesoderm and floor plate 
(Kinder et al., 2001; Robb and Tam, 2004). This change in developmental fate 
regarding the organiser's relative contribution to different parts of the A-P 
axis is reflected, as in Xeno pus, by the different combination of genes 
expressed. They also demonstrated that the organiser is capable of inducing 
a full axis, but only after the primitive streak, having extended distally to 
reach the epiblast domain of the EGO, carries the cells of the EGO anteriorly 
to meet other precursors of axial mesendoderm that were originally anterior 
to the EGO. They called this head-organising structure, the 'mid-gastrula 
organiser' (MGO), which has similar axis-inducing properties as Hensen's 
node in chick at stages 2-4. Once axial mesendoderm precursors have left the 
organiser region, the remaining cells form the Gsc-negative node and no 
longer display anterior-inducing activity. 
Like its amphibian counterpart, the node expresses T, Nodal, Foxa2, 
Lhxl, and the BMP antagonists Chordin and Noggin. The axial mesoderm 
(notochord) that is generated by the node plays an important role in 
patterning the neural tube and somites. The node also plays a role in left-
right patterning. This is thought to be achieved by leftward nodal flow 
generated by rotating monocilia projecting from each cell on the ventral 
surface of the node (reviewed by McGrath and Brueckner, 2003; Raya and 
Belmonte, 2006; Tabin and Vogan, 2003). 
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The AVE as the 'head organiser' 
From the evidence discussed earlier, there is clearly a requirement for 
signals derived from the AVE for proper anterior development. However, 
the AVE alone is not sufficient for stable maintenance of anterior character 
(Tam and Steiner, 1999). Similarly, the chick equivalent of the AVE, the 
anterior hypoblast (Yatskievych et al., 1999), is unable to induce stable 
anterior neural fate and instead induces transient markers of forebrain (Foley 
et al., 2000). However, when AVE was grafted together with anterior epi blast 
and EGO, ectopic anterior neural tissue was formed (Tam and Steiner, 1999). 
Moreover, whereas Otx2 function is required in VE for normal anterior 
development, in chimeras containing wild type extra-embryonic tissues and 
Otx2 mutant embryonic tissues, anterior neurectoderm is initially formed but 
fails to be maintained (Rhinn et al., 1998). The above evidence thus suggests 
that the mouse 'head organiser' might also reside in the AVE and that the 
AVE seems necessary but not sufficient for anterior neural development. 
The 'three-step model' of A-P axis patterning 
During gastrulation, axial mesendoderm emerges from the EGO at the 
anterior end of the primitive streak and moves anteriorly to displace the AVE 
and underlie the prospective anterior neurectoderm. Axial mesendoderm 
expresses many of the same genes as the AVE, including Cer-1, Nodal, Otx2, 
Lhxl, Foxa2, Gsc and Hex, plus inhibitors of BMIP signalling not expressed in 
the AVE: Chordin and Follistatin (Ang and Bebringer, 2002). The AVE may 
therefore function to prime the epiblast for anterior patterning, ready for 
axial mesendoderm to induce definitive anterior identity. The AVE is 
responsible initially for establishing anterior identity; EGO-derived tissues 
serve only to maintain and embellish this pattern. This suggests that the EGO 
together with the AVE forms the 'head organiser.' 
This fits with the 'three-step model' proposed to explain neural 
patterning along the A-P axis in amniotes (Stern, 2001; Stern et al., 2006). This 
is a modification of Nieuwkoop's 'activation-transformation' model in 
Xeno pus (Nieuwkoop et al., 1952; Nieuwkoop and Nigtevecht, 1954), with the 
addition of a stabilisation step. Firstly, an unstable pre-neural fate of anterior 
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(forebrain) character is activated by the AVE (or hypoblast in avian 
embryos). This is followed by a stabilisation or maintenance step by 
organiser derivatives, which consolidates neural fate. In the head region, 
axial mesendoderm fixes forebrain fate, in part by providing further 
protection against posteriorising signals such as Wnts. In the trunk, the 
stabilising signals emanate from the notochord. Finally, posteriorising 
signals produced from paraxial mesoderm in more posterior regions of the 
axis 'transform' what is initially induced as anterior neural character into 
progressively more posterior neural tissue (midbrain, hindbrain and spinal 
cord). Candidate molecules for the transformation process include FGFs, 
Wnts (Xwnt8 in Xeno pus, Wnt3a in mouse) and retinoic acid, all of which can 
generate posterior structures from anterior ones to differing extents and are 
present at their highest levels in posterior regions. 
More evidence of conserved A-P patterning mechanisms across 
diverse vertebrate species comes from a comparison between mouse and 
frog. In Xeno pus, Cerberus and Hex, both markers of the AVE and EGO in 
mouse, are expressed in the deep vegetal cells of the early dorsal blastopore 
lip that are already internal and do not ingress through the organiser, and 
are required for proper anterior patterning (Bouwmeester et al., 1996; 
Brickman et al., 2000; Jones et al., 1999; Smithers and Jones, 2002). These cells 
are destined to form the pharyngeal endoderm beneath the most anterior 
neurectoderm in the equivalent position that the AVE and EGO-derived 
tissues occupy in the mouse embryo. The deep vegetal cells, together with 
the Xgsc-expressing anterior blastopore lip of the early gastrula, which gives 
rise to prechordal mesoderm (produced by the EGO in mouse), form the 
prospective pharyngeal endomesoderm that is considered the amphibian 
equivalent of the mouse 'head orgaruser.' 
Axis elongation and the tail bud 
During gastrulation, head mesoderm and definitive endoderm is 
primarily generated by the mass migration and transit through the streak of 
cells located over a large area of the epiblast. At later stages however (from 
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around 8.5 dpc), there is accumulating evidence for the existence of a self-
renewing population of progenitors, or stem cells, resident in the primitive 
streak and node and their descendent, the tail bud, that are capable of giving 
rise to the entire postcranial axis. During this process of axis elongation, the 
A-P body axis is laid down in an orderly anterior to posterior sequence as 
progenitors exit the primitive streak and node, migrate laterally, and 
differentiate as neurectoderm and mesoderm (including notochord and 
somites). At around 10.5 dpc, the tail bud becomes the source of all new 
caudal tissue and adds another 30-35 somites to the axis. Axis elongation 
continues until around 13.5 dpc, generating around 65 somites in total. 
Somites generated by the primitive streak contribute to the vertebra, ribs and 
body musculature of the occipital, cervical, thoracic and lumbar regions; the 
tail bud generates somites for the sacral and caudal regions of the body. 
Cell fate in the 8.5 dpc progenitor zone 
The fate map of the head fold-stage (8.0 dpc) primitive streak, after 
gastrulation is complete, is essentially the same as the late-streak stage a day 
earlier except that there is little contribution to extra-embryonic mesoderm, 
and progenitors of paraxial mesoderm are present in the posterior portion of 
the streak, in addition to the anterior region (Wilson and Beddington, 1996). 
A detailed fate map of the 8.5 dpc progenitor zone has been described 
by Cambray and Wilson (2007) by grafting fragments of the 8.5 dpc 
progenitor zone from GFP transgenic embryos homotopically to stage-
matched host embryos, which were then cultured for 48 hours. The tissue 
distribution of GFP cells was then determined. This fate map is illustrated in 
figure 1.4 and shows the following: Progenitors for anterior trunk 
neurectoderm and somites are already specified at 8.5 dpc and are en route 
to differentiation. These are transient (short-term) progenitors and are 
present in the ectoderm layer lateral to the border (box in figure 1.4) between 
the node and primitive streak (neural progenitors) and in pre-existing pre-
somitic mesoderm lateral to the streak (paraxial mesoderm progenitors). 
Progenitors for more posterior parts of the axis are resident in the midline 
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streak, border and lateral streak ectoderm at 8.5 dpc waiting their turn to exit 
the progenitor zone to differentiate. The midline streak gives rise exclusively 
to paraxial mesoderm. Only border cells and lateral streak ectoderm generate 
both mesoderm and neurectoderm, and populate the chordoneural hinge 
(CNH) in the tail bud when it forms at 10.5 dpc. As the CNH is capable of 
being passaged through several generations of embryos (Cambray and 
Wilson, 2002), this suggests that these regions contain self-renewing stem 
cells for neurectoderm and somites, and possibly also notochord (border 
displays low contribution to posterior notochord). Notochord and ventral 
neurectoderm derives from the rostral node. The posterior most 40 % of the 
streak contains progenitors for intermediate and ventrolateral mesoderm, 
with the last 20 % making these tissues exclusively. The finding that lateral 
streak ectoderm makes mesoderm demonstrates that ingression of ectoderm 
cells through the streak continues after gastrulation is complete. 
The 'laacZ' in vivo clonal analysis technique (Bonnerot and Nicolas, 
1993) was used to provide evidence of coherence of paraxial mesoderm 
progenitors in the streak (Eloy-Trinquet and Nicolas, 2002). This was shown 
by mediolateral regionalisation of stretches of up to 12 somites, of clonal 
myotomal precursor descendents of cells born in the primitive streak. 
Bilateral clones exhibited symmetry in the mediolateral contribution of 
labelled cells in right and left sides of the embryo, demonstrating that 
regionalised mediolateral contribution to the myotome is determined in the 
streak, before bilateralisation. Mediolateral regionalisation has also been 
reported in the somitic mesoderm of chick (Psychoyos and Stern, 1996; 
Schoenwolf et al., 1992). These findings suggest that different rostrocaudal 
levels of the streak give rise to different mediolateral positions in the pre-
somitic and somitic mesoderm. However, heterotopic grafts of streak 
portions have shown that mediolateral restriction of paraxial mesoderm 
precursors is not irreversibly determined, and instead is a result of the 
rostrocaudal position of progenitors in the primitive streak (Garcia-Martinez 
and Schoenwoif, 1992). 
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Figure 1.4. Fate map of the 8.5 dpc progenitor zone. 
Schematic diagram representing cell fate and movements at the posterior end of the 
8.5 dpc embryo. The ectoderm layer has been removed in the lower half of the 
diagram to expose the mesoderm layer. Tissues are colour coded as follows: blue, 
neurectoderm (flattened so that dorsal neural tube lies more laterally); brown, 
ventral node and notochord; pink, paraxial mesoderm (pre-somitic and somitic); 
lower white and orange arrow, lateral I intermediate mesoderm; uppermost white, 
surface ectoderm; purple overlaid onto blue and pink either side of the midline, 
midline primitive streak. The blue checked area represents lateral streak ectoderm 
and contains neural progenitors that are retained in the CNH at 10.5 dpc. Arrows 
represent the movement of cells and are colour coded according to tissue layer. 
Dotted lines represent movements of progenitor cells inside the progenitor zone. As 
well as a net movement rostrally from the progenitor zone, neural progenitors can 
move towards the midline (blue dotted arrows), form mesoderm (purple arrows) 
and move out to presomitic mesoderm (red arrows). In the border (boxed), cells exit 
to ventral neurectoderm, notochord and medial somites (thin red arrow). They may 
also exit posteriorly to the streak to form more lateral somites in the tail (purple 
arrow). Border progenitors are retained in the CNH at 10.5 dpc. Lateral I 
intermediate mesoderm derives from the posterior end of the midline streak also 
fated to form paraxial mesoderm, in addition to deriving from the extreme posterior 
end of the streak (purple). Dashed box in mesoderm represents most posterior 
somite. (taken from Cambray and Wilson, 2007). 
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Axis elongation by the tail bud is a continuation of gastrulation 
Axis elongation by the tail bud is viewed as a continuation of events 
initiated at gastrulation. The vertebrate tail bud and primitive 
streak/blastopore lip share many common features: The morphology and 
topology of axial tissues they produce is similar (fig. 1.5), and they share the 
expression of many genes. Also, several genes which play a crucial role in the 
maintenance of axis elongation by the primitive streak, as shown by null 
mutations, affect only tail development when function is partially lost 
(DobrovolskaIa-ZavadskaIa, 1927; Greco et al., 1996). 
Gont et al. (1993) demonstrated by fate mapping in Xeno pus that the 
tail bud consists of regionalised progenitor populations fated to form specific 
tissues that are directly related by lineage to distinct regions in the late 
blastopore lip. For example, the dorsal blastopore lip gives rise to the 
chordoneural hinge (CNH) in the tail bud (Gont et at., 1993). The CNH 
represents the region of the tail bud that includes the posterior neural plate 
where neural progenitors abut mesoderm progenitors, and the underlying 
posterior end of the notochord (Tucker and Slack, 1995). The CNH therefore 
consists of progenitors for ventral neurectoderm, somites and notochord. 
When grafted to a host embryo, the CNH induced the formation of an 
ectopic axis, indicating that it, like the dorsal blastopore lip it is descended 
from, also displays organiser activity (Gont et al., 1993). 
In mouse and chick, the tail bud also contains regionalised domains of 
tissue progenitors, and there is evidence of continuity of the topological 
arrangement and gene expression patterns of these domains over time from 
the primitive streak and node to the tail bud (Cambray and Wilson, 2002; 
Cambray and Wilson, 2007; Catala et at., 1995; Knezevic et at., 1998). The 
mouse CNH is topologically similar to the amphibian CNH and comprises 
the posterior end of both the neural tube and notochord. It is the descendent 
of the streak/node border at an earlier stage and contains progenitors for 
neurectoderm, somites and notochord (Cambray and Wilson, 2002). Somitic 
progenitors exit the CNH and move posteriorly into the tail bud mesoderm 
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Figure 1.5. Development of the tail bud from the primitive streak. 
(Provided, with permission, by V. Wilson). 
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(TBM; topologically the equivalent of the anterior primitive streak at an 
earlier stage) before migrating laterally to form paraxial mesoderm. 
Together, the above findings suggest that there are regionalised 
populations of essentially similar progenitors present throughout axis 
elongation, found first in the primitive streak and node at gastrulation and 
then in the tail bud. This is in direct contrast to the previous view that 
proposed that the tail develops from a homogenous mass of undifferentiated 
cells, or 'blastema' (Griffith et al., 1992; Holmdahl, 1925). Comparison of 
different model organisms suggests that the mechanism of axis elongation by 
the tail bud has been highly conserved during evolution. 
Evidence for self-renewing axial stem cells 
Lineage analyses in cultured mouse embryos have shown that whilst 
most descendants of labelled cells exit the primitive streak and tail bud to 
differentiate as mesodermal and neurectodermal axial tissues, some cells 
consistently remained within the streak and tail bud, even after extensive 
axial elongation up to 48 hours (Tam and Beddington, 1987; Tam and Tan, 
1992; Wilson and Beddington, 1996). This corresponds to the addition of 
around 25-30 somites to the axis. Similar findings have also been obtained in 
chick lineage studies (Psychoyos and Stern, 1996; Selleck and Stern, 1991). 
Evidence for stem cell systems operating in the developing mouse 
myotome and spinal cord were obtained by in vivo retrospective clonal 
analysis involving a rare intragenic homologous recombination event that 
labels a single cell and its descendents randomly in the intact embryo 
(Bonnerot and Nicolas, 1993; Mathis and Nicolas, 2000; Nicolas et al., 1996). 
Nicolas et al. (1996) provided evidence for the existence of a spatially 
organised pool of self-renewing stem cells that contributes to all 41 segments 
of the myotome (a compartment of the somites that gives rise to skeletal 
muscle) in the 11.5 dpc embryo. They proposed various models of growth 
and dispersion of cells along the axis, each leading to an expected 
characteristic pattern of clones within a large representative group of 
individual clones. The presence of a category of clones that contributed to 
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substantial lengths of the axis from a variable anterior position to the 
posterior end of the embryo, and whose clonal complexity (number of times 
a given axial domain is populated by clones) increased from anterior to 
posterior, indicated a stem cell mode of growth in which the progression of a 
spatially organised pool of self-renewing stem cells accompanies the 
formation of the A-P axis (i.e. in a, anterior-posterior direction). These 'long' 
clones contributed frequently to the myotome on both sides of the axis 
indicating that the recombination event occurred prior to the separation of 
descendants into right and left compartments. This suggests that long-term 
progenitors or stem cells pass through the midline. They hypothesised that a 
likely site of localisation of the stem cells is the anterior primitive streak, 
which is the site of paraxial mesoderm production. 'Very short' clones, which 
mostly contributed to one side of the axis only, were proposed to consist of 
descendants of more committed progenitors deposited along the axis by the 
permanent pool of stem cells. Nicolas et al. estimated the size of the stem cell 
pool in the streak to be approximately 100-150 cells. It is reasonable to 
assume that the stem cells also contribute to compartments outside the 
myotomal compartment, as only the fraction of progeny of a labelled 
precursor allocated to the myotome was visualised, thus making progeny 
contributing to other tissues invisible. 
There are several caveats to the stem cell hypothesis provided by 
Nicolas et al. (1996): they only looked at clones contributing to somites 2 to 
41 and so provide no evidence that a stem cell system operates in extending 
the remaining portion of the A-P axis, which adds another —25 somites. It is 
puzzling that although clonal complexity increases from anterior to 
posterior, it peaks around somites 25-30, and not 41 as would be expected 
from the stem cell hypothesis. It would be interesting to perform this clonal 
experiment again except analysing the embryos at 13.5 dpc when axis 
elongation finishes. Would clonal complexity peak at the maximum number 
of somites (60-65) or still peak at somites 25-30? 
The same type of clonal analysis methodology was adapted to study 
the modes of growth and cell behaviour during the formation of the mouse 
central nervous system at 12.5 dpc (Mathis and Nicolas, 2000; Roszko et al., 
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2007). They showed that the modes of growth and/or dispersion of cells are 
different along the neural tube's A-P axis. Whereas the brain is formed from 
a mode of growth involving the early regionalisation of precursors 
accompanied by relatively coherent cell intermingling, the relative 
contribution of a stem cell mode of growth to elongation increases with time, 
resulting in the posterior spinal cord being predominantly generated by the 
anterior-posterior progression of a pool of stem cells similar to that operating 
for the myotome. These stem cells are likely to be located in the progenitor 
zone, consistent with mouse fate maps. 
The CNH has been shown to be the location of putative axial stem 
cells in the mouse tail bud (Cambray and Wilson, 2002). In this study, the 
self-renewal potential and differentiation capacity of axial progenitors was 
examined by grafting groups of labelled cells from the CNH and TBM of 
10.5-12.5 dpc embryos to the primitive streak/node border of an unlabelled 
host 8.5 dpc embryo. The embryo was allowed to undergo axis elongation in 
culture. Descendants of CNH donor cells contributed to neural and 
mesodermal tissues along the axis and were also found to repopulate the tail 
bud, suggesting a capacity to undergo self-renewal, and suggesting that 
progenitors for anterior (trunk) and posterior (tail) structures possess similar 
potency. Within the tail bud, CNH descendants were found in both CNH 
and TBM. In contrast, descendants of labelled TBM contributed only to short 
stretches of somites and did not populate the tail bud. CNH cells are also 
capable of serial passage through several generations of cultured embryos 
without apparent loss of potency or self-renewal capability. In homotopic 
grafting experiments, labelled cells in the border are able to contribute to 
notochord, somites and ventral neurectoderm, and populate the CNH when 
transplanted to the border region of an unlabelled host embryo (Cambray 
and Wilson, 2007). Similarly, ectoderm lateral to the primitive streak is also 
capable of contributing to long stretches of both mesoderm and 
neurectoderm, and populates the CNH. In contrast, node and streak have 
restricted potency, contributing to notochord and somites respectively, and 
failing to populate the CNH. The border also appears to have the capacity to 
differentiate into paraxial mesoderm derivatives and neural tissue when 
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grafted under the kidney capsule; the node alone generated predominantly 
neural tissue, and the anterior streak differentiated into paraxial mesoderm 
derivatives (Cambray, 2006, PhD thesis). Together, these studies provide 
strong evidence for the existence of self-renewing progenitors, or 'axial stem 
cells' for notochord, floor plate and somites in the border region between the 
streak and node; and stem cells for somites and neurectoderm in lateral 
primitive streak ectoderm. Later, in the tail bud, the progenitors are found in 
the CNH that is descended from the border and possibly also lateral 
primitive streak ectoderm. 
Because these studies involved transplanting groups of labelled cells, 
it is impossible to determine whether a single multipotent stem cell 
progenitor has the capacity to generate all three tissue types, or whether 
there are separate lineage-restricted self-renewing progenitors for each 
tissue. However, the close proximity of precursors of neurectoderm and 
mesoderm to each other indicates that these two germ layers may be derived 
from the same multi-lineage cell type. Labelling very small groups of around 
one to three cells in the Xeno pus tail bud resulted in contribution of progeny 
to more than one tissue, including neural tube, somites and notochord, 
providing evidence for the existence of multipotent cells (Davis and 
Kirschner, 2000). 
Supporting evidence for the existence of axial stem cells in the border 
comes from work in chick. Selective removal or heterotopic replacement of 
defined sub-regions of Hensen's node revealed a region at the border 
between the anterior streak and node to be a source of self-renewing 
progenitors for at least the notochord and floor plate, which is necessary for 
the continued extension of the axis (Charrier et at., 1999). In its absence, the 
axis is devoid of all midline tissues and the embryo becomes truncated. This 
is consistent with fate mapping of the chick primitive streak, which found 
derivatives of Hensen's node to have some progenitors situated posterior to 
the node (Psychoyos and Stem, 1996). 
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1.2 REGULATION OF A-P AXIS ELONGATION 
The primitive streak and tail bud progenitor zones play key roles in 
forming the A-P axis by influencing the lineage characteristics and 
morphogenetic movements of cells ingressing through different portions of 
the streak or exiting the tail bud region. This implies that molecular 
mechanisms exist to control the fate, differentiation and migratory routes of 
cells exiting the progenitor zones, and to maintain self-renewing axial stem 
cells to allow completion of axis elongation. Important questions concern 
how these signalling mechanisms achieve a balance between differentiation 
and maintenance of the axial progenitors, or stem cells. 
Phenotypes of mutations affecting transcription factors and 
components of various signalling pathways suggest important roles for a 
range of molecules in the maintenance of axis elongation. These studies and 
others will now be discussed in detail. 
Genes required for axis elongation 
T (Brachyury) 
T (Brachyury) is a spontaneous mutation discovered through the short, 
kinked tail phenotype of heterozygotes (DobrovolskaIa-ZavadskaIa, 1927; 
Smith, 1997). Mouse embryos homozygous for the T mutation die at mid-
gestation, around 10.5 dpc with a severely truncated axis and lacking a fully 
differentiated notochord and mesodermal structures posterior to the 
forelimb bud region (Chesley, 1935; Gluecksohn-Schoenheimer, 1944). 
Somites posterior to somite 7 are either absent or highly disrupted, and 
ectopic neural tissue is present in place of paraxial mesoderm (Yamaguchi et 
al., 1999c). The T gene has been cloned (Herrmann et al., 1990) and encodes a 
transcriptional regulator (Kispert and Hermann, 1993; Kispert et al., 1995). It 
is expressed in the tissues most strongly affected by the T mutation. T mRNA 
and protein are present along the entire length of the primitive streak and in 
nascent mesoderm emerging from the streak during gastrulation and are 
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later found in the tail bud until the end of axis elongation (Herrmann, 1991; 
Kispert and Herrmann, 1994; Wilkinson et al., 1990). T is also expressed in 
the node, notochord and the head process, but in contrast to the transient 
expression in the streak, it is stably maintained in the notochord, suggesting 
that T functions in the differentiation or maintenance of intact notochord 
tissue. In chimeric mice composed of wild type and TIT mutant cells, mutant 
cells accumulate and aggregate in the primitive streak and tail bud indicating 
that they are impaired in their migration ability (Beddington et al., 1992; 
Rashbass et al., 1991; Wilson et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 1993). This is 
supported by the finding that cultured cells from the primitive streak of TIT 
mutant embryos display a significantly reduced rate of cell migration 
compared to cells from control embryos (Hashimoto et al., 1987). 
T homologues have been identified and cloned in several vertebrate 
species (Technau, 2001): Xbra in Xenopus (Smith et al., 1991) and no tail (ntl) in 
the zebrafish, Danio rerio (Schulte-Merker et al., 1992). In both these species, 
the expression pattern strongly resembles that observed in the mouse. ntl 
mutant zebrafish embryos, and Xeno pus and zebrafish embryos injected with 
RNA encoding a dominant-interfering Xbra (activation domain of Xbra 
replaced by the repressor domain of engrailed) fail to gastrulate normally and 
do not form tail structures or a notochord (Conlon et al., 1996; Schulte-
Merker et al., 1994). In Xenopus animal cap assays, naïve ectoderm ectopically 
expressing Xbra forms mesoderm (Cunliffe and Smith, 1992; O'Reilly et al., 
1995). Furthermore, Xbra is required for convergent extension movements of 
gastrulation, for mesoderm differentiation in response to FGF signalling and 
for survival of posterior mesoderm cells in Xenopus (Conlon and Smith, 
1999). Taken together, all the above studies suggest a direct role for the T 
gene in trunk and tail mesoderm formation and migration of cells away from 
the primitive streak. 
Wnt signalling 
Of the 19 Wnt genes in mammals, Wnt3, 3a, 5a, 5b and 2b are expressed 
in the primitive streak (Kemp et al., 2005; Liu et al., 1999; Takada et al., 1994). 
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The function of Wnt3 in streak formation has already been described (see 
page 11). There are no reports to date on the functions of Wnt5b and 2b in A-
P axis development. Embryos lacking functional Wnt3a or 5a exhibit axial 
elongation defects. 
Wnt3a 
Wnt3a is co-expressed with T in the primitive streak, and its mutant 
phenotype is strikingly similar to T mutants, including a lack of caudal 
somites posterior to the forelimb bud region, failure to form a tail bud and 
the presence of an ectopic neural tube-like structure under the primitive 
streak, where mutant cells, disrupted in their ability to migrate away from 
the streak, have accumulated (Takada et al., 1994; Yoshikawa et al., 1997). 
These results suggest that Wnt3a signalling might act to regulate the 
expression of T. Indeed, further studies confirmed that T is a direct target of 
Lefl-Tcf 1-mediated Wnt3a signalling. T expression is initiated but not 
maintained in the anterior streak of early somite-stages onwards in Wnt3a 
mutants (Yamaguchi et al., 1999c). This corresponds to cells normally fated to 
give rise to paraxial mesoderm. However, expression of T is unaffected in 
posterior streak, node and notochord. Lef tITcf ' compound homozygotes 
phenocopy Wnt3a mutants (Galceran et al., 1999). Two Tcfl binding site are 
present in the proximal T promoter (Yamaguchi et al., 1999c). Mutation of 
both these sites in a T-lacZ reporter gene resulted in the absence of - 
galactosidase activity in Wnt3a mutants (Yamaguchi et al., 1999c) Expression 
of a constitutively activated version of Lef-1 is able to rescue the Wnt3a 
mutation (Galceran et al., 2001). Taken together, these data provide genetic 
evidence that Wnt3a regulates paraxial mesoderm development in the 
anterior streak, at least in part, through the direct regulation of T expression. 
However, it appears that Wnt3a signalling via Lef-1/Tcf-1 is required 
specifically for the maintenance, but not the initiation of T expression 
(Galceran et al., 2001). 
In the absence of either Wnt3a or T, cells ingress normally at the 
primitive streak, but fail to migrate laterally away from it. The accumulating 
cells under the streak retain their epithelial character and assume a neural 
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fate ventral to the primary neural tube, instead of differentiating as paraxial 
mesoderm (Yamaguchi et al., 1999c; Yoshikawa et al., 1997). This implies that 
Wnt3a signalling, through its regulation of T, might regulate cell fate 
specification between these two lineages, indicating that cells in these two 
germ layers derive from highly related, if not a single cell type. 
Wnt5a 
The Wnt family member Wnt5a, which does not signal via the 
canonical Wnt pathway, is strongly expressed in a graded fashion in the 
primitive streak, with highest levels in the posterior streak, and is present in 
the tail bud at later stages (Takada et al., 1994). A loss-of-function mutation 
in Wnt5a resulted in axial truncation and smaller somites caused by reduced 
proliferation of primitive streak cells (Yamaguchi et al., 1999b). Expression of 
mesodermal markers, including T, Fgf8, Fgf4 and Evxl, was not affected, 
suggesting that unlike Wnt3a, Wnt5a does not play a role in mesoderm 
induction and instead participates in the expansion or maintenance of axial 
progenitors. 
FGF signalling 
Mammalian Fibroblast Growth Factors (FGFs) comprise a family of 22 
members, which induce their responses by binding to and activating FGF 
receptors (FGFRs), a family of cell surface receptor tyrosine kinases (Bottcher 
and Niehrs, 2005). The vertebrate Fgfr gene family consists of four highly 
related genes (Fgfrl-4). Each FGFR contains an extracellular ligand-binding 
domain, a single-pass transmembrane domain and an intracellular tyrosine 
kinase domain. The extracellular ligand-binding domain is comprised of 2 or 
3 immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains, which regulate binding affinity and 
ligand specificity. Alternative splicing generates a diversity of isoforms with 
distinct FGF-binding specificities (Zhang et al., 2006). For example, 
alternative splicing generates isoforms with a variable C-terminal half of Igill 
(termed FGFRIIIa, FGFRIIIb, FGFRIIIc) or the inclusion or exclusion of IgI, 
producing FGFRQ and FGFRI3 respectively. Activation of FGFRS trigger a 
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cascade of intracellular events, including MAPK, which ultimately lead to 
activation of target gene expression. 
FGF signalling plays a role in a number of important early embryonic 
events including neural development (Dono, 2003; Stern, 2005), and somite 
formation and patterning (Dubrulle et al., 2001; Vasiliauskas and Stern, 
2001). Evidence from animal cap assays and introduction of a dominant 
negative FGFR (which lacks the intracellular kinase domain) into Xeno pus 
embryos has shown FGF signalling to be involved in posterior and ventral 
mesoderm formation (Amaya et al., 1991; Amaya et al., 1993; Isaacs, 1997). 
These studies have provided compelling evidence that FGF signalling is 
essential for A-P patterning of vertebrate embryos. 
Whilst expression of five FGF genes (Fgf 3, 4, 5, 8 and 17) has been 
documented in the gastrulation-stage mouse primitive streak (Crossley and 
Martin, 1995; Hebert et al., 1991; Maruoka et al., 1998; Niswander and 
Martin, 1992; Wilkinson et al., 1988), only Fgf8 and possibly Fgf4 are required 
for gastrulation, as shown by the phenotype of null mutant homozygotes for 
Fgf8 (Sun et al., 1999). The other Fgfs are not individually required for 
gastrulation (Hebert et al., ; Mansour et al., 1993). 
Fgf8 embryos lack all embryonic mesoderm and endoderm-derived 
structures and do not survive beyond 9.5 dpc (Sun et al., 1999). This 
phenotype results from a massive accumulation of cells in the primitive 
streak that have undergone normal epithelial to mesenchymal transition 
(EMT) but fail to migrate away from the streak region. Fgf8 embryos do not 
express Fgf4, making it necessary for a conditional knockout of Fgf4 to 
determine whether the Fgf8' phenotype is due to the absence of Fgf4 or due 
directly. to the absence of Fgf8. Fgf4' embryos die shortly after implantation 
due to a pre-gastrulation requirement for this gene in the epiblast for 
inducing polar trophectoderm proliferation (Feldman et al., 1995). More 
evidence that shows FGF signalling to be involved in controlling migratory 
routes of cells from the streak comes from a study in chick, which showed 
FGFs to act as chemoattractants and chemorepellants (Yang et al., 2002). 
T, Wnt3a and Fgf8 do not appear to be essential for ingression at the 
primitive streak, but are required for normal migration of mesoderm away 
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from the streak. This contrasts with mouse embryos mutant for Fgfrl, whose 
phenotype is similar to that of Wnt3a and T mutants, except that cells are 
impaired in their ability to undergo EMT and traverse the streak (Yamaguchi 
et al., 1994). Fgfrl is expressed throughout the epiblast prior to gastrulation, 
and then becomes restricted to the primitive streak and migrating mesoderm 
lateral to it by the mid-streak stage (Yamaguchi et al., 1992). By early-somite 
stages, both the neurectoderm and paraxial/pre-somitic mesoderm strongly 
express Fgfrl. Fgfrl is localised in the tail bud during later stages of axis 
elongation, and FGFR signalling in the tail bud has been shown to be MAP-
kinase (ERK)-dependent (Corson et al., 2003). In Fgfrl mutants, embryos die 
at gastrulation lacking somites and present a thickening of the primitive 
streak due to the accumulation of cells that have failed altogether to traverse 
the streak and undergo EMT. In addition, axial mesoderm is expanded at the 
expense of paraxial mesoderm and ectopic neural tissue forms from the 
accumulated cells at the surface lateral to the primary neural tube (Ciruna et 
al., 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 1994). Chimeric analysis showed that the defects 
in mesodermal patterning and lineage specification are secondary to a 
deficiency in the ability of cells to traverse the streak (Ciruna et al., 1997). It 
also revealed that although cells in the null mutant are able to contribute to 
anterior mesoderm, when in competition with wild type cells, Fgfr1 cells 
could not populate extra-embryonic, heart or cephalic mesoderm, indicating 
a general defect in ingression during gastrulation. Fgfri' mesodermal cells 
are not impaired in their general cell migration ability and the abnormalities 
associated with the mutant are not likely to be caused by an intrinsic block to 
differentiation, as they are capable of differentiating into many mesodermal 
cell types (Ciruna and Rossant, 2001; Deng et al., 1994). The deficiency of 
cells in traversing the streak is likely due to altered adhesive properties 
caused by the maintenance of high levels of E-cadherin in cells accumulated 
in the swollen primitive streak (Ciruna and Rossant, 2001). Interestingly, 
mSnail, which has been shown to repress E-cadherin expression and induce 
EMT when over-expressed in epithelial cells lines (Baffle et al., 2000; Cano et 
al., 2000), is down-regulated in Fgfrl null mutants (Ciruna and Rossant, 
2001). Ciruna and Rossant (2001) also showed that signalling via FGFR1 is 
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required for expression of both T and Thx6 and for Wnt3a-mediated 
mesodermal differentiation. In Fgfrl mutants, Wnt3a signalling is attenuated 
by the sequestration of free 13-catenin at the cell membrane by the high 
ectopic levels of E-cadherin, keeping it from a cytosolic 'signalling-
competent' pool (Orsulic et al., 1999). In Xenopus, eFGF has been shown to 
regulate mesoderm formation through activation of Xbra expression (Isaacs 
et al., 1994); but unlike in mouse, Xbra and eFGF are able to activate the 
expression of each other, forming an autocatalytic loop. 
Comparison of Fgfrl null embryos with embryos lacking the Tub 
isoform revealed the relative contributions of the Tub and ITIc isoforms to the 
mutant phenotype (Partanen et al., 1998). Mice lacking the 11th isoform are 
viable and have few developmental abnormalities. Thus, the Ilic isoform is 
responsible for FGFR1 function in the streak. 
These studies implicate FGF signalling in the regulation of EMT at the 
primitive streak, in the control of cell fate decisions and in the migration of 
mesoderm progenitors away from the streak. In contrast to Fgfrl mutants, in 
Fgf8 mutants, epiblast cells undergo EMT, suggesting that FGF8 and FGF4 
are not the ligands responsible for regulating EMT. Because the other Fgf 
genes expressed in the streak do not present gastrulation defects when 
mutated, there might be functional redundancy between them in regulating 
EMT via FGFR1. However, the Fgf8' phenotype occurs much earlier than 
the Fgfr1 phenotype; therefore it is still possible that FGF8 and/or FGF4 are 
the ligarids responsible for EMT at a later stage. The Fgfr1 phenotype is less 
severe than the Fgf8 phenotype, with substantially more development of 
mesoderm and endoderm-derived tissues, indicating that cell migration is 
unaffected in Fgfr1 embryos and suggesting that another Fgfr gene regulates 
cell migration from the streak. 
FGF signalling is required for both neural (reviewed by Stern, 2005) 
and mesoderm (Ciruna and Rossant, 2001; Ciruna et al., 1997; Sun et al., 1999; 
Yamaguchi et al., 1994) induction, although the level of signalling activity 
may determine which lineage is induced (see later). However, neuronal 
differentiation from naïve neural precursors and mesoderm differentiation 
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from nascent paraxial mesoderm emerging from the streak both require 
attenuation of FGF signalling brought about in part by retinoid signalling. 
Opposing activities of FGFIWnt and RA 
Mutual inhibition of FGF signalling in the progenitor zone, and 
retinoic acid (RA) present more rostrally, seem to maintain a critical balance 
between preservation of the progenitor pool and the progressive 
differentiation of mesodermal and neural tissues during extension of the 
avian body axis (Diez del Corral et al., 2003; Diez del Corral and Storey, 
2004). FGF signalling declines as cells exit the progenitor zone. This is driven 
by the attenuation of Fgf8 levels by RA (Diez del Corral et al., 2003) and by a 
gradient of FGF8 protein in the pre-somitic mesoderm and the adjacent 
neural tube formed by Fgf8 mRNA decay (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004b). In 
the progenitor zone, FGF signalling functions at least in part to maintain a 
relinoid-free region at the caudal end of the embryo by inhibiting the RA-
synthesising enzyme retinaldehyde dehydrogenase-2 (Raldh2) that is 
expressed in the somites and anterior pre-somitic mesoderm (Diez del Corral 
et al., 2003; Niederreither et al., 1997; Swindell et al., 1999). The gene 
encoding the RA degradation cytochrome P450 enzyme Cyp26al is expressed 
in the progenitor zone in a complementary domain to that of Ra1dh2 in order 
to restrict the influence of RA signalling from encroaching on 
undifferentiated territory (Fujii et al., 1997; Swindell et al., 1999). 
Attenuation of FGF signalling is required but not sufficient for 
neuronal differentiation (Diez del Corral et al., 2002). RA regulates the 
activation of neuronal differentiation genes and neural tube dorsal-ventral 
patterning genes and may also directly activate genes involved in 
somitogenesis; therefore, the ability of RA to induce differentiation involves 
more than just attenuating FGF signalling. Conversely, FGF signalling does 
more than just block Raldh2. It inhibits neuronal differentiation genes and 
actively maintains cells in an undifferentiated state in the progenitor zone. 
Administration of RA to mouse tail bud - stage embryos and mouse 
embryos mutant for Cyp26al results in truncation of the axis and formation 
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of ectopic neural tissue at the caudal end (Abu-Abed et al., 2001; Kessel, 1992; 
Sakai et al., 2001; Shum et al., 1999). Furthermore, in humans caudal agenesis 
can occur following the intake of excess quantifies of vitamin A during 
pregnancy (Rothman et al., 1995); and RA induces neuronal differentiation of 
mouse ES cells (Bain et al., 1995). RA signalling is mediated by the RA 
receptor RARy and down-regulates Wnt3a and FGF8 signalling activities 
(Abu-Abed et al., 2003). Expression of T and Wnt3a are down-regulated in 
Cyp26al mutant embryos (Sakai et al., 2001) and Wnt3a expression is reduced 
in RA-treated embryos (Shum et al., 1999). Indeed, the phenotype of RA-
treated embryos is identical to the vestigal tail mutation, a hypomorphic allele 
of Wnt3a (Greco et al., 1996). These data suggest that the phenotypes of 
embryos with exogenous or apparent excessive endogenous RA caused by a 
mutation in a gene encoding an RA metabolising gene are due to a lack of 
Wnt3a and FGF signalling activity. 
Together, these data implicate a role for retinoid signalling in 
controlling cellular differentiation as progenitor cells leave the primitive 
streak/ tail bud, and a role for FGF and Wnt3a signalling in maintaining the 
progenitor zone. 
Thx6 
Tbx6 and T are expressed in partially overlapping domains in the 
primitive streak, although there is no interaction between these two T-box 
genes (Chapman et al., 1996; Chapman et al., 2003). Expression of Thx6 
becomes localised to the somitic precursors in pre-somitic/paraxial 
mesoderm and in the tail bud. It is down-regulated in newly formed 
segmented somites. In contrast to T, Wnt3a and Fgfrl, Thx6 null mutant 
embryos elongate normally. However, they lack trunk somites, forming only 
the most anterior 5-7 somites, which are irregularly segmented. They have an 
enlarged tail bud, a kinked neural tube and two ectopic paraxial neural tubes 
running along both sides of and parallel to the main axial neural tube, in 
place of somitic mesoderm (Chapman and Papaioannou, 1998). In chimeras, 
mutant cells are almost completely excluded from the developing trunk and 
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tail somites. Those that do manage to reach the paraxial mesoderm 
compartment differentiate into neural tissue (Chapman et al., 2003). 
Teratomas generated by transplantation of mutant tail bud to an ectopic site 
fail to produce muscle. This was a common and abundant cell type formed 
by wild type tail bud and mutant anterior somites (Chapman et al., 2003). 
These data indicate that Tbx6 is required for migration of paraxial mesoderm 
precursors from the primitive streak and tail bud and for cell fate 
specification of paraxial mesoderm cells. 
Notch signalling 
Mice lacking the Notch pathway transcription factor RBP-JK or the 
Notch processing molecule Presenilini (PSi) or mutant for both PSi and PS2, 
exhibit precocious neuronal differentiation, consistent with a failure of lateral 
inhibition in the neural tube. In addition, they display axis truncation defects, 
suggesting a role for Notch signalling in maintaining axial progenitors (de la 
Pompa et al., 1997; Donoviel et al., 1999; Herreman et al., 1999; Shen et al., 
1997; Wong et al., 1997). In support of this, localised Notch signalling is 
required for tail outgrowth in the frog (Beck and Slack, 1998; Beck and Slack, 
1999; Beck and Slack, 2002). I\[otchi is expressed in the chick progenitor zone 
(Caprioli et al., 2002) overlapping with a uniform domain of Delta-1 
expression (Akai et al., 2005). Akai et aL showed this to result in mutually 
inhibitory Notch signalling between progenitor zone cells, rather than 
localised stimulation of the pathway by scattered Delta-1 - positive cells as 
occurs in lateral inhibition. FGF signalling promotes mutual inhibition of 
differentiation by Notch signalling via the proneural gene Cash4, the 
vertebrate homologue of the Drosophila bHLH transcription factor - encoding 
achaete-scute complex (Akai et al., 2005; Henrique et al., 1997). 
Cdx genes 
The three mammalian homeobox-containing Cdx transcription factors 
(Cdxi, Cdx2 and Cdx4) are related to the Drosophila gene caudal (cad) that is 
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required for specification of the posterior portion of the embryo. Vertebrate 
Cdx genes are involved in axis elongation and patterning the A-P axis during 
embryogenesis. This latter function is carried out by positively regulating 
expression of Hox genes (see page 46). 
Embryonic expression of the Cdx genes is overlapping and they are 
activated at different times during axis elongation. Cdx2 has an early onset of 
expression in trophectoderm at 3.5 dpc, with expression in the embryo 
proper initiating at 8.5 dpc (Beck et al., 1995). Cdxl is first observed in the 
primitive streak region and Cdx4 is expressed in the allantois and posterior 
streak at 7.5 dpc (Gamer and Wright, 1993; Meyer and Gruss, 1993). 
Following gastrulation, Cdxl, Cdx2 and Cdx4 are expressed in the primitive 
streak, posterior neural tube and unsegmented paraxial mesoderm in a 
nested fashion. The Cdxl expression domain spreads much more anteriorly 
than the other genes to include the posterior somites. At 10.5 dpc, all three 
genes are expressed in the tail bud and Cdxl expression in the somites is 
restricted to the presumptive dermamyotome. Cdxl and Cdx2 are also 
expressed in the hindgut endoderm. 
Evidence from mouse mutants suggests that the Cdx genes are 
involved in axis elongation. Heterozygote Cdx2 null mutants present a 
shortened tail phenotype (Chawengsaksophak et al., 1997). Homozygous 
Cdx2 null mutants are pre-implantation lethal due a requirement in 
trophoblast development (Chawengsaksophak et al., 1997; Strumpf et al., 
2005); but this phenotype can be rescued in tetraploid aggregation chimeras, 
where the extra-embryonic tissues are wild type (Chawengsaksophak et al., 
2004). These rescued Cdx2 embryos are severely truncated, but unlike other 
genes required for normal axis elongation, they do not have ectopic neural 
tissue. Cdxl null homozygotes have a normal axis, but Cdxl /Cdx2 
compound mutants exhibit a more severe tail truncation phenotype than 
Cdx2 heterozygotes alone, suggesting that mutations in both these genes 
interfere with axis elongation in a co-operative manner (van den Akker et al., 
2002). Embryos mutant for X-linked Cdx4, and a Cdxl'iCdx4'° compound 
mutant do not present defects in axis elongation (van Nes et al., 2006). 
However, Cdx2 1iCdx4'° compound mutant embryos exhibit truncation of 
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embryonic structures posterior to the hindlimb buds, a phenotype much 
more severe than Cdx2 heterozygotes but less marked than that of Cdx2 
homozygote embryos, revealing a redundant function of Cdx4 in axis 
elongation. Together, these data suggest a role for Cdx2, in cooperation with 
the other Cdx genes, in extending the axis. 
Evidence suggests that the Cdx genes integrate into the genetic 
regulatory network involving FGF and Writ signalling that controls axis 
extension. This evidence is presented and discussed later in conjunction with 
the role of Cdx genes in A-P patterning. 
A signalling cascade regulates axial progenitor cell fate 
decisions 
Taking the previous results together, a model for axis elongation can 
be put forward whereby canonical Wnt3a signalling and FGF signalling act 
to regulate the levels of members of the T-box family of transcription factors 
and Cdx genes in cells of the primitive streak and tail bud. In embryos 
lacking any one of these molecules, elongation of the axis fails to be 
maintained. The level of activation of this signalling cascade seems to be 
important in controlling the decision between neural and mesodermal cell 
fates. As discussed previously, ectopic neural tissue forms in place of 
mesoderm in embryos mutant for T, Tbx6, Wnt3a and Fgfrl (Chapman and 
Papaioannou, 1998; Ciruna et al., 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 1999c; Yoshikawa et 
al., 1997), whereas increased levels of T in individual primitive streak cells 
leads to their premature migration away from the streak as mesoderm 
(Wilson and Beddington, 1997). This suggests that both neurectoderm and 
mesoderm might derive from a common multi-lineage progenitor cell, or at 
least highly related lineage-restricted cell types. Further support for this 
hypothesis is that T, an early mesodermal marker, is expressed at low levels 
in neural precursor cells arising from the streak (Kispert and Herrmann, 
1994), and in a Soxl-GFP mouse line (Soxi is an early marker of neural 
precursors), GFP is expressed at low levels in precursors of mesoderm 
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(Cambray and Wilson, 2007). Cells in the chick progenitor zone also express 
both early neural and mesodermal genes (Delfino-Machin et al., 2005). 
Besides a requirement for FGF signalling in mesoderm formation, it 
also appears to be required for the maintenance of neural precursors in chick 
embryos by keeping them in a proliferative state (Mathis et al., 2001). The 
presence of a dominant negative version of FGFR1 in neurectoderm 
precursors resulted in a preponderance of cells outside the progenitor zone, 
abnormal neural tube formation and spina bifida. In the Xeno pus blastula, 
high level FGF signalling induces mesoderm in the marginal zone, whilst 
lower levels promote neural tissue in the ectoderm (Delaune et al., 2005; 
Isaacs et al., 1994). As.suming that a single cell type supplies both mesoderm 
and neural tissue, the level of FGF signalling experienced by a progenitor cell 
may determine its fate. This has led to the following working hypothesis: a 
high level of FGF signalling induces a mesodermal fate, whilst a low level of 
signalling induces a neural fate. Somewhere in between maintains the 
progenitor population. More evidence to support the hypothesis that gene 
dosage affects differentiation outcomes comes from the study of Wnt3a and 
Tbx6 hypomorphs, where expression levels are intermediate between wild 
type and null mutants, resulting in less severe posterior axial defects (Greco 
et al., 1996; Watabe-Rudolph et al., 2002; White et all., 2003). Greco et al. 
(1996) generated embryos carrying different allelic combinations, thereby 
progressively lowering the levels of Wnt3a, resulting in axial truncation and 
the arrest of somitogenesis and subsequent axial skeleton development at 
increasingly more anterior positions. A T allelic series also displays a 
gradient of phenotype severity along the. A-P axis that is correlated with the 
dosage of functional T (Yanagisawa, 1990). 
Together, all of the above data suggest that modulation of the levels of 
T-box genes and cdx genes by FGF and Wnt3a signalling in individual cells of 
the normal streak and tail bud are responsible for maintaining a balance 
between mesodermal supply (high-level expression), supply of neural tissue 
(low-level expression), and maintenance of a self-renewing progenitor 
population (intermediate-level expression) to ensure complete axial 
elongation. A plausible hypothesis is that over-expression or under- 
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expression of genes in individual axial stem cells will result in a failure to 
maintain the progenitor population, causing cells to exit the progenitor zone 
prematurely as mesoderm or neurectoderm. 
Regulation of axis elongation is linked to the regulation 
of segmentation and A-P patterning 
Regulation of Hox gene expression and patterning of the A-P axis 
The nested pattern of Hox gene expression along the A-P axis results 
in distinct axial levels exhibiting a unique complement of transcripts, or 
'Hox-code', that confers positional identity upon cells along the A-P axis 
(reviewed by Deschamps et al., 1999; Deschamps and van Nes, 2005). 
Transcriptional regulation of the Hox genes is therefore vital to proper 
embryonic A-P patterning. In vertebrates, the Cdx genes carry out this job by 
directly regulating activation of Hox genes in mesoderm and neurectoderm 
in a dose-dependent manner. Cdxl null mutants, Cdx2 heterozygotes and 
Cdxt'iCdx2 Cdxt'iCdx4 10 and Cdx2ICdx4' ° compound mutants all exhibit 
anterior homeotic transformations affecting cervical and thoracic vertebrae 
(Chawengsaksophak et al., 1997; Subramanian et al., 1995; van den Akker et 
al., 2002; van Nes et at, 2006). The expression domains of certain Hox genes 
are posteriorised in these mutants and they phenocopy mutants of the same 
Hox genes. Cdx binding sites are present in Hox cluster regulatory regions 
(Charite et al., 1998; Subramanian et at, 1995). Over-expression of Xcad3 (the 
Xenopus orthologue of Cdx4) leads to posterior homeotic transformations in 
the frog (Pownall et al., 1996) and a repressor mutant of Xcad3 (Xcad3En-R) 
blocks activation of the same subset of Xhox genes that are activated by wild 
type Xcad3 (Isaacs et al., 1998). These data dearly demonstrate a role for Cdx 
genes in A-P patterning through the regulation of Hox gene expression. Cdx 
expression is largely restricted to the posterior of the embryo, suggesting that 
Cdx genes influence Hox expression in nascent tissues emanating from the 
progenitor zone or in the progenitor zone itself during Hox initiation. 
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Studies performed using diverse vertebrate model systems have led to 
the hypothesis that Cdx genes serve to convey the AT patterning functions 
of RA, Wnt and FGF pathways to the Hox genes (reviewed by Lohnes, 2003): 
Wnt3a null mutant embryos and vestigial tail Wnt3a hypomorphs exhibit 
homeotic vertebral transformations and reduced expression of Cdxl, but not 
Cdx2 or Cdx4 (Ikeya and Takada, 2001; Prinos et al., 2001); Cdxl transcription 
is mediated by Lef 1 / 13-catenin (Lickert et al., 2000; Prinos et al., 2001); Cdx4 is 
a direct target of Wnt3a signalling in mouse and zebrafish (Pilon et al., 2006; 
Shimizu et al., 2005); in Xenopus, FGF signalling regulates Xhox gene 
expression via transcriptional activation of Xcad3 (Isaacs et al., 1998; Pownall 
et al., 1996); interactions between FGF and Wnt3a signalling have been 
shown to be required for expression of Xcadl, Xcad2 and Xcad3 (Xeno pus 
homologues of mammalian Cdx2, Cdxl and Cdx4 respectively) (Keenan et al., 
2006). Exposure of gastrulation - stage embryos to RA and mutations in RA 
receptors result in various anterior and posterior • vertebral homeotic 
transformations and hindbrain patterning defects that correlate with altered 
Hox gene expression patterns, demonstrating that RA plays an important 
role in Hox gene regulation before 8.5 dpc when it is present in the streak 
region. (Conlon and Rossant, 1992; Dupe et al., 1999; Kessel, 1992; Kessel and 
Gruss, 1991; Lohnes et al., 1993; Marshall et al., 1994). RA induces Cdxl 
expression in the embryo and Cdxl expression is attenuated at late - 
gastrulation stages in RAR null mutants, which also exhibit vertebral 
homeotic transformations, suggesting that RA mediates its effects via Cdxl 
(Houle et al., 2000). At stages later than 8.5 dpc, RA is no longer present in 
the progenitor zone and so no longer initiates Hox gene expression. Instead, 
the opposing signals of FGF and RA appear to play a role in fixing the 'Hox-
code' in differentiating tissues (Diez del Corral and Storey, 2004). FGF 
signalling promotes initial onset of progressively more 5' Hox genes in the 
progenitor zone, possibly related to the length of time progenitors have been 
in the progenitor zone and thus exposed to the FGF signal, while RA 
prevents the expression of further 5' Hox genes as cells leave the growth zone 
and may stabilise expression of Hox genes that are already activated. 
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It is not clear at present if Cdx2 is activated in response to these 
signalling pathways in the mouse; but from the evidence provided by other 
model organisms, it is tempting to speculate that that they do play a role in 
relaying the posteriorising signals to the Hox genes in mouse, as the various 
genes and mechanisms involved appear to be highly conserved. 
It is not clear whether Wnt and FGF signals are transmitted to the Hox 
genes via the Cdx genes exclusively or whether Hox genes also respond to 
these signals independently of Cdx. Mouse embryos mutant for hypomorphic 
and gain-of-function alleles of Fgfrl exhibit anterior and posterior homeotic 
transformations respectively that are consistent with decreased and 
increased Hox gene activity respectively (Partanen et al., 1998). In these 
experiments, expression of the Cdx genes was unaffected suggesting that 
FGF signalling is able to control A-P positional identity independently of 
Cdx. 
Segmentation 
The metameric pattern of the vertebrate body axis is established 
during embryogenesis through the somitogenesis process, by which the pre-
somitic mesoderm (PSM) becomes segmented into pairs of epithelial somites 
on both sides of the midline structures (reviewed by Dubrulle and Pourquie, 
2002; Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004a). The generation of somites occurs with 
precise regularity. In the mouse, a new somite is formed on average every 
two hours, and every 90 minutes in chick. 
A biochemical oscillator, known as the 'segmentation clock', controls 
this periodicity and acts in the cells of the PSM immediately after they have 
ingressed through the streak or exited the tail bud, and probably in the 
streak itself. The segmentation clock involves components of the Notch 
pathway, Hes7 and Hesl and Lunatic fringe (Lfiig); and Axin2, a negative 
regulator of the Wnt/ 13-catenin pathway. Hes7, a member of the HairylE(spl) 
family and a downstream effector of Notch signalling, is expressed as a wave 
sweeping the unsegmented PSM in a posterior to anterior fashion, with a 
periodicity equal to that of somite formation (Bessho et al., 2003; Bessho et 
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al., 2001). Axin2, which is a direct target of Wnt3a signalling, is expressed in a 
gradient in the PSM and cycles out of phase with the cycling Notch pathway 
genes (Aulehia and Herrmann, 2004; Aulehia et al., 2003). Oscillations in Wnt 
and Notch signalling activities are established by interacting negative 
feedback loops involving Axin2, Hes7 and Lfng that act downstream of 
Wnt3a. 
The temporal periodicity of cyclic gene expression is translated into 
spatial periodicity of somite boundary formation by a 'determination front', 
the position of which recedes posteriorwards at the same rate as the axis 
elongates. The aim of such a front is to 'capture' a group of cells in the 
anterior end of the PSM when their segmentation clock is in a particular state 
of oscillation. These cells then adopt a boundary fate and mark the posterior 
edge of a newly formed somitomere. The progression of the determination 
front involves morphogen gradients of Wnt3a and FGF8, and the position of 
the front is defined by a threshold activity of FGF and Wnt signalling 
activity. 
Fgf8 transcripts are distributed along a posterior-to-anterior gradient 
in the posterior PSM, with highest levels at the source of Fgf8 transcription in 
the progenitor zone. The gradient is formed by mRNA decay, which is 
translated into a protein gradient (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004b). An 
opposing anterior-to-posterior RA gradient exists in the segmented paraxial 
mesoderm. It has been shown that progression of the determination front, 
and thus control of segment boundary formation, is regulated by the mutual 
inhibition of FGF and RA signalling pathways (Diez del Corral et al., 2003). 
The FGF8 gradient prevents initiation of the segmentation programme in the 
PSM; the RA gradient relieves this inhibition by antagonising FGF activity. 
The amount of Wnt signalling controls the amplitude of the 
oscillations of Axin2 in the PSM until Writ signalling drops below a threshold 
level (the determination front), where oscillations of segmentation clock 
components stop and Notch signalling is permanently turned on. These cells 
have escaped suppression by Wnt and FGF and are free to form a segment. 
In vestigial tail Wnt3a hypomorphs, Fgf8 expression is down-regulated, 
suggesting that FGF8 acts downstream of Wnt3a (Aulehia et al., 2003). The 
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segmentation clock and the morphogen gradients controlling the 
determination front are thus linked via Wnt3a. 
Three developmental processes are tightly coupled 
It is apparent from the available evidence presented that FGF and Wnt 
signalling acting through their regulation of various transcription factors, 
including perhaps Cdx genes, maintain the axial progenitor population and 
control lineage specification and morphogenetic movements in the primitive 
streak region and tail bud to regulate axis elongation, whilst RA acts to 
antagonise these signals anterior to the progenitor zone to allow 
differentiation of mesodermal and neural tissues. These signalling pathways 
also integrate via Cdx, and possibly independently of Cdx, to regulate the Hox 
genes, which determine the positional identity of mesodermal and 
neurectodermal cells along the A-P axis. The Hox gene regulator Cdx 
therefore sits at the crossroads of a complex genetic network driving both 
axis elongation and A-P patterning to ensure that cells leaving the progenitor 
zone are endowed with the correct A-P positional identity. 
Segmentation of the paraxial mesoderm and elongation of the axis are 
also highly coordinated. A fine balance must be maintained between the rate 
of somite formation and the production of new mesodermal cells from the 
progenitor zone to prevent either premature depletion or excess growth of 
unsegmented mesodermal tissue. These two processes are coupled by the 
FGF8 and Wnt3a gradients. The slope of the morphogen gradients, which are 
influenced by the opposing somitic gradient of RA, are a direct function of 
the speed of axis elongation and the rate of Fgf8 mRNA degradation. This in 
turn affects the rate of front progression, and this controls somite size and 
number. Wnt3a appears to be central to the segmentation process as it 
directly controls the oscillations of gene expression in the segmentation 
clock. Somite size and number, in addition to been regulated by the speed of 
front progression, are direct functions of the period of the clock. 
Although the initial specification of Hox gene expression occurs very 
early during the production of paraxial mesoderm and is linked to the 
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production of new cells in the progenitor zone, this does not correspond to 
the definitive Hox codes of the differentiated descendents of these cells, 
which will only be fixed later, upon receiving additional patterning signals 
as they transit in the PSM. In addition to the influence of FGF, Writ and RA 
morphogens, there is evidence that modulation of Hox gene expression in 
cells as they transit in the PSM is tightly coupled to the segmentation clock 
(Cordes et al., 2004; Dubrulle et al., 2001; Zakany et al., 2001). Altering the 
expression of Notch pathway genes for example, affects Hox gene expression 
in the PSM and subsequently, vertebral patterning. 
Cell behaviour couples production of new mesodermal tissue with 
segmentation and A-P patterning. Coherent growth of paraxial mesoderm 
progenitors in the primitive streak and during transit in the PSM, and 
symmetry of paraxial mesoderm production either side of the axis have been 
proposed to facilitate the coordination of the segmentation clock between 
closely associated cells and cells at the same axial level either side of the axis 
(Eloy-Trinquet and Nicolas, 2002). In addition, this enables coherent growth 
of cells that have the same Hox code, and therefore the same positional 
identity. 
Thus, a model is now becoming apparent that describes a 
constellation of genes expressed in the posterior growth zone of the 
elongating embryo that forms a highly integrated and complex genetic 
network to control growth of the axis, somite segmentation and A-P 
patterning in a highly coordinated manner 
1.3 AIMS OF THE PROJECT 
In order to gain further understanding of the molecular and cellular 
mechanisms that control mouse A-P axis elongation, new experimental 
approaches were developed that allow spatiotemporal control of gene 
expression in axial progenitors. Chapter 2 describes the development of a 
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inactivate heterologous genes in axial progenitors and their differentiated 
descendants. Chapter 3 describes an attempt to develop the Tet-inducible 
system to enable reversible spatiotemporaily controlled expression of genes 
of interest in axial progenitors. Finally, Chapter 4 describes an alternative 
approach that does not involve creating new transgenic mouse lines and 
instead enables delivery of exogenous sequences directly to axial progenitors 
by electroporation of cultured embryos. This approach was employed in an 
attempt to attenuate FGF signalling in axial progenitors and examine the 
effects on cell fate and lineage. 
All three approaches utilised a primitive streak/tail bud-specific 
fragment of the T upstream regulatory sequence to direct gene expression in 
a conditional manner. Because electroporation is able to deliver DNA to a 
specific cell population, a powerful, constitutive promoter was also used to 
drive transgene expression in axial progenitors by this method and the 
results are compared to those obtained using the T promoter. 
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An understanding of the genealogical relationships between cells in 
different tissues and how this relates to their parent progenitor populations 
in the early embryo is important for constructing a model of how the basic 
body plan is laid down during gastrulation and axis elongation. Lineage 
analysis approaches provide information on the location of progenitors and 
putative stem cells, and on their modes of proliferation and migration 
towards sites of differentiation. Additionally, information gained from 
lineage studies is an essential prerequisite to understanding the genetic 
control of developmental processes. 
Many lineage studies are non-clonal and involve examining the global 
distribution of descendants borne of a possibly heterogeneous coherent 
group of cells that was initially labelled. An obvious disadvantage of this 
type of approach is that whilst generating valuable information regarding 
overall fate and lineage of precursors that are close together, the tissue or 
cell-type diversity of progeny of single cells cannot be determined. In 
attempting to answer questions concerning stem cell potential, obtaining 
clonal data is invaluable as it allows a determination of the different cell 
types a stem cell is capable of generating (multipotentiality), mode of 
proliferation (symmetric or asymmetric cell divisions) etc. 
Prospective clonal lineage techniques have been developed whereby 
an individual cell is initially labelled in situ with a marker, such as horse-
radish peroxidase (HRP), followed by analysis of the dispersal of 
descendants away from the labelling site after, a specified period of in vitro 
culture (Lawson, 1999; Lawson et al., 1986; Lawson et al., 1991; Lawson and 
Pedersen, 1987; Lawson and Pedersen, 1992). Both clonal and non-clonal 
lineage approaches are however limited in the information they are able to 
provide by the maximum length of time embryos can be maintained in 
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culture, which is generally no more than about 48 hours, and the short-term 
nature of the lineage marker, which becomes diluted beyond detection by 
successive cell divisions. This latter caveat has been overcome for non-clonal 
lineage analyses by genetically labelling cells, for example with lacZ 
(Beddington and Martin, 1989; Beddington et al., 1989; Parameswaran and 
Tam, 1995; Tam et al., 1997a; Tam and Tan, 1992; Tam and Zhou, 1996) or by 
orthotopic grafts of groups of cells expressing a fluorescent protein 
(Cambray and Wilson, 2002; Cambray and Wilson, 2007). Also, lineage 
analyses utilising markers injected manually into cells in situ or grafting 
small groups of labelled cells are only really suitable with embryos not more 
advanced than early somite stages, to allow relatively easy accessibility to the 
experimenter. Accessibility of older embryos is restricted by the enveloping 
extra-embryonic membranes, making these approaches to lineage analysis 
less useful. Thus, no information can be provided on the lineage of tail bud 
descendants at later stages of development. Additional limitations of these 
methods are that in using the labelled cell grafting approach, donor cells, 
removed from their initial embryonic environment, must integrate with and 
assume the fate of cells at the graft site in the host embryo, which is not 
guaranteed to be successful, and in situ labelling may damage cells or change 
their fate, leading to artefactual results. It is therefore desirable to use a 
clonal approach that combines the advantages of a long-term heritable 
marker with the ability to label cells in the intact embryo, in utero, without 
perturbing development. 
Such an approach has been developed that involves the retrospective 
visualisation of descendants of single cells labelled randomly in the 
unperturbed embryo (Bonnerot and Nicolas, 1993). This method utilises a 
modified version of the lacZ reporter gene bearing an inactivating 
duplication in its coding sequence (termed laacZ gene). Reversion to lacZ 
occurs at random anywhere in the embryo by a rare intragenic homologous 
recombination event. This occurs very infrequently so that the probability of 
recombination is much less than once per embryo; two labelled cells lying 
close to one another are more likely to represent clonal relatives than 
independent recombination events. To analyse the lineage of cells in a 
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specific embryonic compartment, the expression of laacZ/lacZ is driven by a 
promoter that confers expression to cells of the compartment in question. 
This approach has been utilised to examine the lineage of cells in the 
myotome of the somites (Bonnerot and Nicolas, 1993; Nicolas et al., 1996) 
and spinal cord (Mathis and Nicolas, 2000). Clones consisted of labelled 
descendants that were found distributed along the entire length of the A-P 
axis, with a variable anterior border and a posterior border stretching back to 
tail bud. These so-called 'long' clones in the myotome frequently contributed 
to both sides of the embryo. These findings suggest that the myotome and 
spinal cord are derived from self-renewing pools of progenitors that reside at 
or close to the midline, probably in the primitive streak region and tail bud 
(see Chapter 1 for details on the findings of these studies). Whether these two 
tissue types are derived from a common progenitor pool, or from separate 
pools is still an open question. 
The laacZ clonal analysis technique only marks descendants in the 
final differentiated compartment in question, in which the promoter driving 
reporter expression is active (a subunit of the acetylcholine receptor 
(aAChR) for myotome and neuron specific enolase (NSE) promoter for the 
central nervous system). Their findings suggest that the long clones were 
derived from progenitors resident in the progenitor zone at an earlier stage 
in development, so any cells descended from these progenitors that exited to 
a different compartment will not be labelled, despite them carrying the 
reverted version of the transgene. Thus, this approach can tell us the ancestry 
of cells in a particular differentiated tissue, but it cannot provide information 
on the total cell-type diversity generated from a single cell. 
To overcome this limitation, the laacZ system was modified to allow 
labelling of all descendants of single cells resident in a transient 
compartment: the primitive streak and tail bud (Tzouanacou, 2002, PhD 
thesis). This approach will now be discussed. 
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Attempt at clonal analysis of primitive streak and tail 
bud progeny 
In order to test the possibility that axial progenitors in the primitive 
streak and tail bud are able to give rise to progeny in more than one germ 
layer, and investigate other cellular mechanisms concerning the formation of 
mesodermal compartments, E. Tzouanacou targeted laacZ to the 
ubiquitously expressed Rosa26 genomic locus. The reporter was placed 
downstream of a loxP-flanked transcriptional 'stop' sequence  so that its 
expression could only occur upon Gre-mediated excision of the 'stop' 
sequence. R26nlslaacZ mice were crossed to a mouse line carrying the coding 
sequence for cre recombinase, whose expression is driven from a 1.2 Kb 
fragment of the T (Brachyury) upstream regulatory sequence, which is active 
in the primitive streak and tail bud, but not the node and notochord (see 
page 60 for a more in-depth discussion of this promoter sequence). Embryos 
from this cross were expected to have labelled clones in streak-derived 
tissues. Before embarking on any clonal analysis, the efficiency of Gre-
mediated recombination was first tested by crossing the Tcre mouse line to 
either R26lacZ6 or sEgfp7 Gre-reporter lines. Embryos were expected to have 
extensive labelling in all tissues derived from T-expressing populations, such 
as mesoderm and trunk/tail neurectoderm. However, unexpectedly, by 7.5 
dpc, virtually all cells were labelled by reporter expression, including those 
in anterior neurectoderm, which are not derived from a T-expressing 
population (fig. 2.1). At 5.5 dpc, prior to streak formation, some epiblast cells 
in the proximal part of the epiblast and extra-embryonic region had 
undergone Gre-recombination. This happened at an earlier stage than was 
expected. Subsequent in situ hybridisation results showed that cre expression 
5  The transcriptional 'stop' sequence used was a PGK-neo-4xpA selection cassette. The four 
polyadenylation (pA) sites prevent transcriptional read-through into downstream sequences 
in the processed mRNA. 
6  R26lacZ is a mouse line that carries the lacZ gene inserted at the ubiquitously expressed 
Rosa26 locus (Soriano, 1999). lacZ expression is dependent on Cre-mediated excision of a 
transcriptional 'stop' sequence. 
sEgfp is a mouse line that carries a PGK-loxP-stop-loxP-egfp transgene. 
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A 	 B 
Figure 2.1. Widespread reporter expression in Tcre embryos. 
A 7.5 dpc; B 9.5 dpc. Embryos were generated from a Tcre x sEgfp 
cross. (Reproduced from E. Tzouanacou (2002), PhD thesis). 
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reflected expression of endogenous T at the pre-gastrula and gastrula stages, 
with both these transcripts being expressed in a ring in the extra-embryonic 
ectoderm and proximal epiblast, consistent with reports of T expression in 
the egg-cylinder stage embryo (Perea-Gomez et al., 2004; Rivera-Perez and 
Magnuson, 2005; Thomas and Beddington, 1996; Thomas et al., 1998). 
Widespread reporter expression throughout the epiblast at stages following 
gastrulation can be explained by the considerable dispersal and 
intermingling of labelled descendants that occurs within the epiblast prior to 
and at the onset of gastrulation (Lawson et al., 1991). It has been shown that a 
breakdown of coherent clonal growth coincides with epithelialisation of the 
epiblast and pro-amniotic cavity formation in the 6 dpc post-implantation 
embryo, which depends on cells losing contact with the basal lamina when 
they divide (Gardner and Cockroft, 1998). 
One way to overcome the significant problem associated with early 
onset of cre expression, before primitive streak formation, is to use an 
inducible Tcre mouse line, so that the time of onset of Gre activity is under 
experimental control. Cre can then be activated at any time following the 
start of gastrulation until the end of axis elongation. 
Genetic tools to study gene function 
As discussed in the previous chapter, gene targeting, transgenic and 
chimera methodologies have been used with success to dissect the genetic 
pathways and interactions involved in mesoderm and neural induction, and 
patterning and maintenance of axial progenitors. However, many of these 
are limited in the information that they provide as they result in a general 
removal or activation of a gene in a broad spectrum of different embryonic 
tissue compartments at all developmental stages. Having precise temporal 
and tissue or cell type-specific control of a given gene's activity offers a 
useful way of complementing these studies. It will be useful to specifically 
misexpress or overexpress transgenes in the progenitor zone and observe the 
effects on the lineage of differentiated descendants. Technologies that allow 
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conditional spatiotemporal control of gene expression manipulation are 
discussed here, and in subsequent chapters. 
2.2 AIMS AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
Objectives 
This chapter describes the creation of a T promoter-creERT2 mouse 
line, where expression of creERT2  is primitive streak! tail bud-specific and 
enzymatic activity is inducible. The mouse line can be used to perform 
lineage analysis, enabling a detailed examination of the behaviour and 
normal potential of axial progenitors and their descendants in the intact 
embryo at various stages of A-P axis development, and test the hypothesis 
that multi-lineage stem cells exist that generate both mesoderm and 
neurectoderm. In addition, this mouse line can be used to permanently alter 
expression of genes specifically in the primitive streak and tail bud in a 
chimeric/mosaic and temporally controlled manner. 
T (Brachyury) regulatory sequence 
Endogenous T mRNA and protein are expressed in the primitive 
streak and nascent mesoderm emerging from the streak and are later found 
in the tail bud until the end of axis elongation (Herrmann, 1991; Kispert and 
Herrmann, 1994; Wilkinson et al., 1990) (fig. 2.2 A-C). T is also expressed in 
the node and notochord. 
In order to express creERT2  specifically in the primitive streak region 
and tail bud, its transcription was driven by a 1.2 Kb fragment of the T 
promoter, which is active in these embryonic structures only, and not in the 
node and notochord. The rationale for using this particular promoter 
sequence is as follows: A single-copy transgene comprising a 23 Kb genomic 
fragment, including the entire transcribed sequence of the T gene (exons and 
0$; 
A J B 
-2474 	+150 	-1060 +150 	 -660 	 -435 
+150 	 +150 
Figure 2.2. Endogenous T expression and T-lacZ expression. 
A-C Endogenous T protein expression detected by immunohistochemistry in 7.5 dpc (A), 9.5 dpc (B) 
and 10.5 dpc (C) embryos; 0-K LacZ reporter expression directed by different T promoter 
fragments in 9.5 dpc (D-G) and 7.5 dpc (H-K) embryos. -2474 bp to ±150 bp (D and H), -1060 bp to 
+150 bp (E and I), -660 bp to +150 bp (F and J), -435 bp to +150 bp (G and K). A-C by V. Wilson and 
C. Schmidt, unpublished. D-K reproduced from Yamaguchi et al. (1999). Numbering system has 
been converted to that employed by Clements et al. (1996). In A-C and H-K, anterior is to the left. In 
D-G, anterior is to the right. 
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introns), plus 8.3 Kb of 5' and 5 Kb of 3' non-transcribed flanking sequence is 
sufficient to completely restore the wild type phenotype of T/+ embryos 
(Stott et al., 1993). This suggests that together these sequences are capable of 
restoring the wild type level of T protein in the primitive streak. These 
regulatory regions have been used to direct expression of a reporter gene in 
the primitive streak, recapitulating the expression of the endogenous gene, 
but are not sufficient to confer expression in axial mesoderm (Clements et al., 
1996). This suggests that additional distant enhancer elements are 
responsible for expression in the notochord. A series of promoter deletions 
ranging from -8300 bp to -430 bp relative to the start of transcription, all 
including up to +150 bp, are capable of directing expression of a lacZ reporter 
transgene in the primitive streak region at levels equivalent to that observed 
when the reporter transgene includes 8.3 Kb of 5'and 5 Kb of 3' sequence and 
all transcribed sequences (Clements et al., 1996). This indicates that promoter 
elements within -430 bp relative to the start site of transcription are necessary 
and sufficient for expression of exogenous genes in the primitive streak, but 
not in the node and notochord. Inclusion of promoter sequences up to -1060 
bp8 relative to the start of transcription resulted in enhanced expression of 
the reporter (Yamaguchi et al., 1999a) (fig. 2.2 D-K). 
In the present study, the coding sequence for creERT2  was placed 
immediately downstream of a fragment of the T upstream regulatory 
sequence encompassing -1051 bp and +139 bp relative to the transcriptional 
start site. This sequence can be expected to confer a similar level of 
expression to the -1060 bp sequence used by Yamaguchi et al. (1999) and was 
extracted by E. Tzouanacou to express cre in Tcre mice (Tzouanacou, 2002, 
PhD thesis). It was also used to express the reverse tetracycline transactivator 
(rtTA) and dominant negative FGF receptor (dnFgfr), which will be described 
in subsequent chapters. 
transcriptional start sites were defined by Yamaguchi et al. (1999) and Clements 
et al. (1996). The numbering system used here has been converted to that employed by 
Clements et al. for consistency. 
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The inducible Cre-lox recombination system 
The Gre-lox recombination system offers a powerful tool that has 
revolutionised the analysis of developmental processes in the mouse 
(reviewed by Garcia-Olin and Guillou, 2006; Jaisser, 2000; Nagy, 2000; 
Rossant and McMahon, 1999). The site-specific reçombinase, Gre, from 
bacteriophage P1, is used to catalyse recombination between two loxP target 
recognition sites engineered into a gene of interest (Hamilton and Abremski, 
1984). This technology was first demonstrated in the mammalian system 
when it was used in cell culture experiments (Sauer and Henderson, 1988; 
Sauer and Henderson, 1989; Sauer and Henderson, 1990). These experiments 
were quickly followed by the demonstration that the Gre-lox system also 
works in the mouse (Lakso et al., 1992; Orban et al., 1992). 
Conditional misexpression of exogenous, or conditional removal of 
endogenous sequences can be extremely informative for analysing the 
function of an encoded protein, determining the role of a putative regulatory 
region, or labelling cells and their progeny with a stable heritable marker for 
lineage analysis. Conditional misexpression or somatic mutagenesis is 
carried out by either generating mice that express cre from a lineage or cell-
type specific promoter, whilst the loxP-containing transgene is ubiquitously 
expressed; or cre is expressed from a ubiquitous promoter, whilst the loxP-
containing gene's expression is tissue-specific; or both cre and the conditional 
gene are under the control of lineage/cell type-specific promoters. If the 
desired effect is to conditionally inactivate a gene, Gre-mediated 
recombination between loxP sites that flank an essential region within the 
gene or regulatory domain leads to a non-functional product being 
produced. To conditionally misexpress a transgene, Gre-mediated 
recombination removes a loxP- flanked barrier sequence to the production of 
an active gene product. 
Other uses of Cre-lox technology include: i) removal of the selectable 
marker expression cassette introduced during gene targeting, which can 
interfere with expression; ii) generating chromosomal alterations, such as 
large deletions and inversions; iii) insertion of DNA into specific sites in the 
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genome by cassette-mediated exchange. Additionally, a conditional 
approach allows early embryonic lethality caused by some standard 
knockout or over-expression protocols to be circumvented, thereby allowing 
a more complete and detailed analysis of gene function. 
Fusion proteins consisting of Gre recombinase and a mutated version 
of the ligand-binding domain of the human estrogen receptor (ER) that 
renders Cre activity tamoxifen-inducible, provide a powerful tool to allow 
efficient spatiotemporally controlled somatic mutagenesis or transgene 
misexpression for deciphering gene function or labelling for lineage studies 
(Danielian et al., 1998; Feil et al., 1996; Feil et al., 1997). Inducible Cre-lox 
technology has been used recently in a number of applications in the mouse 
system for examining gene function (Brocard et al., 1997; Danielian et al., 
1998; Hayashi and McMahon, 2002; Imayoshi et al., 2006; Indra et al., 2000; 
Metzger and Chambon, 2001; Metzger et at, 2005; Schuler et al., 2005; Vallier 
et al., 2001) and for lineage analysis in embryos (Sato et al., 2000). A mutation 
in the ER component of CreER (resulting in CreER T) prevents binding of its 
natural ligand, 1713-estradiol at normal physiological concentrations and 
results in Cre activity being dependent on the estrogen agonist/ antagonist, 
tamoxifen or 4-hydroxytamoxifen (40HT) (Feil et al., 1996). CreER T2, which 
was used in the present study, is a modified version of CreER T, which is 
more efficiently induced by 40HT (Feil et al., 1997; Indra et al., 1999). This 
avoids any possible undesired 40HT-induced side effects by reducing the 
concentration of drug required. 
The CreER system is illustrated in figure 2.3 and works as follows: 
The chimeric CreER1 protein is sequestered in the cytoplasm by the binding 
of ERT2  to the heat-shock protein, Hsp90 (Mattioni et al., 1994; Picard, 1994), 
thereby preventing Gre-mediated recombination, which occurs in the 
nucleus. Binding of 40HT to CreERT2  leads to a disruption of the interaction 
with Hsp90, thereby permitting access of CreER T2 to the nucleus and 
allowing a Cre-mediated recombination event to take place. 
Together with other conditional transgenesis systems, Cre-lox and 
inducible Cre-lox technologies add to a repertoire of powerful tools that 
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Figure 2.3. 4OHT-inducible Cre-lox system. 
See text for details. The reporter gene shown here is lacZ, the expression of which is 
driven from the endogenous Rosa26 promoter. Any suitable Cre-dependent reporter 
gene and promoter may be used with this system. SA, splice acceptor. , loxP sites. 
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provide the opportunity to create any desired modification of the mouse 
genome. 
2.3 RESULTS 
Development of the TcreERT2  mouse line 
Generation and in vitro testing of pTcreER constructs 
Two versions of the TcreERT2  construct were made during an MSc 
'maxi project' (Dewhurst, 2003, MSc thesis) immediately prior to beginning 
this PhD project: one constructed with, and one without, a nuclear 
localisation signal (nis) sequence located at the 5' end of the cre coding 
sequence. These constructs were termed TcreER T2(+nls) and TcreERT2(—nls) 
and are shown in figure 6.1. The nis codes for the highly basic amino acid 
sequence PKKKRKV. It was unclear at the outset of the present study 
whether the presence of an nls would be beneficial or not. Ivlinimal 
background levels of uninduced Cre-mediated recombination are essential in 
the mouse embryo to ensure that upon addition of 40HT, all recombination 
events scored are the product of induction. This would avoid premature or 
mis-localised recombination events taking place and prevent unwanted 
widespread labelling occurring in the epiblast of the egg cylinder stage 
embryo, as happened with the non-inducible Tcre line described earlier. The 
presence of the nis might raise the level of background Gre activity by 
allowing CreER protein to enter the nucleus in the absence of inducer. An 
alternative possibility is that the presence of the nils might improve the 
efficiency of inducibility by facilitating the passage of CreER across the 
nuclear membrane after its release from Hsp90. The effect of the nis on 
inducibility was investigated in order to determine which construct would 
be most effective. 
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Both TcreER constructs were tested for functional and tamoxifen-
inducible Cre activity by transiently transfecting sEgfp ES cells' with either 
construct and allowing the cells to differentiate for 72 hours in the absence of 
LIF and the presence of 40HT. The results are displayed in figure 2.4 and 
clearly show 40HT-dependent induction of Cre activity for both versions of 
TcreERT2  after 72 hours differentiation. However, the background levels of 
uninduced Cre activity appeared slightly lower for the -nis version. Tcre is 
the non-inducible version of TcreERT2  and was used as a comparison No 
difference in Gre activity was observed upon addition of 40HT for this 
plasmid. 
72 hours of differentiation was chosen because the number of cells 
expressing endogenous T increases over time, with T expression confined to 
a small minority of cells 24-48 hours after removal of LIF, with maximal 
expression at 96 hours of differentiation (fig. 2.5) (Schmidt et al., 1997). The 
most conspicuous increase in expression is between 48 and 72 hours. GFP 
positive cells in the inducibility test were found in small clusters, consistent 
with the T in situ hybridisation and findings by Schmidt et al. 
Generation and in vitro screening of TcreER ES cell lines 
TcreERT2(+nls) ES cell lines were generated and screened for 
functional and inducible Cre activity during the MSc 'maxi project'. 
TcreER(—nls) ES cell lines were generated during the present PhD project by 
random integration into the genome as follows: The pTcreER(—nls) 
construct was linearised by FspI digestion and introduced into E14TG2a ES 
cells by electroporation. pTcreER9—nls) contains a ubiquitously expressed 
PGK-Hygro-pA selection cassette, which confers resistance to hygromycin 
upon cells that have integrated the vector. Transfected cells were selected for 
10 days with 120 ig/ml of hygromycin. At the end of the selection period, 38 
hygromycin resistant (HygroR)  colonies were picked and expanded. 36 of 
these clones were screened for functional Cre activity by transiently 
sEgfp ES cells contain a PGK-loxP-stop-loxP-egfp transgene and were kindly provided by 
A. Medvinsky. 
reft 
+nls 	 —nis 	 Tcre 
+4OHT 
—4OHT 
Figure 2.4. Functional and 40HT-inducible Cre activity. 
DNA constructs I'crehk' 2(+nls) and 1creERr2(_nls) were tested for functional and inducible activity by transiently transfecting sEgfp ES 
cells and allowing them to differentiate for 3 days in the presence or absence of 600 nM 401-IT. The non-inducible 'Icre construct is shown for 
comparison. 
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Figure 2.5. Expression of T (brachyury) in ES cells. 
In sitn hybridisation with a T probe of differentiating and undifferentiated wild type 
CGR8 ES cells. The number of cells expressing T increases over time, with maximal 
expression at 96 hours after removal of LIF. The level of mRNA expression also appears to 
increase in individual cells. 
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transfecting them with a Cre-dependent Egfp reporter construct (pPHCAG-
C2-.egfp) by lipofection. Expression of Egfp depends on Cre-mediated 
excision of a loxP-flanked transcriptional 'stop' sequence. Following 
transfection, clones were cultured in the absence of LIF for 72 hours to 
induce differentiation and hence T promoter driven expression of creERT2. 
40HT was added to a final concentration of 200 nM for the final 12 hours of 
differentiation to induce Cre activity before visualising the fluorescent cells. 
The results of this screen are displayed in table 2.1. Results from a similar 
screen for the TcreER T2(+nls) clones performed during the MSc 'maxi project' 
are displayed in table 2.2. Table 2.3 summarises these data. 
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Table 2.1. Screening of TcreERT2(—nls) ES cell clones for functional Crc activity 
Clone number 	 + 4-OHT 	 - 4-OHT 
1 - - 
2 + + 
3 - - 
4 + - 
5 + + 
6 + + 
7 + + 
8 - - 
9 + ++ 
10 - - 
11 + - 
12 	 +.+ 	 + 
13 •+++ +++ 
14 	 - - 
15 + + 
16 	 - - 
17 + ± 
18 	 - - 
19 - - 
20 	 - - 
22 - - 
23 	 - - 
24 ++ ± 
25 	 ±+± +++ 
26 - - 
27 	 ++ + 
28 - - 
29 	 + - 
30 - - 
31 	 - - 
32 - - 
34 	 - - 
35 ±++ ++ 
36 	 - - 
37 + + 
38 	 ++ + 
- No Cre activity (no GFP-expressing cells) 
+ Poor Cre activity (a few GFP-expressing cells) 
++ Moderate Cre activity 
+++ High Cre activity 
++++ Very high Cre activity (many GFP-expressing cells) 
Clones selected for blastocyst injection 
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Table 2.2. Screening of Tcre-ERT2(+nls) ES cell clones for functional Cre 
activity 
Clone number 	 + 4-OHT 	 - 4-OHT 
1 + - 
2 +++ ++ 
3 - - 
4 + - 
5 ++ + 
6 
7 ++ + 
8 - - 
9 +++ ++ 
10 + - 
11 +++ + 
12 ++++ 
13 + + 
14 - x 
15 ++ - 
16 - - 
17 + - 
18 X X 
19 - - 
20 -4-++ + 
21 +++ ++ 
22 +++ + 
23 - - 
24 ++++ +++ 
25 - - 
26 - - 
27 X X 
28 ++ + 
29 - - 
30 	 ++ 
31 ++++ 
32 	 - 	 - 
33 X X 
- 	No Cre activity (no GFP-expressing cells) 
+ Poor Cre activity (a few GFP-expressing cells) 
++ 	Moderate Cre activity 
+++ High Cre activity 
++++ Very high Cre activity (many GFP-expressing cells) 
X 	Cells lost to infection 
II Clones selected for blastocyst injection 
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Table 2.3. Summary of screening of TcreER ES cell clones 
No. clones showing 
TcreERT2 construct 	No. clones picked 	Cre recombinase 	
No. clones showing 
induction activitya  
+nls 29 18 17 
-nls 38 18 9 
'Assessed by the presence of CFP cells upon addition of 40HT. 
' If the relative number of GFP cells (estimated by eye) was greater in the presence of 401-IT 
than in the absence of the drug, then Cre activity was considered inducible. 
It should be noted that due to the transient nature of this screen, 
background levels of Gre activity might be expected to be above zero. This is 
because as the reporter plasmid transits the cytoplasm to reach the nucleus 
where it can be expressed, CreERT2  protein, held in the cytoplasm by Hsp90, 
may activate the reporter even in the absence of the inducer drug. For this 
reason, it was considered impossible to determine the basal level of Gre 
activity in each cell line and obtain reliable information about the efficiency 
of induction. The in vitro screening experiments therefore provided a rough 
guide to which clones were most likely to be effective in vivo. 
The reason why clones with different properties were created is 
because of the random nature of the transgene integration event. The site of 
integration influences transgene expression level due to differing chromatin 
states and/or interaction with neighbouring transcriptional control elements. 
Generation of transgenic mouse lines 
A selection of transgenic clones derived from both versions of the 
TcreER construct were used to generate chimeras by blastocyst injection. 
Eight clones were chosen that all displayed induction (tables 2.1 and 2.2). 
Some had absent or very low background levels of Cre activity, and some 
were selected that displayed relatively high levels of induced Cre activity. 
This was to ensure a range of transgenic mouse lines was generated, each 
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with potentially different properties. Injected blastocysts were transferred to 
peudopregnant females and allowed to develop to term. 
Five clones yielded chimeras (TcreER12-, 13-, 24-, 15+, 31+), whose 
extent of ES cell contribution was evaluated by the proportion of chinchilla-
coloured fur conferred by the 129/01a strain - derived ES cells compared to 
the area of C57131/6 host-derived black coat pigmentation (table 2.4). In 
addifion, the ES cells used were genetically male, resulting in a distortion of 
the sex ratio by conversion of female host embryos to males in high-
contribution chimeras (table 2.4). This is because the high number of male ES 
cell-derived cells in the undifferentiated gonads induces testis formation. 
Any remaining host-derived female cells are unable to produce functional 
sperm, resulting in the chimera transmitting the ES cell genotype to 100 % of 
its offspring. 
Table 2.4. TcreER chimera data 
TcreER T2 ES 
cell clone Male chimeras 
Female 
chimeras 
Estimated % chimerism of 
males used for further 
breeding a 
12— 4 0 80-90% 
13— 6 4 50-70% 
24— 2 0 v. good 
15+ 2 1 good 
31+ 3 2 30% 
'% chimerism assessed by coat colour (see text for details). 
Generation of offspring that were all agouti, after crossing male 
chimeras to C57131/6 females, indicated complete germline transmission of 
the ES cell genotype for three lines (TcreER 12—, 24— and 31+). Heterozygous 
animals were identified by PCR amplification of the cre transgene and 
backcrossed to C57B1 / 6 mice to dilute out the ES cell genetic background. 
Heterozygous backcross offspring were intercrossed to yield homozygotes, 
heterozygotes and wild type in the Mendelian ratio 1:2:1. Genotyping was 
carried out by DNA dot blotting followed by hybridisation to a cre probe. 
Homozygosity was confirmed if all offspring or embryos were transgenic 
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(determined by PCR) when putative homozygotes were crossed to wild type 
mice. Further intercrossing of homozygotes resulted in the establishment of 
homozygote lines for TcreER12- and T creERT224_. 
Evaluation of TcreERT2  mouse lines 
Transgene expression analysis 
In situ hybridisation of TcreER T253 embryos (a line made in parallel by 
E. Tzouanacou using the same random integration method of the TcreER T2 
construct used in this study) using a cre RNA antisense probe to detect 
creERT2 expression was carried out by E. Tzouanacou and shows the 
transcripts to be present in the primitive streak of 7.5 dpc (fig. 2.6A) and 9.0 
dpc (fig. 2.6B) embryos. This expression pattern recapitulates the expression 
pattern of endogenous T in the streak and tail bud (fig. 2.2 A-C). 
TcreER embryos display inducible primitive streak/tail bud-specific 
Cre activity 
Homozygous or heterozygous TcreERT2  mice were crossed with 
homozygous Cre-dependent lacZ reporter mice, R26CA 10. Embryos carrying 
both transgenes exhibited inducible primitive streak! tail bud-specific Cre 
activity upon administration of 0.5 mg of 40HT to pregnant mothers by 
intraperitoneal (IP) injection (fig. 2.7). Characteristics of the three TcreER 
lines generated are shown in table 2.5. 
10  R26CA is a mouse line that carries the lacZ gene inserted at the ubiquitously expressed 
Rosa26 locus (Soriano, 1999). lacZ expression is dependent on Cre-mediated excision of a 
transcriptional 'stop' sequence. 
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Figure 2.6. Expression of creERT2  in TcreERT2  embryos. 
In situ hybridisation with a cre probe of 7.5 dpc (A) and posterior 9.0 dpc (B) 
TcreERT253 embryos. Images provided, with permission, by E. Tzouanacou. 
Anterior is to the left. 
TcreERT2 	x 	R26CA 
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Table 2.5. Characteristics of TcreER' mouse lines 
	
-gal embryos! no. 	Extent of 	Ectopic 	
Uninduced
background Line 
expected to be -gal labelling labelling labelling 
TcreER T2 12— 	7/40 (17.5%) 	 + 	 - 	 1/47 
TcreERT2 31+ 	6/14(43%) 	 ++ 	 + 	 0/58 
TcreERT2 24— 	57/82(70%) 	 ++ 	 + 	 0/26 
Homozygous or heterozygous mice were crossed to homozygous R26CA mice. All embryos 
from a homozygous cross and 50 % of embryos from a heterozygous cross were expected to 
carry the TcreEO transgene and contain I3-gal cells. -, no f3-gal labelled cells detected; ++, 
relatively high amount of labelling. 
The extent of labelling was greatest for TcreERT224_  and 31+. 
However, both these lines displayed ectopic labelling in structures not 
derived from the streak at the time of labelling. Importantly, all three lines 
showed negligible uninduced background labelling, indicating tightly 
controlled regulation of Gre activity regardless of the presence or absence of 
the nis. Labelling was incomplete, with around 70 % of TcreERT224- embryos 
expected to carry the cre transgene being labelled. In individual embryos, 
labelling was mosaic and the extent of labelling varied between litters. The 
observed low recombination efficiency is likely to be due to low expression 
of creERT2 , rather than a limitation in delivering enough 40HT to the embryo 
from the mother's bloodstream because other researchers have obtained 
more efficient recombination with other transgenic lines at the dose of 401-IT 
used here (0.5 mg per mouse) U. Nichols, personal communication). As the 
number of independent labelling events is dose-dependent, raising the dose 
of 40HT to obtain better efficiency of labelling might be the obvious answer. 
However, doses of 0.75 mg and 1 mg were found to be toxic, resulting in 
embryonic lethality. 
Labelled descendants of TcreER-expressing cells populated 
progenitor zone-derived tissues, including somites, lateral and intermediate 
mesoderm, and neurectoderm (fig. 2.8 A-C). Labelling was not observed in 
notochord. Labelled cells also contributed to the tail bud, including the CNH 
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(fig. 2.8 H). These findings are to be expected as these tissues are known to be 
generated from the T-expressing streak region (see Chapter 1) and are 
consistent with the tissue distribution of cells expressing a T-lacZ transgene 
(Schmidt et al., 1997). E. Tzouanacou subjected TcreERT253  embryos to a low 
dose of 40HT at 7.5 dpc. These embryos were sectioned as part of the 
present PhD study to confirm that derivatives of TcreER T2-expressing cells 
populated all mesodermal tissues. Tissues labelled included: dermis of the 
back (fig. 2.9 A-C), which is derived from the dermamyotome compartment 
of the somites; blood vessel endothelium, including the dorsal aorta (fig. 2.9 
F and C), derived from lateral mesoderm; kidney (fig. 2.9 I), which is derived 
from intermediate mesoderm; mesenchyme surrounding the mammary 
gland (fig. 2.9 J), a derivative of lateral mesoderm. 
The anterior border of mesoderm labelling is consistent with cells 
becoming labelled in the primitive streak shortly after 40HT 
administration 
Because the progenitor zone lays down new tissue in an orderly 
anterior to posterior direction over the course of axis elongation (6-7 days), it 
follows that the length of the A-P axis acts as a measure of developmental 
time. The progenitor zone produces cells at a particular axial position 
(measured by somite number) at a particular time during development (see 
table in fig. 2.10). The anterior limit of label in the mesoderm is consistent 
with cells becoming labelled in the primitive streak/tail bud shortly after 
injection of 40HT (fig. 2.10). When labelling was induced at 7.5 dpc for 
example, the anterior extent of the bulk of labelling in the neural tube and 
mesoderm (excluding what appeared to be ectopic labelling) was found 
around somite level 4-7, immediately anterior to the forelimb bud. Although 
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Figure 2.8. Progenitor zone-derived tissues were labelled. 
Right-hand side (A), left-hand side (B) and ventral (C) aspects of the 
same TcreER' 224— embryo induced at 9.5 dpc and analysed at 12.5 
dpc embryo. Note ectopic labelling in head and limb buds (specific 
labelling began after/ posterior to initial limb bud specification); D-F 
Cryostat sections of the same embryo shown in A-C at different axial 
levels (indicated in C) from the anterior tail (D) to the distal end of 
the tail (F). Labelled cells populated the neural tube, somites 
(arrows) and lateral / intermediate mesoderm. Labelling was not 
detected in notochord; G Labelling in neural tube, somites and 
lateral mesoderm in hindlimb bud of a 10.5 dpc embryo; H Labelling 
in the tail bud (tail bud mesoderm (TBM) and CNH). 
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Figure 2.9. Progenitor zone-derived tissues were labelled. 
The three panels show whole-mount images and cryostat sections of three separate 12.5 dpc 
TcreERT 253 embryos induced with 401-IT. A-C Labelled cells in the dermis of the back and somite; 
D-G Labelling in the endothelium, including the dorsal aorta endothelium (arrowhead in F); H-J 
Labelling in the kidney (I) and mesenchyme surrounding the mammary gland (arrow in J). 
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Days post coitum 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 
Approx. total no. of somites 0 9-11 20-25 30-35 40-45 48-52 55-60 
Approx. somite number whose 7 
progenitors are in streak/tail bud  
18 30 40 50 60 - 










Figure 2.10. The anterior border of labelling in the mesoderm is consistent with cells becoming 
labelled in the primitive streak shortly after injection of 40HT. 
Embryos A-H were induced at different stages during development. The period between induction and 
analysis is indicated by arrows in the table. Different colours represent different time intervals. The 
anterior boundary of the majority of mesoderm labelling is marked on the images in terms of 
approximate somite number, somite I being the most anterior. A-C, induced with 0.5 mg 401-if per 
mouse; H, induced with 20 mg per gram of mother's body weight. 
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are transiting through the streak (Tam and Beddington, 1987) and precursors 
for more anterior somites form the unsegmented pre-somitic mesoderm. 
Similarly, when induced at 8.5 dpc, the anterior border of label was found at 
approximately somite number 14-20, posterior to the forelimb bud, 
consistent with the progenitors for these somites being in the streak at the 
time of injection. 
2.4 DISCUSSION 
The TcreERT2  mouse lines exhibited inducible Cre-recombination 
activity upon administration of 40HT to pregnant mothers, with negligible 
uninduced basal levels of activity. creERT2  was expressed in the progenitor 
zone and tissues derived from the progenitor zone were populated by 
labelled cells, indicating that the transgene is consistent with endogenous T, 
both in terms of expression pattern and lineage. However, the transgene in 
the TcreERT2  lines created in this study displayed evidence of ectopic 
expression which led to labelled cells scattered throughout tissues that are 
not normally derived from the T-expressing progenitor zone. 
Labelling was incomplete, with less than 100 % of embryos becoming 
labelled, and in those embryos that were labelled, mosaicism was observed, 
which varied between different lines and within a line from litter to litter. 
This was probably the result of low efficiency of Gre-mediated excision, 
which depends on the level of cre expression. The T promoter is likely to be 
intrinsically less active than powerful promoters such as GAG, and the site of 
integration in the genome will greatly affect its expression characteristics: 
expression will be influenced by any neighbouring regulatory elements and 
by the openness of the chromatin structure at the site of integration. In 
addition, the site of integration can also lead to unexpected ectopic 
expression. Indeed, induced ectopic labelling was observed. This, together 
with mosaicism might present a problem for the application of the 
TcreER24— line in manipulating gene function in the progenitor zone. 
RMA 
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However, a line made in parallel by E. Tzouanacou (TcreER53) using a 
similar random integration approach, exhibits much more efficient labelling 
at a high dose (0.5 mg) of 40HT without ectopic labelling. 
Low recombination efficiency is however a useful property for the 
application of this experimental approach in clonal analysis. By lowering the 
dose of 40HT such that no more than several well-separated single cells 
undergo recombination in the primitive streak, the descendants of those cells 
can be traced using time-lapse video microscopy to allow a detailed 
examination of the lineage of axial progenitors or stem cells. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Despite extensive information about the involvement of various 
signalling pathways and transcription factors and their interactions in the 
control of axis elongation, as described in Chapter 1, the means by which 
genes regulate a balance between maintenance of axial progenitors versus 
differentiation remains largely unknown. Other important questions include: 
how do gene products regulate the supply of progenitors to different tissue 
lineages? Can we use this information to bias cell fate choice of ES cells 
towards astreak-1ike progenitor or axial stem cell? 
Most of the evidence we have concerning the molecular factors 
controlling axial progenitor maintenance and differentiation has come from 
standard gene targeting, knockout and chimera methodologies. A limited 
number of signalling mechanisms are used during embryogenesis to 
construct more than one tissue. This limits the information that these 
strategies can provide when investigating the role of a particular signalling 
pathway in a particular developmental process, because they involve a 
general removal of a gene in a broad spectrum of different embryonic tissue 
compartments at all developmental stages. The earliest stage that a gene is 
essential is the only one where a phenotype is observed, thus masking any 
later phenotypes, for example Cdx2 and Fgf4. 
Conditional approaches to genetic manipulation can circumvent this 
problem. Transgenic models using cell type - specific promoters provide 
precise spatial control of transgene expression and can be used to either 
drive expression of a gene of interest directly, or indirectly activate or 
remove gene function by driving expression of cre recombinase. However, 
these systems offer no control over the timing of the expression, which 
depends entirely on the properties of the promoters employed. Thus 
conditional expression is dependent on the first time a promoter is active. 
When the activated transgene confers a permanent change, as in Cre-
mediated recombination, this introduces a further level of complexity. The 
primitive streak is a particularly relevant example, since activating Cre 
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recombination at the first time T is expressed resulted in recombination 
throughout the epiblast (see Chapter 2 page 57). Temporal control of 
conditional transgene expression would overcome this limitation. 
The spatiotemporal TcreERT2  system described in the previous chapter 
can be used for studying gene function by crossing the TcreERT2  mouse line 
to a line that contains an activatable transgene or inactivatable endogenous 
gene linked to a lineage tracer gene. However, expression of the gene of 
interest is permanently altered regardless of the cell type, so long as the cell 
descended from a progenitor that resided in the streak at some point in its 
life at the time of induction. As cells exit the progenitor zone to differentiate, 
they persist in expressing the target gene, despite no longer expressing cre. 
The TcreERT2  system, whilst resulting in spatial control of cre expression and 
temporal control of Cre activity, spatial control of expression of a gene of 
interest is limited. This is obviously a useful property for lineage analysis, as 
descendants of axial progenitors can be traced regardless of which tissue 
compartment they end up in or how long ago in time their ancestors left the 
streak; but for analysing gene function in the streak, this property is a 
disadvantage as the effects of expression of the gene of interest in various 
differentiated tissues is likely to distort or mask the effects in the streak. An 
alternative, more informative inducible experimental system is clearly 
needed. 
Important features of an efficient inducible system include: 
Tightly regulated gene expression, such that the basal level, or 
'leaky' uninduced expression is minimised. 
Gene expression induced to sufficiently high levels to instigate an 
effect. It would be also be an advantage if the level of gene 
expression varied proportionately with inducer concentration. 
Induction of gene expression should occur specifically in the 
presence of the inducer molecule, and not endogenous analogues. 
The inducer should be non-toxic at levels required for a response. 
The inducer should not alter the expression of endogenous genes. 
The system should be fully reversible. 
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7. The inducible system should produce comparable results in vitro 
and in vivo, especially in ES cells and differentiated derivatives. 
A system that meets the above criteria was available at the outset of 
this study. This is the tetracycline-controlled transcriptional activation 
system, or Tet-operating system. This chapter describes an attempt to 
develop this approach as an informative experimental method for studying 
gene function in axial progenitors. 
32 AIMS AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
Objectives 
The objective was to develop the Tet-operating system to test the 
effect of expressing constitutively active or dominant-negative versions of 
genes in the progenitor zone to gain more information on the regulation of 
this morphogenetic process. 
The Tet-operating system 
The tetracycline-controlled transcriptional activation (Tet) system has 
been developed and employed to enable precise spatiotemporal control of 
transgene expression in cultured cells and mouse embryos and adults, and 
has proved to work in a variety of different situations (reviewed by Baron 
and Bujard, 2000; Corbel and Rossi, 2002; Gossen and Bujard, 2002; Jaisser, 
2000; Thu et al., 2002). 
The Tet-operating system is composed of two components: the driver 
or transcriptional modulator and the responder or tetracycline - responsive 
promoter, to which the driver protein binds. The inducer, an antibiotic of the 
tetracycline family, is a ligand of the transcriptional modulator and mediates 
control of binding. Addition of the inducer provides temporal control of the 
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system's activation. There are two major variants of the system: the 'Tet-Off' 
system and the 'Tet-On' system. The latter was used in the present study. In 
both variants of the system, the driver is composed of a fusion between the 
Tet repressor (TetR), encoded by the TOO tetracycline resistance operon of 
Escherichia coli, and transcriptional activation domains derived from the 
trans-activating domain of virus protein 16 (VP16) from the herpes simplex 
virus that interact with the eukaryotic transcriptional machinery (Gossen and 
Bujard, 1992; Gossen et al., 1995). The responder comprises an array of seven 
tetO sequences and a minimal immediate/early promoter sequence derived 
from human cytomegalovirus which allows transcription in 
mammalian cells. These sequences together form the tetracycline response 
element (TRE). 
In the 'Tet-Off' system, the TetR-VP16 fusion protein, termed the 
tetracycline-controlled transactivator (tTA), binds to the TRE in the absence 
of the inducer and initiates transcription of the target gene. Upon addition of 
tetracycline or doxycycline (dox; a derivative of tetracycline), a 
conformational change occurs in tTA resulting in its release from the TRE. 
Thus, transcription is turned off upon addition of the inducer. In a more 
efficient version of the 'Tet-Off' system, the VP16 moiety of tTA is replaced 
by three acidic minimal activation domains to form tTA2 (Baron et al., 1997). 
In the 'Tet-On' system, illustrated in figure 3.1, the driver is derived 
from a mutated version of TetR (rTetR) fused to the trans-activating domain 
of VP16 (Gossen et al., 1995). This forms the reverse tetracycline 
transactivator (rtTA), which presents a reverse phenotype compared to tTA. 
In the absence of inducer, rtTA does not bind to the TRE and transcription of 
the target gene does not occur. Upon addition of dox, rtTA undergoes a 
conformational change, causing it to bind to the TRE with high affinity and 
specificity and initiating transcription of the target gene. Thus, transcription 
is turned on upon addition of the inducer. 
The major advantage of the Tet-On (rtTA) system over the Tet-Off 
(tTA) system is that when dox is added, expression of the target gene is 
rapidly upregulated. In the Tet-Off system, dox must be administered 














Figure 3.1. Reverse tetracycline-controlled transcriptional activation system (Tet-On). 
A specific promoter (Prs) drives expression of rtTA (rtetR-VPI6) in the cell-type of 
interest. In the absence of dox, rtTA does not bind to tetO sequences (TRE) so there is no 
transcription of the target gene. Upon addition of dox, rtTA binds to tetO and initiates 
transcription of the target gene. Reproduced from Zhu et al. (2002). 
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gene is required, dox is removed. This presents a drawback for most 
applications because induction of the target gene may take a long time, 
depending on the rate of clearance of dox either from the bloodstream of an 
animal or from cells in culture. Also, long-term administration of dox might 
have an undesirable effect. Such a situation might arise in maintaining a 
mouse line stock with the target gene turned off. 
rtTA2SM2 is an enhanced version of rtTA, comprised of a mutated 
version of TetR conferring a reverse phenotype and replacement of the full-
length VP16 trans-activating domain with three acidic minimal activation 
domains (Urlinger et al., 2000). rtTA2SM2  functions at 10-fold lower 
concentrations of dox than rtTA, has reduced basal activity in the absence of 
dox and is more stable and has enhanced expression in eukaryotic cells. 
rtTA2SM2, whose transcription was directed by the T promoter was the 
driver used in the present study. 
The Tet-system is ideal for use in vivo for studying development: the 
inducer substance, doxycycline, is non-toxic, inexpensive and crosses the 
placenta with high efficiency, and the prokaryotic regulatory elements do not 
interfere with metabolism or gene expression in mammalian cells because of 
the large evolutionary distance. 
In the present study, expression of rtTA2SM2  was put under the 
control of the primitive streak/ tail bud-specific T promoter in ES cells and its 
function tested by inducing expression of a fluorescent reporter gene from 
the TRE. T promoter - rtTA (T-rtTA) was targeted to the Rosa26 genomic 
locus. 
The Rosa26 locus 
The rationale behind the decision to insert T-rtTA at the Rosa26 
genomic locus was as follows: The Rosa26 locus was originally identified by 
random gene trapping using the Reverse Orientation splice acceptor -geo 
(ROSA3-geo) retroviral vector (Friedrich and Soriano, 1991). The resultant 
ROSAI3-geo26 mouse line displayed ubiquitous expression of the 13-geo 
Ell 
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reporter gene without displaying any overt phenotype in homozygotes, 
indicating that the gene-trapped locus is not essential for development and 
proving the potential of this genomic position as a useful transgene insertion 
site. The Rosa26 locus, located on mouse chromosome 6, produces three 
transcripts of unknown function, two of which are non-coding (Zambrowicz 
et al., 1997). An active, ubiquitous transcriptional unit like Rosa26 would be 
expected to be maintained as open chromatin, thus providing a potentially 
beneficial location for an exogenous transgene. Intron 1 of the Rosa26 locus 
has been successfully targeted to generate Gre-dependent reporter lines 
(Soriano, 1999; Srinivas et al., 2001) and an rtTA-expressing ES cell line 
(Fisher, 2006, PhD thesis). When rtTA was positioned at this locus, there was 
tight regulation of induction with ubiquitous, high expression of a DsRed2 
fluorescent reporter gene from the TRE. The responder expression unit, TRE-
DsRed2, was positioned at either the hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase 
(hprt) locus or the second Rosa26 allele or targeted to the same allele as the 
rtTA. It should be noted that in the above cases, the Rosa26 promoter drives 
expression of the Gre-dependent reporter gene or rtTA. With T-rtTA 
positioned at the Rosa26 locus, an exogenous promoter fragment (T) drives 
transcription of rtTA, which is insulated from the influence of Rosa26 
regulatory elements by a triple poly-adenylation (tpA) site upstream of the T 
promoter to ensure nascent-mesoderm and primitive streak/tail bud-specific 
expression of rtTA (fig. 3.4, targeted allele). Evidence to suggest that the tpA 
can be expected to prevent transcript read-through into rtTA from the Rosa26 
promoter is presented by minimal DsRed2 fluorescence when TRE-DsRed2 is 
positioned downstream of tpA at the second Rosa26 locus (B. Heavey, 
personal communication). The tpA can also be expected to insulate T-rtTA 
from being influenced by the PGK promoter in the loxP-flanked neomycin 
selection cassette, although this can be removed by Gre-mediated excision. 
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3.3 RESULTS 
Construction of the R26-T-rtTA targeting vector 
The cloning procedure for building the T-rtTA Rosa26 targeting 
construct (pR26-T-rtTA) is shown in figure 3.2. pUHrT62-1 (see fig. 6.1 for 
map) was used to extract the coding sequence of rtTA2SM2  (called rtTA 
throughout the rest of this chapter) by PCR. The PCR product was blunt-end 
ligated into pPCR-Script Amp SK(+) (Stratagene) and sequenced to check 
mutations had not been introduced during the PCR step. The forward and 
reverse primers were designed to contain a BglII and a XhoI restriction site 
respectively to enable excision of the rtTA PCR product as a BglII-)(hol 
fragment and insertion into BglII and XhoI sites immediately downstream of 
the 1.2 Kb T promoter sequence in plasmid pTcre. This resulted in the 
plasmid pT-rtTA-cre. The SalI/)(hol fragment of pT-rtTA-cre, consisting of 
T-rtTA, was then sub-cloned into Sall-linearised pBigT-2 (see fig. 6.1 for 
map), resulting in the plasmid pBigT-2-T-rtTA. Transformants of this ligation 
reaction were screened for the presence of the T-rtTA insert by colony 
hybridisation. The 2 Kb Sall-XhoI T-rtTA insert was radiolabelled and used 
as the probe. Restriction digestion analysis and PCR were used to identify 
the correct orientation of the insert. 
The version of pBigT used in this cloning step (pBigT-2) contained the 
triple poly-adenylation site outside the loxP sites. This was to ensure that in 
subsequent manipulations in ES cells the tpA is retained after Cre-mediated 
excision of the neomycin selection cassette. 
The final cloning step involved ligating the PacI-AscI fragment of 
pBigT-T-rtTA into the pRosa RBP B vector", which contains homology arms 
for integration into intron 1 of the Rosa26 genomic locus, and a diptheria 
toxin (DTA) cassette for negative selection in cells that have integrated the 
pRosa RBP B is based on pRosa26PA, with a 4.4 Kb 'stuffer' fragment inserted between the 
Pacl and AscI sites. pRosa RBP B was used because the final cloning step proved difficult 
with pRosa26PA, possibly due to incomplete digestion by Pacl and AscI because these two 
sites are only 5 bp apart. 
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Figure 3.2. Cloning strategy to generate the T-rtTA Rosa26 targeting construct (pR26-T-rtTA). 
Primers ONOO1 and 0N002 introduced a BglIl and a XhoI site respectively. See chapter 6 for 
PCR primer sequences. pRosa RBP B is based on pRosa26PA, with a 4.4 Kb 'stuffer' fragment 
inserted between PacT and Asci. For clarity, plasmid backbones are not shown. 
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construct randomly in the genome (Srinivas et at, 2001). The resulting final 
construct was termed pR26-T-rtTA (fig. 3.3A). The presence of the insert after 
each cloning step was confirmed by PCR (or colony hybridisation for cloning 
T-rtTA into pBigT-2) and its correct orientation verified by a series of 
restriction digestions. rtTA2SM2  in pR26-T-rtTA was sequenced and found 
to be intact and mutation-free. 
The loxP Cre-recombinase recognition sites in pR26-T-rtTA were 
tested for functionality by transforming the plasmid into a 'Cre-deletor' 
strain of E. co/i (294-Cre) (Buchholz et al., 1996). Cre-mediated excision of the 
neomycin selection cassette removes —1.8 Kb and eliminates one of two Agel 
restriction sites in the construct (fig. 3.3B). Agel digestion of Gre-excised 
DNA thus results in a linearised plasmid, whereas Agel digestion of the 
intact construct results in two bands on a gel. NotI digestion of Gre-excised 
and non-excised DNA results in two bands. The smaller of the two fragments 
is 1.8 Kb shorter after Gre-excision. 
Generation of driver (T-rtTA) ES cell lines 
The targeting construct was linearised by KpnI digestion and 
introduced into E14TG2a ES cells by electroporation. The targeting strategy 
is shown in figure 3.4. The targeting construct was designed to insert into 
intron 1 of the Rosa26 locus at the same position as previous studies 
mentioned earlier. 
pR26-T-rtTA contains a ubiquitously expressed neomycin selection 
cassette, encoding aminoglycoside phosphotransf erase, which confers 
resistance to G418 upon cells that have integrated the vector. Transfected 
cells were selected for 10 days with 100 [tg/ml G418. At the end of the 
selection period, 40 G418 resistant (G418') colonies were picked and 
expanded. Genomic DNA was isolated from a sample of each clone whilst 
the remainder were frozen. 
Kpn I 
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Figure 3.3. A. pR26-T-rtTA targeting construct; B. pR26-TrtTA loxP sites are functional. 
Upon Cre-mediated excision, 1.8 Kb of DNA carrying an Agel restriction site is lost. 
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Figure 3.4. Rosa26 targeting strategy. 
The external (5' Rosa) probe (P) detected the targeted (4.1 Kb EcoRV fragment) and wild type 
(11.5 Kb EcoRV fragment) alleles. The internal probe (F 2) detected the targeted allele only (4.1 
Kb EcoRV fragment). El and E2 represent exons 1 and 2. 
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Southern blot analysis 
Southern blot analysis was performed on EcoRV digested genomic 
DNA to screen for correctly targeted clones using two different 
radioactively—labelled probes (fig. 3.4). The first was an internal probe (350 
bp MscI!NcoI fragment) that anneals to the neomycin/G418 resistance gene 
and detects the targeted allele (4.1 Kb EcoRV fragment) and any random 
integrations that have escaped negative selection by the diptheria toxin gene 
product, which is encoded by the PGK-DTA-pA selection cassette situated 
outside the 3' homology arm of the targeting construct. 12 out of 35 clones 
screened (one third) appeared correctly targeted (fig. 35A). This is similar to 
previous results obtained by targeting this locus with similar vectors 
(Soriano, 1999; Srinivas et al., 2001; Tzouanacou, 2002). 23 clones appeared to 
be random integrations, three of which appeared to contain double 
integrations as shown by the presence of two bands. An external (5' Rosa) 
probe was used to confirm these results and check for correct homologous 
recombination at the 5' end (fig. 3.5B). The external probe detects the targeted 
(4.1 Kb EcoRV fragment) and wild type (11.5 Kb EcoRV fragment) alleles. 
Screening for functional driver cell lines 
Transient maintenance of responder DNA 
A selection of correctly targeted driver clones (T-rtTA5, T-rtTA7, T-
rtTAll and T-rtTA12) and clones with random integrations (T-rtTAl, T-
rtTA6, T-rtTA9, T-rtTA15) were tested for inducible expression of a 
responder gene. The responder construct, pBigT luc TRE DsRed2 (kindly 
provided by D. Fisher; see fig 6.1 for map) was transiently transfected into 
the driver cell lines by lipofection. Cells ubiquitously expressing rtTA from 
the Rosa26 promoter (R26rtTA2sM21F  cells; kindly provided by B. Heavey) 
were also transfected for comparison, and transfected wild type cells were 
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Figure 3.5. Southern blot analysis of T-rtTA ES cell clones with the internal probe (A) and 
external (5' Rosa) probe (B). 
12 clones were correctly targeted (underlined) and the remaining clones contained random 
integrations. 
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72 hours by removal of LIF from the medium (endogenous T is expressed 72 
hours after removal of LIF (fig. 2.5) (Schmidt et al., 1997)). Dox was added for 
the final 24 hours of the differentiation period at two concentrations (1g/m1 
and 2 tgIml) 12 . The results showed little difference between the dox-treated 
and untreated cells for the targeted clones and clones with random 
integrations at both concentrations of dox. They also displayed high 
background levels of uninduced DsRed2 expression comparable to the wild 
type controls (fig. 3.6A-C). R26rtTA2sM21F  cells exhibited inducible 
expression, indicating that induction by dox and detection were not 
problematic. However, these cells also displayed high uninduced 
background. 
A possible explanation for the lack of observable induction in the T-
rtTA lines is that the transiently maintained responder DNA might have 
been largely lost from the cells by the time dox was added -56 hours after 
transfecion. Supporting evidence for this is shown by comparison between 
transfected R26rtTA2'-M21F cells shown in figures 3.6 C and D. A much 
higher proportion of R26rtTA2sM21F  cells expressed DsRed2 when treated 
with dox immediately after transfection (fig. 3.6D), compared to addition of 
dox -56 hours after transfection (fig. 3.6C R26rtTA). Note that differentiation 
is not required for, and is not expected to affect, the operation of the Tet-On 
system in R26rtTA2sM21F  cells, where rtTA expression is constitutive and 
ubiquitous in both differentiated and undifferentiated ES cells. However, 
when dox was added to the T-rtTA cells immediately after transfection for 
the full three days of differentiation, induction was not observed either (data 
not shown). These cells were also plated at a lower density (1.5 x iO cells in a 
24-well plate) to permit differentiation (Schmidt et al., 1997). The results were 
similar to those shown in figure 3.6A and B, with background fluorescence 
similar to wild type controls. 
12  Concentrations above I igI ml have been shown to give the maximum proportion (>90 %) 
of DsRed2 positive cells, with 2 ig/m1 giving the highest levels of median fluorescence 
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Figure 3.6. Screening for functional driver cell lines. 
A. Targeted clones; B. Clones with the transgene randomly integrated; C. R26rtTA2sM2F  cells 
(expression of rtTA is constitutive), transfected wild type and non-transfected wild type cells. 
Cells were transfected transiently with pBigT-TRE-DsRed2, then differentiated for 3 days by 
removal of LIF from the culture medium. I pg/ tl of dox was added for the final 24 hours of 
differentiation. Cells treated with 2 jtglml dox gave similar results to those shown here. D. 
R26rtTA2sM21F cells grown in the presence or absence of dox for 24 hours. Dox was added 
immediately after transfection with pBigT-TRE-DsRed2. These cells were not differentiated and 
were grown in the presence of LIF. 
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Many molecules of rtTA are required to bind to a TRE sequence for 
expression of the responder gene (Baron and Bujard, 2000). The high 
intracellular concentrations of responder DNA using the transient method 
might have titrated out the rtTA proteins, which may be expressed from the 
T promoter at a low level anyway. Because less than the required number of 
rtTA molecules is bound to each TRE sequence, the result is the absence of 
induction of DsRed2 expression above basal levels. At the same time, the high 
copy number of responder DNA molecules raises rtTA-independent 'leaky' 
expression (Baron and Bujard, 2000), explaining why fluorescence was 
observed in wild type cells that did not carry the rtTA gene. To circumvent 
these potential problems, the ratio of TRE DNA sequences to rtTA protein 
molecules needed to be decreased. Stable integration of the responder 
expression unit into the driver cell lines was expected to abolish background 
or 'leaky' expression of DsRed2 in the absence of dox, and result in 
observable induction upon addition of dox. Indeed, when both driver and 
responder were stably maintained at the Rosa26 locus and 5' region of the 
hprt gene respectively in iDsRED2 cells (Rosa26 promoter directing 
expression of rtTA), background fluorescence was not detected in the 
absence of dox (Fisher, 2006, PhD thesis). Upon addition of dox, there was 
robust induction in all cells (fig. 37A). It was therefore decided to stably 
integrate the responder DNA into the genome of the T-rtTA driver cell lines. 
Stable integration of responder DNA 
TRE-DsRed2 was targeted to the 5' region of the hprt gene of driver 
cell lines T-rtTA5, T-rtTA27, T-rtTA28 and T-rtTA36 to give cell lines termed 
R26-T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2. PmeI - linearised TRE-DsRed2 5' hprt 
targeting vector (kindly provided by D. Fisher; see fig 6.1 for map) was 
introduced into the cells by electroporation. Correctly targeted cells were 
selected in hypoxanthine, aminopterin, thymidine (HAT) medium for eight 
days before colonies were picked and expanded, then tested for inducibility. 
E14TG2a ES cells lack the first three exons of the hprt gene, including the 
promoter region, resulting in a non-functional purine salvage pathway 
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(Tsuda et al., 1997). When de novo purine synthesis is blocked 
pharmacologically by aminopterin, these cells die rapidly. The 5' hprt-
targeting vector carries the missing exons and any desired exogenous 
sequences, and is able to reconstruct a functional hprt gene upon targeted 
integration. Thus, HPRT activity is restored, thereby allowing the synthesis 
of purines via the purine salvage pathway from hypoxanthine, which is 
available in the HAT medium. 
To test inducibility of these cell lines, dox was added to R26-T-
rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 cells plated at a density of 1.5 x io cells in a 24-well 
plate for either 3 or 4 days in the absence of LIF to allow differentiation. In 
the absence of dox, the basal level of fluorescence was zero for all lines tested 
after 3 and 4 days as measured by flow cytomefry (figs. 3.8 and 3.9). Upon 
addition of 2 tg/ml dox for the duration of the differentiation period 13, 
induction was not observed for lines 5.1, 5.2 and 36.1 at day 3 of 
differentiation (fig. 3.8). On day 4 however, fluorescence was observed for 
lines 5.1 and 5.2, as shown by fluorescence microscopy (fig; 3.7 B and C) and 
flow cytometry (fig. 3.9). 36.1 did not display obvious induction. However, 
this was low compared to T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 3.3.4 at 3 days (fig. 3.8) 
and 4 days of differentiation (figs 3.7E and 3.9). 3.3.4 is a cell line made in 
parallel in the lab by C. Economou with the T-rtTA transgene randomly 
integrated into the genome and TRE-DsRed2 integrated into the hprt gene. T-
rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 4.3.2 is another cell line made by C. Economou that 
displays lower levels of DsRed2 expression (fig. 3.7F). iDsRED2 cells were 
included in these experiments for comparison. Surprisingly, for the T-
rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 lines, there did not appear to be an obvious 
difference between differentiated and undifferentiated cells in the presence 
of dox in this experiment and another independent but similar experiment 
(data not shown). 
' 3 days in the presence in dox is required to give the maximum proportion of DsRed2 
positive cells and the highest levels of median fluorescence intensity in iDsRED2 ES cells 
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Figure 3.7. Screening for functional driver cell lines with the responder stably integrated in 
the hprt gene. 
Cells were differentiated for 4 days. Dox was added to the medium for the duration of the 
differentiation period. Fluorescence was undetectable in the absence of dox for all lines tested; 
therefore these results are not displayed. 
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Figure 3.8. Flow cytometry analysis at 3 days differentiation. 
+dox (upper panel), —dox (lower panel). CGR8.8 wild type cells were used as a negative 
control. The percentage of cells with DsRed2 fluorescence at levels above background 
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Figure 3.9. Flow cytometry analysis at 4 days differentiation. 
+dox (upper panel), —dox (lower panel). CGR8.8 wild type cells were used as a negative 
control. The percentage of cells with DsRed2 fluorescence at levels above background 
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Figure 3.10. RT-PCR expression analysis. 
Detection of rtTA expression on RNA isolated from R26-T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed cell lines and 
T-rtTA (random integration) cell lines. 
Detection of rtTA and DsRed expression on RNA isolated from R26-T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed 
5.1 and iDsRed2 differentiated and undifferentiated cells, +1— dox. 
T (BracJiurii) expression on RNA isolated from differentiated and undifferentiated R26-T-
rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed 5.1, iDsRED2 and wild type (wt) control cells. NTC, no template PCR 
control. 
Controls without reverse transcriptase were performed for each RNA sample. These were negative 
in all cases. 
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rtTA and DsRed2 expression analysis 
RNA was isolated from differentiated R26-T-rtTA/ hprt-TRE-DsRed2 
and T-rtTA (random integration) cells for rtTA expression analysis by RT-
PCR. Four out of six R26-T-rtTA/ hprt-TRE-DsRed2 cell lines examined 
expressed rtTA, and all three lines with random integrations expressed the 
transgene (fig. 3.10A). RNA from differentiated and undifferentiated R26-T-
rtTA/ hprt-TRE-DsRed2 5.1 cells, untreated and treated with dox was 
analysed for rtTA and DsRed2 expression. The results are displayed 
alongside wild type and iDsRED2 cells, and show that the level of rtTA 
expression did not appear to increase upon differentiation for 3 days (fig. 
3.10B), although the cells appeared to differentiate normally, as shown by 
both cell morphology in culture (data not shown), and expression of T 
(bra chyury) (fig. 3.10C). Induction of DsRed2 expression occurred upon 
addition of dox, although the level of expression was very low. 
Note that expression levels of rtTA and DsRed2 for R26-T-rtTA/hprt-
TRE-DsRed2 cells cannot be directly compared to those of iDsRED2 cells, 
because in the latter, rtTA is expressed in all ES cells, whereas T-rtTA is 
expressed only in differentiating cells expressing T. RT-PCR, unlike 
fluorescence microscopy, measures average expression level in a total 
population of cells. 
3.4 DISCUSSION 
The results of the RT-PCR expression analysis and flow cytometry 
demonstrate that DsRed2 was expressed in the presence of dox for two of the 
cell lines tested (5.1 and 5.2) and there appeared to be a small amount of 
induction. However, the number of cells displaying induced fluorescence 
was very low compared to a T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 cell line made in 
parallel by random integration (3.3.4), suggesting that targeting T-rtTA to 
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Rosa26 does not present a better strategy than random integration of the 
transgene. Presumably, random integration provides the opportunity for the 
transgene to integrate at a position that allows expression to be influenced by 
nearby endogenous enhancer elements. A wide selection of cell lines, each 
with different properties concerning Tet-system efficacy can be created and 
the best ones chosen for further analysis. Indeed, T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 
3.3.4 has subsequently been used to create chimeric embryos by morula 
aggregation. Administration of dox in the mother's drinking water induced 
DsRed2 expression in the progenitor zone and resulted in fluorescently 
labelled nascent pre-somitic mesoderm (fig. 3.11), demonstrating that T-rtTA 
might prove to be a desirable strategy for manipulating gene function in 
axial progenitors. 
Coupling expression of a gene of interest from the TRE to expression 
of cre recombinase and utilising Gre-dependent reporter embryos should 
enable descendents of cells in the progenitor zone that have expressed the 
gene of interest to be indelibly marked, allowing an examination of the 
effects of gene alteration on lineage. This strategy has the advantage of 
reversible expression of the gene of interest occurring only in axial 
progenitors, avoiding any undesirable interference of experimental results by 
gene alteration in differentiated tissues. 
T-rtTA as a potential approach for investigating the effects of gene dosage in 
axial progenitors 
The Tet-system has previously been shown to have a broad regulatory 
range of target gene expression at varying concentrations of dox, as 
demonstrated by dose-response profiles generated from lucif erase assays 
(Baron and Bujard, 2000; Gossen et al., 1995; Urlinger et al., 2000). Flow 
cytometry analysis of ES cells carrying both driver and responder units 
demonstrated that this dose-response is not caused wholly by a gradual 
increase in target gene expression in individual cells but is instead primarily 
the result of an increase in the number of cells expressing the target gene at a 
high level (Fisher, 2006, PhD thesis). In other words, increasing the 
concentration of dox causes an 'all-or-nothing' effect with regards to the level 
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of target gene expression, where cells either expr'ess a relatively high level of 
the target gene or join a population of target gene expression - negative cells. 
The ratio of these two populations appeared to vary upon a change in dox 
concentration. However, it was demonstrated that there is some degree of 
intermediate level of target gene reporter expression at intermediate 
concentrations of dox, although this population was never homogeneous. 
Assuming an efficient T-rtTA cell line exhibits similar properties, the Tet-On 
system might be useful for a limited investigation of the effects of gene 
dosage in axial progenitors. For example, the effects of intermediate levels of 
expression of genes such as Fgfrl, Wnt3a and Tbx6 can be compared to the 
effects of high and very low levels of expression. 
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Figure 3.11. T-rtTA/hprt-TRE-DsRed2 3.3.1-'wild type chimeras. 
Provided, with permission, by C. Econornou. Dorsal views, anterior is to the right 
in top panel, left in lower panel. 
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Chapter 4: Manipulation of Gene Function in Progenitors for The Anteroposterior Axis by 
Electroporation  
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The comparative inaccessibility of mammalian embryos together with 
well established and readily amenable mouse genetics has meant that 
targeting and transgenic approaches have been the methods of choice for 
investigating gene function in mammalian development. For example, as 
discussed in the two preceding chapters, inducible Gre-lox and the Tet-
operating systems offer the researcher powerful techniques for manipulating 
the mouse embryo at the molecular level by allowing precise conditional 
spatiotemporal control of gene regulation. In practice however, these 
techniques are expensive, laborious and time-consuming to set up in the first 
place. They require first introducing DNA into ES cells, followed by selection 
of cells that have stably integrated the vector. Second, transgenic ES cell lines 
must be expanded and screened for efficient operation of the genetic system 
before being used to create chimeras by blastocyst injection. Thirdly, a 
lengthy period of breeding and genotyping is required to establish a 
homozygous mouse line. Some of the above problems could potentially be 
overcome with a system that allows expression of any desired gene 
specifically in the progenitor zone without the need to either create many 
different transgenic lines or acquire and expand existing ones from other 
laboratories. 
Unlike in the mouse, transgenic analysis is not routinely available in 
the chick. Instead, ectopic gene expression has relied primarily on the 
transfer of DNA directly into a region of the living embryo using retroviral 
vectors and more recently, electroporation (reviewed by Itasaki et al., 1999; 
Swartz et al., 2001). Electroporation is fast, easy and it is possible to direct 
DNA to a specific site in the embryo. The avian embryo has the major 
advantage of being easily accessible to in 000 manipulation, which greatly 
facilitates gene-transfer techniques. 
As it is possible to grow mouse embryos in culture, it would be useful 
to use the in vivo electroporation technique to study early mammalian 
development. By electroporating transgenic embryos, the advantages of 
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ectopic gene expression by electroporation can be used in conjunction with 
the advantages of the mouse system. In vivo electroporation provides a way 
for DNA to be locally introduced into a target site, restricting spatial 
expression of the protein products even if a powerful non-specific promoter 
drives expression of the transgene. It enables over-expression or ectopic 
expression of genes so that effects of gain-of-gene function can be studied. 
Alternatively, electroporating genes that silence endogenous gene expression 
or interfere with normal protein function, such as dominant negative 
constructs can be used to investigate the effects of loss-of-gene function. 
Recently, electroporation techniques have been applied to post-implantation 
rat and mouse embryos grown in culture (Davidson et al., 2003; Gordon, 
2002, PhD thesis; Mellitzer et al., 2002; Osumi and Inoue, 2001). This chapter 
describes the development of such an electroporation approach to enable an 
investigation of gene function in axial progenitors. 
As discussed in Chapter 1, General Introduction, there are many 
transcription factors and signalling mechanisms implicated in the control of 
A-P axis development. The FGF signalling pathway has been especially well 
documented. FGF signalling plays diverse roles in the regulation of 
gastrulation and axis elongation. It has been shown to be involved in the 
regulation of epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) at the primitive 
streak and for migration of mesoderm progenitors away from the streak, 
both processes that are required for mesoderm formation (Ciruna and 
Rossant, 2001; Ciruna et al., 1997; Sun et al., 1999; Yamaguchi et al., 1994). It 
is also required for proliferation of neural progenitors in chick (Mathis et al., 
2001); and evidence suggests that it is important in controlling cell fate choice 
of axial progenitors, because in the absence of the FGF receptor Fgfrl, axial 
progenitors adopt a neural fate (Ciruna et al., 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 1994). 
FGF signalling regulates the expression of several streak-specific genes, 
which when mutated individually result in similar axis elongation defects to 
FGF signalling pathway mutants, suggesting that FGF signalling is a master 
controller of morphogenetic events in the posterior of the embryo. 
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As discussed in Chapter 1, current evidence suggests a hypothesis 
whereby the levels of FGF signalling determine the fate of axial progenitors: 
high-levels inducing a mesodermal fate by influencing EMT and cell 
migration, with low levels inducing a neural fate. Intermediate levels might 
act to maintain the proliferative axial progenitors, or stem cells, in a state of 
self-renewal. However, evidence for this hypothesis is limited, and needs 
further testing. For this reason it was decided that a proof-of-principle 
demonstration of in vivo electroporalion to manipulate gene expression 
would focus on trying to alter FGF signalling in the progenitor zone. If 
successful, it will then be possible to use this approach with confidence to 
examine other signalling mechanisms whose role in A-P axis development is 
less well understood. 
4.2 AIMS AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
Objectives 
The objective was to develop an efficient system to manipulate gene 
activity in the progenitor zone of early somite - stage mouse embryos (8.5 
dpc) using an electroporation technique to transfer DNA into axial 
progenitor cells. The fate of axial progenitors at the 2-6 somite stages has 
been studied in some detail (see Chapter 1). This, together with the 
availability of a well-developed culture system for growing mouse embryos, 
provided the rationale for electroporaling embryos at this stage. To 
demonstrate proof-of-principle of genetic manipulation by this method and 
gain more information on the regulation of axial progenitor cell fate choice, 
FGF signalling was attenuated in the streak region by electroporating one of 
two constructs. pT-mR2DN-I-cre contains the primitive streak! tail bud-
specifc T promoter fragment, described in earlier chapters, to direct 
expression of dominant negative Fgf receptor-2 (dnpgfr2 or mR2DN) and cre 
recombinase specifically in streak cells that had taken up the DNA. pCAG- 
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mR2DN-I-cre is a similar vector but utilises the cytomegalovirus enhancer - 
chicken 13-actin (CAG) promoter (Niwa et al., 1991), which mediates 
expression in all cells that take up the DNA. In order to investigate the effects 
of reduced FGF signalling on cell fate choices, descendants of cells that had 
taken up the DNA and expressed dnFgfr were indelibly marked by lacZ 
expression enabling lineages to be traced long after expression of dnFgfr had 
ceased, either due to an inactive T promoter in differentiated tissues or loss 
of the plasmid. This was achieved by using Cre-dependent lacZ reporter 
embryos (R26CA' 4) and coupling expression of dnFgfr to expression of cre 
recombinase by use of an internal ribosome entry sequence (IRES). Similar 
vectors that lacked the dnFgfr sequence but contained cre were used as 
controls. 
In vivo electroporation 
Electroporation has been used effectively to introduce DNA into 
bacterial and cultured eukaryotic cells (Andreason and Evans, 1988; Potter, 
1988) and is used routinely to introduce DNA into ES cells. This involves 
exposing cells to high-voltage, short-duration exponential electrical pulses, 
which results in a high level of cell death. This is acceptable when 
transfecting cultured cells, as the live cells that have taken up the DNA will 
recover and expand; but massive cell death severely damages and kills 
embryos, making this technique impractical for efficient application to 
embryological studies. It was discovered that delivery of a rapid series of 
controlled low voltage, long-duration square wave d pulses considerably 
reduced cell death, allowing the technique to be applied to living chicken 
embryos (Muramatsu et al., 1997a; Muramatsu et al., 1998). The multiple 
pulses of constant voltage temporarily disrupt the phospholipid plasma 
membranes of cells, forming transient pores through which charged 
molecules are able to enter the cytoplasm. In ovo electroporation has since 
14  R26CA is a mouse line that carries the lacZ gene inserted at the ubiquitously expressed 
Rosa26 locus (Soriano, 1999). lacZ expression is dependent on Cre-mediated excision of a 
transcriptional 'stop' sequence. 
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become a common method to achieve transient ectopic gene expression in 
the organogenesis stage chick embryo (Chen et al., 2004; Itasaki et al., 1999; 
Momose et al., 1999; Nakamura et al., 2000; Yasugi and Nakamura, 2000). 
Successful genetic manipulation of rodent embryos has been reported 
by electroporating DNA into the neural tube (Akamatsu et al., 1999; Inoue 
and Krumlauf, 2001; Itasaki et al., 1999; Takahashi and Osumi, 2002; 
Takahashi et al., 2002), endoderm (Davidson et al., 2003; Pierreux et al., 2005; 
Tam et al., 2004), and epiblast (Davidson et al., 2003), as well as various adult 
tissues (Aihara and Miyazaki, 1998; Muramatsu et al., 1997b; Nishi et al., 
1996). Electroporation has also been employed to deliver double-stranded 
RNA and morpholino-modified oligonucleotides (morpholinos) to 
knockdown gene expression in chick embryos (Nakamura et al., 2004) and 
post-implantation mouse embryos (Calegari et al., 2002; Callegari et al., 2004; 
Mellitzer et al., 2002). 
Whole embryo culture of mouse embryos 
Electroporation of rodent embryos requires that the embryos be 
removed from the uterus and grown in culture. Normal in vivo development 
of mammalian embryos beyond the blastocyst stage is dependent on an 
intrauterine environment, which provides both trophic and mechanical 
support, putting great demands on an ex vivo culture system. An efficient 
whole embryo culture system has been developed for post-implantation 
rodent embryos over the last century, which is capable of supporting normal 
embryo development for up to 48 hours (Cockcroft, 1990; New, 1990). At 
present, embryos cannot be maintained for longer than this period for 
reasons that are unclear, perhaps because the placenta fails to develop in 
vitro. Although this time constraint is a disadvantage, the advantages of 
being able to manipulate an embryo microsurgically or at the molecular level 
via electroporalion are immense. Indeed, much information on early embryo 
development has already been gained through micromanipulation carried 
out on embryos in culture, including transplantation of cells or fragments of 
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tissue, ablation of tissue, and labelling of single and groups of cells for fate 
mapping experiments (Tam, 1998, references therein). 
Both roller tube and rotating bottle culture systems were employed in 
the present study according to the protocol of Cockcroft, 1990 (see Chapter 6 
for methods). Embryos were dissected leaving the yolk sac, amnion and 
ectoplacental cone intact, but removing Reichert's membrane. They were 
then incubated at 37 °C in culture medium, which contained a high content 
of heat-inactivated rat serum diluted in DMIEM. For successful culture, the 
use of rodent serum has been shown to be superior to other types of sera 
tested (Sadler, 1979; Sadler and New, 1981). Embryos in culture at post-
implantation stages also require an oxygen concentration that increases from 
5 % at primitive streak and early-somite stages, to 20 % at 10-15 somites, to 
40 % at 20-30 somites, for successful culture. This presumably reflects the 
oxygen concentration experienced bythe embryo in utero as it grows, from 
having no placental connection at primitive streak stages to an established 
connection three days later. 
The dominant negative FGF receptor (dnFGFR) 
In this study, a gene encoding a mutant version of mouse fibroblast 
growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2) of the Ilic isoform, which is truncated in 
the intracellular kinase domain, was used. The following previous studies 
suggest that such a mutated receptor has a dominant negative effect and cell-
autonomously inhibits multiple FGFR species including signal transduction 
mediated by FGFR1. 
Intermolecular transphosphorylation occurs between dimerised 
receptors upon ligand binding to initiate signal transduction. 
Transphosphorylation can also occur between two different FGF receptor 
molecules, FGFR1 and FGFR2, demonstrating that there is direct interaction 
between heterologous receptor species (Bellot et al., 1991). A signalling-
defective truncated version of FGFR1 lacking the intracellular kinase domain 
effectively inhibited FGFR1-mediated mesoderm induction in Xeno pus, 
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suggesting a dominant negative effect (Amaya et al., 1991). This mutant form 
of FGFR1 can also block signalling mediated by wild type FGFR2 and FGFR3 
in Xenopus oocytes by forming non-functional heterodimers (Ueno et al., 
1992). When truncated forms of FGFR1 and FGFR2 were introduced into 
FGF4-transformed NIH 3T3 cells, the transformed properties of the cells 
were reverted, and when normal cells expressed these mutant receptors they 
became resistant to FGF-induced mitogenesis (Li et al., 1994). They showed 
that this block to receptor activity is achieved through a combination of 
dominant negative effects and competition for ligand binding with 
functional wild type receptors. 
Thus, the mouse dominant negative FGFR2IIIc gene (mdnFGFR2IIIc; 
shortened to dnFGFR in the rest of this chapter and referred to as mR2DN in 
plasmid names), when expressed, should abolish all FGFR-dependent 
signalling in electroporated cells that express it. 
4.3 RESULTS 
Establishment of optimum electroporation conditions 
The primary factors determining the efficacy of the electroporation 
procedure are: i) the ability to target a specific cell population; ii) the 
efficiency of transgene expression; iii) the viability of the embryo after 
micromanipulation and electroporation. Conditions that contribute to 
variation in the above factors include: i) age of embryo; ii) nature of the 
target tissue; iii) DNA concentration; iv) number and duration of electrical 
pulses; v) voltage; vi) electrode type and placement; vii) distance between 
electrodes. The latter three conditions together affect the electric field 
strength, which strongly affects electroporation efficiency and embryo 
viability. 
To optimise conditions for efficient whole-embryo culture - 
electroporation (WEC-EP), wild type embryos were electroporated with the 
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GFP expression plasmid pPyCAG-GFP-IP, in which the CAG promoter 
confers strong transgene expression in all cells that have taken up the DNA. 
An assessment was made both of the effect of the electroporation conditions 
on normal development and the efficiency of DNA transfer to progenitor 
zone cells. 
To optimise targeting to cells of the progenitor zone, the primitive 
streak was positioned in the path of movement of the DNA. This was 
achieved by first introducing, into the amniotic cavity, a solution of 
pPyCAG-GFP-IP DNA containing Fast Green dye to confirm successful 
injection, using a pulled glass micropipette. Injection through the embryonic 
lateral mesoderm caused least damage to the embryo. The injected embryo 
was positioned between two electrodes in PBS, as shown in figure 4.1. 
Because DNA is negatively charged it moves towards the anode, and 
because the anode was positioned behind the primitive streak, DNA enters 
streak cells. 
The plasmid was used at a concentration of 1 pg/pA. This DNA 
concentration has previously been found to give good efficiency of gene 
transfer (Davidson et al., 2003; Gordon, 2002, PhD thesis; Mellitzer et at, 
2002). Electroporalion was performed by deliVering the current in 3 pulses, 
each at 30 ms duration, with a 1 second interval between pulses. These were 
the conditions used by Mellitzer et al. on 7.5 dpc mouse embryos and are 
similar to those used in other studies (Davidson et al., 2003 (gastrulation-
stage embryos); Gordon, 2002, PhD thesis (mouse 10.5 dpc); Osumi and 
Inoue, 2001 (rat 11.5 dpc)). The electrodes were kept a constant distance apart 
of 5 mm and the voltage varied. The embryos were assessed for viability and 
efficiency of gene transfer after 24-48 hours in culture. To assess normal 
development, embryos were scored for total somite number, whether 
turning had been completed, neural tube closure, and appearance of forelimb 
buds compared to unmanipulated controls. 
Electroporation at 40 V appeared to adversely affect embryo viability 
using the above parameters. Good viability and efficient electroporation, 
revealed by the presence of numerous GFP-expressing cells along the A-P 
axis, was obtained with 15-30 V. Electroporation of 5-10 somite (8.5 dpc) 
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Figure 4.1. . . The electroporation procedure. 
An 8.5 dpc embryo in PBS is held in place by a very thin thread of material or piece 
of human hair and positioned between two electrodes. The positive electrode 
(anode) is positioned adjacent to the progenitor zone. Therefore, in this image, 
anterior is uppermost, posterior is downwards. 
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embryos resulted in viable, developmentally normal embryos 30 hours later 
containing around 20-25 somites (fig. 4.2A). Several embryos had forelimb 
buds and a closed posterior neuropore, indicating close to normal 
development. These embryos were comparable to unmanipulated controls 
(fig. 4.213). Electroporation of 7.5 dpc embryos without somites developed 
normally to the 8-9 somite stage after —24 hours in culture (fig. 4.20, and 
were comparable to stage-matched unmanipulated controls (fig. 4.2D). In 
embryos electroporated at 7.5 dpc, GFP labelling was confined to what 
appeared to be progenitor zone derivatives, indicating good alignment of the 
electrodes, and an anterior border consistent with the time of electroporation. 
Embryos that were electroporated at around 8.5 dpc (5-10 somites) had 
already begun to turn. Therefore it was difficult to align the electrodes so as 
to effectively target the primitive streak region. This resulted in labelling of 
the flank, yolk sac or amnion instead (fig. 4.2A). However, despite missing 
the target, efficiency of electroporation appeared to be good. In all 
subsequent experiments, embryos that were around 8.5 dpc were 
electroporated prior to turning. This resulted in successful labelling of 
primitive streak derivatives. 
A voltage of 15-20 V was applied in all subsequent experiments to 8.5 
dpc embryos just prior to turning, delivered in three 30 ms pulses, with a 1 s 
interval between pulses. The distance between electrodes was 5 mm. 
Generation of electroporation constructs 
Construction of T-mR2DN-I-cre 
Figure 4.3A illustrates the cloning procedure for generating the I -
rnR2DN-I-cre construct. pcDNA3-mR2DN-IRES-GFP (fig. 6.1) was used to 
extract the mdnFgfr2lllc and IRES sequences by performing a partial Hindill 
digestion. The 2.1 Kb Hindill fragment containing dnFgfr2lllc-IRES was then 
ligated into the vector pTcre, between the T promoter and ulscre coding 
sequence to yield the final construct, pT-mR2DN-I-cre. pTcre was prepared 
for ligation by digesting with BglIl, which cuts once immediately 
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Figure 4.2. Optimisation of conditions for embryo electroporation. 
pCAG-GFP-IP was injected into the amniotic cavity of 8.5 dpc (A) and 7.5 dpc (C) 
cultured embryos, and electroporation performed at 30 V in 3 pulses, each pulse for 30 
ms. B and D are unmanipulated controls (no injection or electroporation). B was put 
into culture at 8.5 dpc; D was put into culture at 7.5 dpc. A and B were cultured for 30 
h; C and D were cultured for —24 h. 
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Figure 4.3. A. cloning strategy to generate pT-mR2DN-I-cre. B. map of the completed construct. 
Hind III cohesive ends were created using non-phosphorylated BamHI-XmnI (C-strand) and 
HindIII-XmnI non-palindromic adaptors. The adaptors create a BamHI cohesive end compatible 
with the BglII ends. Note that the BglII sites in pTcre were destroyed upon ligation of the 
adaptors, and ligation of the insert into pTcre destroyed both HindilI sites. For clarity, plasmid 
backbones are not shown in A. 
I 3459 
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downstream of the T promoter. Hindill cohesive ends were created on the 
two free ends by ligation of adaptor oligonucleotides. Colony hybridisation 
was used to screen the putative pT-mR2DN-I-cre containing colonies for the 
presence of the insert by hybridising with a mdnFgfr2lllc radiolahelled probe 
produced from a BamHI digestion of pcDNA3-mR2DN-IRES-GFP. Sail 
digestions were performed on DNA from positive colonies to verify the 
presence and correct orientation of the insert. Clones with the insert in the 
correct orientation were subjected to further restriction digestion analysis 
using various restriction enzymes to confirm that the correct product had 
been acquired. A map of the complete pT-mR2DN-I-cre construct is shown in 
figure 4.3B. 
Construction of ,,CA G-inR2DN-I-cre and pCA G-I-cre 
The mdnFgfr2lllc-IRES sequence and the IRES sequence alone were 
both extracted from pT-mR2DN-I-cre and inserted into the pCAG-cre-IP 
vector to generate pCAG-mR2DN-J-cre and pCAG-I-cre respectively. 
pCA G-m R2 DN-I-cre 
Figure 4.4A illustrates the cloning procedure for the construction of 
pCAG-mR2DN-I-cre (the completed construct is illustrated in figure 4.4B). 
pT-mR2DN-I-cre was digested with EcoRI and the 2.1 Kb EcoRl fragment 
containing the mdnFgfr2lllc-IRES sequence was cloned into the EcoRl site 
situated between the CAG promoter and niscre in the vector pCAG-cre-IP. 
Because pCAG-cre-IP contains two EcoRI sites, the plasmid had to he 
partially digested to give a linearised product, which was gel purified and 
dephosphorylated to prevent religation. To determine which of the two 
EcoRT sites the insert had ligated into, and the orientation of the insert, DNA 
isolated from picked colonies was digested with Hindlil. The specific pattern 
of fragment sizes indicated which of four possible products had been made. 
Further restriction digest analysis with several other enzymes confirmed that 
the desired product, with the insert in the correct orientation and in the 
correct EcoRl insertion site had been obtained. 
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Figure 4.4. A. Cloning strategy to generate pCAG-mR2DN-I-cre. B. Map of the 
completed construct. 
For clarity, plasmid backbones are not shown in A. 
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Figure 4.5. A. Cloning strategy to generate pCAG-I-cre B. map of the 
completed construct. 
PCR primers used are indicated (ON 15 and 0N16). See Chapter 6 for primer 
sequences. 0N15 introduces an EcoR! site. For clarity, plasmid backbones are 
not shown in A. 
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pCAG 4-cre 
Figure 4.5A illustrates the cloning procedure for the construction of 
pCAG-I-cre (completed construct is illustrated in figure 4.513). Because 
suitable restriction enzyme sites were not available to extract the IRES 
sequence, a PCR approach was utilised to amplify the IRES sequence, 
introducing an Ecom site at the 5' end. The 0.7 Kb PCR product was digested 
with Ecol?J and ligated into the EcoRT linearised and dephosphorylated 
pCAG-cre-IP vector, prepared as described above for the construction of 
pCAG-mR2DN-I-cre. Restriction digest analysis was carried out in the same 
way as for pCAG-mRDN-I-cre to confirm that the desired product had been 
obtained, with the insert in the correct orientation and EcoRT insertion site. 
Electroporation of control constructs into R26CA 
embryos 
In order to compare the efficiency of progenitor zone labelling of 
pCAG-I-cre and pT-cre, these constructs were electroporated into cultured 
8.5 dpc R26CA embryos, containing around 4-5 somites, using the optimum 
conditions described. After 30-48 hours in culture, most embryos had 
developed normally: they turned and produced between 21 and 30 somites 
and the posterior neuropore had closed in many embryos. Whilst 
development was variable, surprisingly there was a positive correlation 
between normal development and labelling, with embryos that failed to 
develop normally having little or no labelling. These emblyos were not 
included in the present study. All embryos that developed normally were 
labelled and were included in the following analysis. 
Embryos were assayed for 13-galactosidase (13-gal) activity and the 
pattern of distribution of 3-gal positive (I3-gal) cells was assessed by 
marking the location of labelled cells on a standard diagrammatic 
representation of the trunk and tail section, including, and posterior to, the 
forelimb bud (see Appendix). Tissues that were labelled included surface 
ectoderm (SE), neural tube (NT) and paraxial mesoderm (PXM), including 
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somites and pre-somitic mesoderm (PSM) (f.igs. 4.6 and 4.7). Labelling in the 
NT was restricted predominantly, although not exclusively, to the ventral 
half (fig. 4.7 C and H). PXM labelling did not appear to be biased to either 
medial or lateral halves of the somites. Contribution to the tail bud (figs. 4.6 
C, F, I and 4.7 E, J, L, 0) and a small amount of labelling in intermediate 
mesoderm (fig. 4.7 D) was also observed. SE labelling was observed 
predominantly towards one side, but was still found on both sides, 
presumably because the electrodes were not exactly aligned along the 
midline of the embryos. The SE covering the forelimb bud was nearly always 
labelled (figs. 4.6 0 and 4.7 Q). Contribution to notochord was not generally 
observed, probably because this structure is derived predominantly from the 
ventral mesoderm layer of the node, which would have been shielded from 
electroporation by the overlying ectoderm. However, a small amount of 
1aIelling in posterior notochord was observed in some embryos (figs. 4.6 E 
and 4.7 N). Overall, CAG-I-cre embryos showed more extensive labelling 
than T-cre embryos, presumably reflecting the high-level, expression and 
ubiquitous nature of the CAG promoter. 
Anterior and posterior extents of labelling 
Somite level was used as a morphological landmark to measure the 
position of groups of 3-gal'cells along the A-P axis in NT, PXM and SE. The 
anterior and posterior limits of labelling for each tissue were scored for each 
electroporated embryo. These results are summarised in table 4.1 and the 
data presented for individual embryos in tables 4.2 and 4.3. The overall and 
NT anterior limit is indicated in figure 4.6 C as an example. 
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Figure 4.6. Embryos electroporated with pCAG-l-cre. 
A, C & M are three representative R26CA embryos electroporated with pCAG-I-cre and assayed for - 
gal activity. B & C, H & I, N & 0 show more detail of the embryos displayed in A, C, M respectively. 
D-F and J-L are transverse cryostat sections of the labelled portion of the embryos displayed in A & C 
respectively. FLB, forelimb bud; HLB, hindlimb bud; TB, tail bud; NT, labelling in neural tube; PXM, 
labelling in paraxial mesoderm; SE, labelling in surface ectoderm; TBM, labelling in tail bud 
mesoderm; NC, labelling in notochord. Tissues with >10 % of their trunk/ tail axis length labelled 
were assigned' +'. A, C, M, anterior is to the left. B, H, I, N, 0 are dorsal views; C is a dorsal-lateral 
view. 
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Figure 4.7. Embryos electroporated with pT-cre. 
A, F, K & P are four representative R26CA embryos electroporated with p1'-cre 
and assayed for n-gal activity. B, C, L & Q show more detail of the embryos 
displayed in A, F, K & P respectively. C-E, H-J, M-O are transverse cryostat 
sections of the labelled portion of the embryos displayed in A, F, K, P 
respectively. FLB, TB, NT, PXM, SE, TBM, NC - refer to legend of fig. 4.6. IM, 
labelling in intermediate mesoderm. * what appears to be somitic (PXM) 
labelling is probably leaching of the stain from SE. Tissues with >10% of their 
trunk/ tail axis length labelled were assigned '+'. A, F, K & P - anterior is to the 
left. B, C, L & Q are dorsal views. 
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Table 4.1. Anterior limits of labelling* 
Construct 	 Neural tube (NT) 	
Paraxial 	Surface ectoderm 
mesoderm (PXM) 	 (SE) 
CAG-l-cre 	 slO ±4 	 s17 ±2 	 sS ±2 
T-cre 	 s12±4 	 s20±4 	 slO±1 
CAG-mR2DN-l-cre 	s9 ±2 	 s17 ±5 	 s9±1 
T-mR2DN-1-cre 	 s15 ±5 	 - 	 s12 ±4 
* Only embryos with labelling in >10 of the axis in each tissue were included in this 
calculation. 
Figures represent the mean somite level (s) at the limits of labelling ± standard deviation. 
The NT was labelled from an anterior limit at the level of the forelimb 
bud to a posterior limit in the tail bud for 6/6 CAG-I-cre embryos (fig. 4.6 A, 
C and M) and 7/10 T-cre embryos (fig. 4.7 A, F and K). In the remaining 
three T-cre embryos, one had very little labelling in the NT overall, and in the 
other two the posterior extent of labelling was at the level of the PSM and 
trunk somites at the hindlimb bud level (embryo IDs in blue on table 4.3). 
The average anterior limit of label, in embryos where the NT was labelled, 
was somite level (s) 10 ±4 for CAG-I-cre and s12 ±4 for T-cre. 
4/6 CAG-I-cre and 3/10 T-cre embryos were labelled extensively in 
PXM. The average anterior limit of labelling in PXM, in embryos where this 
tissue was labelled, was several somites posterior to that in the NT (s17 ±3 for 
CAG-l-cre and s20 ±4 for T-cre). Labelling stretched along the axis to a 
posterior limit in the tail bud in these embryos. 
For the SE, 6/6 CAG-l-cre embryos and 8/10 T-cre embryos had 
extensive labelling. The anterior limit of labelling in SE was slightly anterior 
to the limit of NT labelling (s8 ±2 for CAG-I-cre and slO ±1 for T-cre), and the 
posterior limit ranged between s25 and the tail bud for CAG-I-cre and 
between s12 and the PSM for T-cre in those embryos that had labelling in this 
tissue. 
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~ of aectiot, 
N.ual tubs (NT) Thank Parazial m550d.rm (PXM) Surface ECtodsn'n (SE) l.b&i.d' Overall 
Embryo ID 
anturlof 
limit  of 
label AM. Limit Peer. Unlit 
	 a 
bbl$/t$tit labelled 
AM. 	pg 	LImb 
°° 
i.b.ii.d/total labelled 
Post. 	m. .g.es.m 	% 181$ 
AM. Limit Unlit 	I.bitM4/toI.l labelled 
NT 
- - - 
PXM 55 
C.AG-loe 2006061 9 16 	tall bad 	21/36 	58 18 	tad bud 	1936 	53 9 	 30 	22/36 	61 17 6 9 
CAGIe 2006062 4 6 	tall bud 	31/36 	86 15 	tad bud 	21,36 	 61 4 	 25 	21/36 	58 37 8 24 
+++ CAG-Icre 200606 3 7 7 	tad bud 	30/36 	83 14 	tad bud 	23/36 	64 8 	tall bud 	29/36 	81 25 3 46 
CAD-la-c 2006064 8 8 	tail bad 	29/36 	81 19 	tad bud 	18136 	50 8 	 28 	21/36 	58 
averages 7 9 	tail bud 	 77 
5 	 13 
17 	tail bud 	 57 
2 	 1 
7 	 28 	 65 26 6 26 
STOEV 2 2 	 11 
CAD-lure 200866 5 7 8 	tad bad 	29/36 	81 	 - 	 0136 	0 7 	tad bad 	30/36 	83 
+ - + CAG-Icre 150606 9 13 	tad bad 	24136 (LHS) 	67 	29 	30 	 2136 	6 9 	tall bad 	18/36 (NC) 	SO 
averages 8 11 	tall bud 	 74 	 3 8 	tall bud 	 47 — - - 
5112EV 1 4 	 10 3 1 	 24 
overall average' 7 10 	
76 17 	 57 8 	 65 
overall SIDE',' 2 4 	 11 2 	 7 2 	 13 
CAG-dnfgfrlcre 1207061 8 10 tail bad 22131 71 20 1411 bad 	12/31 39 8 tall bad 24/31 77 18 
5 28 
+++ CAG-dnf9frlcre 120706 3 9 9 tall bud 23331 	LOS) 74 13 14,1 bud 	19/31 61 10 tad b 22/31 71 
: 
tall bad 17 tall bud bud tai b — — - 
CAG-dntgfrlcre 280706 1 F 8 8 tail bad 29/36 81 - - 	 0/36 0 8 tail bad 29/36 81 
37 
CAG-dnfgfrlae 280706 4 	' 1 1 tall bud 26/26 72 - 0/26 
0 1 P584 (s21) 22/26 85 13 
CAG-dnfgfrlo-e 070606 7 8 23 16/36 44 - - 	 0136 0 7 26 20/36 56 
CAG-dnfgfrla-e 2807062- 7 7 17 11/32 34 - - 	 0/32 0 8 P511 (528) 21/32 66 
25 
CAG-dvfgfrlcre 280706 3 8 13 20 8/36 (LOS) 22 - - 	 0/36 0 8 tail bud 26/36 72 
averages 6 9 51 0 8 72 26 
010EV 3 3 25 0 1 
CAD-dnfgfrla-e 200706 1 8 - - 0/30 0 - - 	 0/30 0 8 PSM (s25) 18/30 60 
CAG-dnlgfrlcre 200706 2 10 - - 0/30 0 - - 	 0/30 0 10 P511 (526) 18/30 60 
---I. CAG-dnfgfrlcre 2007063 9 - 0/31 0 - - 	 0/31 0 9 P584 (s27) 19131 61 
CAG-dlfgfrlcve 120706 2 10 - - 0/31 0 - - 	 0/31 0 10 14,1 bud 22/31 71 
9 0 0 0 0 9 tall bopsm 63 averageS 
STDE'/ 1 11 0 1 0 
overall average' 8 9 
57 17 50 9 69 
overall 510EV 7 2 23 5 16 1 9 
Somites were used as a morphological landmark to measure position along the axis, with unsegmented pre-somitic mesoderm divided Into 
6 segments. 
Embryos were divided into Categories based on tissue labelling. ' 	 ' extensive labelling in NT, PXM and SE; ' +-+ ' no or very little 
labelling in PXM; ' --+ ' no or very little labelling in NT and PXM. See text for more details. 
1 Only embryos with labelling in >10% of the axis (' + ') in a specified tissue were included in calculating overall averages 
2 This embryo was not included in calculating averages of anterior extents of labelling as it was electr000rated at the one-somite stage 
For NT and PXM, the average cross-sectional area labelled was calculated for a number of sections per embryo (4-6) by measuring the 
area of labelling and expressing this as a proportion of the total area of the tissue using Adobe Photoshop CS. For SE, the length of labelled 
SE along the L-R axis was measured on 7-9 transverse sections per embryo and expressed as a proportion of the total length of SE 
measured from left to right, and an average calculated. 
Red outline of cell indicates mean tissue labelling in >10% of axis. i.e. ' + 
S indicates embryo was sectioned 
NC, labelling not continuous along axis 
(L/R)HS, left/right hand side only 
STDEV, standard deviation 
Fable 4.3. Results of individual embryos electroporated with T-cre and T-mR2DN-I-cre 
Neaal bob. Trunk Paraxial mesoderm Surface Ectoderm Overall 
Yleso.. labelled Embryo ID 
•flt.rlOr 
exten.lvsly limit Ant, POst, itO. .e5ments % axis Ant. Post. no. segment. 96 axis Ant, Post. Limit 
no. .egmenta 96 ad. 
label Limit UmIt l.b.lI.d/total labelled Limit Limit Iab.lI.d/total labelled Limit labelled/total labelled 
(tIe 2501062 9 9 tail bud 28/36 78 16 tad bud 19/36 53 10 24 15/36 
47 
11* Tt,e 240106 1 9 14 tall bud 23/36 64 23 tad bud 14/36 39 9 24 14/36 (NC) 39 
averages 9 12 tall boll hI 20 tall bud 10 24 
010EV 0 4 10 5 to- 1 	1 2 
+4- Toe 250106 1 9 9 tad bad 28/36 78 22 tad bud 15136 42 11 12 2/36(6115) 6 
Tore 2401062 8 8 25 11/36 (NC) 31 - - 0/36 0 8 18 8/36 (NC) 22 
Toe 211205 1 10 19 tail bud 11/29 38 - - 0/29 0 10 PSM (s29) 20/29 69 
Toe 201205 1 12 15 tall bud 17/31 55 - - 0/31 0 12 21 10/31 32 
+-+ 
Toe 2012052- 10 11 tall bud 20/30 67 - . 0/30 0 10 23 14/30 47 
Tcre2012053 11 11 tall bud 17/27 63 - - 0127 0 20 21 11/27 41 




0 10 21 42 
0T009 1 
+" TcrI 2401063 ' 8 11 uJ P011 (0) 
16/36 1NC; 8  8 1/36 3- 8 POM (s36) 3/36 (NC) 8  
—+ Tore 250106 3 1 	8 28 29 2/36 6 0/36 0 0 26 17/36 (NC) 47 
overall average 9 12 
55 20 44 10 42 
overall STDEV 1 4 17 4 7 1 	i 13 
I dvfgfr 250106 2 8 8 tall bud 9/36 ftC) 25 24 	tall bud 	3/35 (NC) 8 8 35 28/36 
78 
Tlitfgfr 2012051 11 17 tail bud 15/31 (OHS) 48 - 	0/31 0 11 28 17/31 55 







32 64 - 
STDEV 2 
1 
+-- Tdrfgfr2401063 14 14 33 5/36 (NC) - 	 0/36 0 - 0/36 - 	0 
I dnfgfr 250106 1 16 - - 0/35 t - 	- 	0/35 0 16 tall bud )06) 15/35 43 
I dnfgfr 240106 1 9 - - 0136 0 - 	- 	 0/36 0 9 36 23/36 64 
T dnllgfr 240106 2 10 - - 0/36 0 - 	- 	 0/36 0 10 26 11/36 31 
'-+ T dnfgfr 211205 1 10 - - 0/33 0 - 	- 	0/33 0 10 27 17/33 
52 
I dvrgs- 2012053 20 - - 0/31 0 - 	0/31 0 70 PSM ($25) 3/31 10 
Tdnfgfr 2012054 12 - - 0/36 0 - 	 0136 0 02 19 8/36 22 
avsages 13 0 0 13 29 37 
510EV 4 0 0 
4 20 
overall average 12 15 
24 0 12 46 
overall STDEV 4 5 17 - 4 22 
Somite level was used as a morphological landmark to measure position along the axis, with unsegmented pre-somitic mesoderm 
divided into 6 segments 
Embryos were divided into categories based on tissue labelling. E.g. ' +++ extensive labelling in NT, PXM and SE; 	no or very 
little labelling in PXM; ' --+ • no or very little labelling in NT and PXM. See text for more details. 
Only embryos with labelling in >10% of the axis in a specified tissue were included in calculating overall averages 
2 Some labelling detected in posterior PXM 
This embryo was not included in calculating anterior limit of labelling in PXM 
Red outline of cell indicates average tissue labelling in >10%  of axis. i. e. + 
S indicates embryo was sectioned 
NC, labelling not continuous along axis 
(L/R)HS, left/right hand side only 
around 10% of axis labelled, on border line between being assigned + (>10%) or - (<10%) 
STDEV, standard deviation 
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Thus, in general, embryos electroporated with T-cre had anterior 
limits of labelling in all three tissues slightly posterior to embryos 
electroporated with CAG-I-cre. 
Distribution of labelling along the A-P axis 
Distribution of labelling along the A-P axis in the NT, PXM and SE 
was assessed for each tissue by counting the number of somites (for PXM) or 
somite lengths (segments for NT and SE) of the A-P axis that contained 3gaJf 
cells. To adjust for variation in the axis length between embryos, the extent of 
labelling is presented as a proportion of the total length of the trunk! tail axis 
(not including the head), measured in somite lengths (PSM was divided into 
six somite-lengths for this purpose). If a tissue was labelled along more than 
10 % of the total axis length it was scored ' + ' and is described as having 
'extensive' labelling because the majority of embryos in this group had more 
than 50 % of the axis length labelled. Embryos with less than 10 % of the total 
axis length labelled were scored - '. This group consisted of embryos 
without labelling or with small patches of isolated 3-gal cells. 
Each electroporated embryo could be assigned to one of several 
categories based on the axial distribution of labelling (' + ' or ' - ') in NT, 
PXM and SE: the category' + + +' comprised embryos which had >10 % of 
the axis labelled in all three tissues;' + - + ' embryos lacked labelling in PXM; 
'- - +' embryos had labelling in SE only. CAG-I-cre electroporated embryos, 
which all had SE labelling, and most T-cre embryos, could be assigned to one 
of these three categories. Two T-cre electroporated embryos did not have 
extensive labelling in SE, forming two additional categories:' + + -, and' + - 
-'. Axial distribution of labelling for each tissue is presented for individual 
embryos in tables 4.2 and 4.3 and these results are summarised in table 4.4. 
Representative embryos from these categories are shown in figures 4.6 and 
4.7. 
The overall average percentage of the axis length that contained NT 
labelling was 76 % ±11 in CAG-I-cre electroporated embryos and 55 % ±17 in 
T-cre embryos in those embryos that had extensive labelling in this tissue 
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This difference results from an average anterior extent of labelling that 
was slightly posterior in T-cre compared to that in CAG-I-cre embryos. 
Additionally, in two of the T-cre embryos that had extensive labelling in the 
NT, labelling did not extend posteriorly to the tail bud (embryo IDs in blue 
in table 4.3). 
Axial distribution of labelling in the PXM, in embryos that had 
extensive labelling in this tissue ( +') (57 % ±7 for CAG-I-cre and 44 % ±7 for 
T-cre) was less than that in the NT because the anterior limit of labelling in 
the PXM for both constructs was several somites posterior to that in the NT. 
44 % ±13 of the SE trunk/tail axis was labelled in T-cre embryos 
where SE was extensively labelled (+ + +, + - +, - - +), compared to 65 % ±13 
for CAG-I-cre embryos, reflecting the difference in anterior and posterior 
spread of SE labelling. 
Comparison of contribution to neurectoderm and mesoderm 
-gal cells more frequently populated trunk NT than PXM, as 
exhibited by the difference in intensity of staining in these two tissues (figs. 
4.6 and 4.7). All 6 CAG-I-cre embryos had extensive labelling in NT, but 2 of 
these lacked extensive labelling in trunk PXM (+ - +) (table 4.4; fig. 4.6 M-O). 
For T-cre, only 3 embryos had labelling in both trunk PXM and NT (+ + + 
and + + -) (table 4.4; fig. 4.7 A-J) out of a total of 9 that had extensive NT 
labelling. Interestingly, there were no embryos that had labelling in PXM and 
lacked NT labelling. 
In those CAG-I-cre embryos that had extensive distribution of 
labelling along the axis in both these tissues, an estimate was made of the 
total amount of labelling in each tissue by measuring the cross-sectional area 
of NT and PXM that was labelled in transverse sections and expressing this 
as a proportion of the total cross-sectional area of the corresponding tissue. 
For the three sectioned CAG-I-cre embryos analysed (4-6 sections were 
analysed per embryo), the mean area of NT that was labelled was 26 %, and 
for PXM, 6 % (table 4.2). A CAG-mR2DN-I-cre I + + + I embryo gave similar 
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Table 4.4. Axial distribution of labelled cells and contribution to the tail bud 
overall average 





CAG-I-cre 	 CAG-mR2DN-I-cre 
NT 	PXM 	SE (%) 
Number of 	Tail bud 	
NT 	PXM 	SE (%) 
Number of 	Tail bud 
(%) 	(%) 	 (%) 	(%)  
embryos contribution 	 embryos contribution 2 
76±11 	57 ±7 	65 ±13 	6 	 57±23 	50±16 	69±9 	 7 
77±1357±7 	65±11 	4 	 4 	 73±2 	50±16 	74±5 	2 
	
2 
74±101 3 ± 3 [_~67±24— 	2 	 2 	 0 	72 ± 12 	5 
	
2 
0 	 0 	63±5 	4 





NT (%) PXM (%) SE (%) 
embryos 
T-mR2DN-I-cre 
Tail bud 	 Number of 
NT (%) PXM (%) SE (%) 
ntribution2 	 embryos 
Tail bud 
overall average 
of axis 	55 ±17 	44 ±7 	42±13 	9 	 24±17 	 46±22 	4 
labelled 
+++ 	71 ±10 	46 ±10 	40 ±2 	2 	 2 
78 42 6 1 1 
51±16 	0 	r 42±18 	5 	 4 	 28±19 	3±5 	F 64±12 	3 	 2 
44J 3 8 1 0 14 	J 0 0 1 0 
--+ 	 6 	 0 	[ 	 1 	 0 	 0 	37±20 	6 
Total 	 10 	 7 	 10 	 2 
Contribution of labelled cells along the axis was calculated by counting the number of segments labelled and expressing this as a proportion (%) of the total 
number of segments. Somite level was used as a morphological landmark to measure position along the axis, with unsegmented pre-somitic mesoderm 
divided into 6 segments. 
Shading indicates that on average >10% of the axis was labelled 
1 Only embryos with labelling in >10 % of the axis in a specified tissue were included in the calculation 
2 Number of embryos with labelled cells in tail bud mesoderm and neurectoderm. Does not include contribution to tail bud SE 
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results: 18 % for the NT and 4.8 % for PXM. Because the ectoderm layer was 
likely the only germ layer to have been targeted due to the inaccessibility of 
the underlying mesoderm layer to electroporation, these results indicate that 
the electroporated portion of the ectoderm layer generates predominantly 
neurectoderm in preference to mesoderm. 
In posterior regions and in the tail bud however, there appeared to be 
a more-or-less equal colonisation of PXM and NT (fig. 4.6 F, L), or greater 
contribution to PXM than to NT (fig. 4.7 E, J). Additionally, T-cre embryos 
that lacked trunk PXM labelling (+ - +) had some contribution to posterior 
PXM and tail bud (fig. 4.7 N, 0), although this represented less than 10 % of 
the total trunk/ tail axis length. 
Taken together, all the above data indicate that progenitors 
predominantly for neurectoderm and surface ectoderm, but also for paraxial 
mesoderm and to a much lesser extent intermediate mesoderm and posterior 
notochord, were targeted during electroporation of both constructs. Overall, 
T-cre embryos relative to CAG-I-cre embryos have: i) less labelling overall; ii) 
the anterior limit of labelling slightly posteriorised; ill) fewer embryos with 
PXM contribution; iv) less SE labelling. 
Electroporation with dnFgfr 
To analyse the role of FGF signalling in the progenitor zone and 
demonstrate proof-of-principle of the WEC-EP technique for investigating 
gene function in axis elongation, pCAG-mR2DN-I-cre and pT-mR2DN-I-cre 
were electroporated into cultured 8.5 dpc R26CA embryos, containing 
around 4-5 somites, using the optimum conditions described. The embryos 
were analysed in the same way as the control construct electroporations and 
the results were compared to the appropriate control (CAG-I-cre or T-cre). 
Data is presented in tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 alongside the control data. 
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Figure 4.8. Embryos 
M 	 ' N 	 electroporated with pCAG- 
*K?2M 	 . mR2DN-I-cre. 
- A, C & 0 are three representative 
R26CA embryos electroporated 
with pCAG-mR2DN-I-cre and 
- 	 assayed for gal activity. B & C, 
H & 1, P show more detail of the 
- 	embryos displayed in A, C, 0 
• respectively. M & N are details of 
a second '+-+' embryo. D-F and T-
L are transverse cryostat sections 
P 	
of the labelled portion of the 
SE 	embryos displayed in A & C 
Ave pectively. Note absence of NT ,7 	 labelling in posterior of embryo 
PXM, SE, IBM, NC, IM - refer to 
shown in M and N. FLB, TB, NT, 
legend of hg. 4.7. Tissues with 
>10 % of their trunk/tail axis 
length labelled were assigned 
A, C, 0, anterior is to the left. B, 
C, H, I, M, N, P are dorsal views. 
t.J 
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Figure 4.9. Embryos electroporated with pT-mR2DN-I-cre. 
A & C are two representative R26CA embryos electroporated with pT-mR2DN-I-cre and 
assayed for f-gal activity. B & C, H show more detail of the embryos displayed in A, C 
respectively. D-F and I & J are transverse cryostat sections of the labelled portion of the embryos 
displayed in A & C respectively. FLB, TB, NT, SE, TBM - refer to legend of fig. 4.7. Tissues with 
>10'/,, of their trunk/tail axis length labelled were assigned '+'. A, C, anterior is to the left. B, C, 
H are dorsal views. 
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Determination of labelling efficiency 
Labelling efficiency is dependent upon the efficiency of gene transfer 
by elecfroporathn, expression level of cre and the efficiency of Cre-mediated 
recombination. In order to accurately assess the effects of reduced FGF 
signalling, labelling efficiency must remain constant between the control 
construct and the dnFgfr construct. Efficiency of labelling was similar for 
embryos electroporated with both CAG constructs as shown by a similar 
total number of 3-gal cells in SE, a tissue whose development is not 
dependent on FGF signalling at this stage. 65 % ±13 and 69 % ±9 of the SE 
trunk/tail axis was labelled for CAG-I-cre control embryos and GAG-
mR2DN-I-cre dnFgfr embryos respectively (table 4.4). The anterior and 
posterior limits of labelling in SE were also similar for both constructs (table 
4.1). 
However, measurement of the axial distribution of labelling by 
counting the number of segments containing i3-gal cells does not take into 
consideration the density of the -gal cells. The same axial distribution of 
labelling can be obtained for an embryo with a few scattered 3-gal cells 
along the axis, and for an embryo with densely packed [3-gal cells along an 
equivalent length of axis. To obtain an estimate of the labelling density, the 
length of SE that was labelled was measured on transverse sections along the 
left-right axis and expressed as a proportion of the total length of the SE 
measured from left to right. This was done for several embryos for each CAG 
construct on 7-9 sections per embryo. The mean density of labelling was 
similar for both constructs: 26 % ±18 for CAG-I-cre control embryos and 26 % 
±10 for embryos electroporated with the dnFgfr construct (table 4.2). This 
demonstrates that the axial distribution of labelling determined by counting 
the number of labelled segments was a valid method of measuring the 
amount of labelling along the axis and that labelling efficiency was similar 
for both constructs. 
For the T promoter constructs, the total number of 13-gal cells in the 
SE was vastly reduced in the dnFgfr-electroporated embryos compared to 
controls, as estimated by eye (compare figs. 4.7 and 4.9), indicating that the 
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efficiency of labelling was different. A likely reason for this might be that the 
lack of an IRES sequence in the T-cre construct resulted in a higher level of 
cre expression compared to T-mR2DN-I-cre, leading to an overall reduced 
amount of labelling in T-mR2DN-I-cre compared to T-cre. 
Effects of dnFgfr expression 
Whereas SE labelling was similar for both GAG constructs, suggesting 
similar efficiencies of labelling, contribution to PXM and NT was reduced 
when embryos were electroporated with the dnFgfr construct (table 4.4). SE 
labelling was observed on both sides of all the embryos, indicating that 
neural and/or mesodermal progenitors towards the midline of the 
progenitor zone must have been targeted during electroporation, making it 
unlikely that the observed reduction in NT and PXM labelling in dnFgfr - 
electroporated embryos was a result of electrode mis-alignment. 
Neurectoderm labelling 
4/11 CAG-mR2DN-I-cre embryos lacked labelling in the NT 
altogether (- - +) (table 4.4 and fig. 4.8 0, P), whereas 6/6 CAG-I-cre 
embryos had extensive NT labelling. Axial distribution of labelling in the 
NT, in embryos where this did occur (+ + + and + - +), was on average 57 % 
±23 for CAG-mR2DN-I-cre compared to 76 % ±11 for CAG-I-cre controls. The 
difference was not due to a variation in the anterior limit of NT labelling, 
which was similar (table 4.1), but rather variation in the posterior limit of 
labelling: labelled cells in NT of dnFgfr - electroporated embryos contributed 
less often to the tail bud (table 4.4), with 3/7 embryos having extensive NT 
labelling having a posterior limit anterior to the tail bud (fig 4.8 0, P) and the 
remainder (4/7) having a distribution of NT labelling similar to controls (fig 
4.8 A-L). Together, these data suggest that dnFgfr might have the effect of 
reducing contribution to the neurectoderm lineage. 
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Mesoderm labelling 
There did not appear to be much difference in the axial distribution of 
labelling in PXM between the two constructs, in embryos where this tissue 
was labelled (+ + +). On average, 50 % ±16 of the PXM length was labelled in 
CAG-mR2DN-I-cre embryos compared to 57 % ±7 for CAG-I-cre controls. 
However, a greater proportion of CAG-mR2DN-I-cre embryos lacked PXM 
labelling (+ - + and - - +) compared to controls: over three-quarters (9/11) of 
CAG-mR2DN-I-cre embryos lacked PXM labelling (a third of the total were' 
- - + ' and about half of the total ' + - + '), whereas for CAG-I-cre, only a 
third (2/6) of the total number of successfully electroporated embryos were 
in the' + - +' category, lacking extensive P)(M labelling, with none in the - 
- + ' category. The remaining embryos were ' + + + '. This suggests that 
dnFgfr might have the effect of severely reducing contribution to the PXM 
lineage without affecting contribution to SE. 
Four dnFgfr - electroporated embryos (- - +) had labelling in SE only 
(table 4.4 and fig. 4.8 0, P). This labelling was observed on both sides of the 
embryos, as it was for all embryos, indicating that neural and/or 
mesodermal progenitors towards the midline of the progenitor zone must 
have been targeted during electroporation. This provides further evidence 
that dnFgfr has the effect of abolishing contribution to both neural and 
mesoderm lineages. 
Because labelling efficiency was not the same between T-mR2DN-I-cre 
and the control T-cre, as determined by measuring the overall amount of SE 
labelling, it was difficult to draw a conclusion on the effects of reduced FGF 
signalling in experiments involving theses two constructs. 
Effects of dnFgfr on neural development 
As the CAG promoter is active in all cells that have taken up the 
DNA, dnFgfr will continue to be expressed in cells that have left the 
progenitor zone and differentiated for as long as the DNA remains in the 
cells. It can therefore be expected that this will have an effect on 
development of the neural tube, where FGF signalling has a role to play in 
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the formation of neurons. Labelled cells that had contributed to, NT had an 
abnormal morphology compared to controls. These cells appeared very small 
and rounded, suggesting that they might be degenerating and dying 
(compare fig. 4.8 J, K with 4.6 D, J; sections are of a similar axial position). 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
Electroporated region includes the border, primitive 
streak and ectoderm lateral to the streak 
A comparison of the distribution of labelling and the anterior limits of 
labelling between electroporated embryos with the 8.5 dpc fate map 
(Cambray and Wilson, 2007) reveal that a region encompassing the border 
between the node and anterior streak, the anterior half to two thirds of the 
midline primitive streak, and ectoderm lateral to the border and streak was 
targeted during electroporation (fig. 4.10). 
The 8.5 dpc fate map 
The detailed fate map of the 8.5 dpc progenitor zone shows the 
majority of long-term neural progenitors (those that give rise to 
differentiated progeny along a large length of axis and populate the CNH) to 
reside in the border region and the anterior 80 % of the ectoderm lateral to 
the midline primitive streak (Cambray and Wilson, 2007, figure 4.10). The 
border generates ventral neurectoderm from an anterior axial level around 
somite (s) 13 as far as the tail bud. Lateral streak ectoderm generates tail 
neurectoderm from '-s22 to the tail bud that occupies the middle portion of 
the neural tube's dorsal-ventral axis. Transient (short-term) neural 
progenitors for this region are already en route for differentiation along the 
A-P axis at 8.5 dpc and are present in the ectoderm lateral to the border. 
These generate a portion of anterior trunk neurectoderm up to around 9 
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Figure 4.10. Fate map and electroporated area of the 8.5 dpc progenitor zone. 
The 8.5 dpc fate map displayed in figure 1.4 overlaid with anterior limits (somite (s) level) of tissue contribution for different regions of the 
progenitor zone. ELB, ectoderm lateral to the border; MLB, mesoderm lateral to the border; Tr, transient, short-term progenitors - give rise to a 
short stretch of the AT axis on one side of the midline; LT, long-term progenitors - give rise to a large length of the AT axis and populate the CNH 
at 10.5 dpc; Continuous', generates PXM bilaterally along a large length of the AT axis with a posterior limit at the tail bud but does not contribute 
to the CNH. 'Ihe border is boxed in red. The grey shaded region represents the area of the ectoderm that was electroporated. See figure 1.4 legend 
for more details of colour coding etc. (Diagram adapted from and data obtained from Cambray and Wilson, 2007). 
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somite lengths with an anterior limit at around s7-8. Presumably, transient 
progenitors for the ventral neural tube at this axial level are found in the 
rostral half of the node's ectoderm layer (Wilson and Beddington, 1996). 
Progenitors for paraxial mesoderm from s13 to the tail bud reside in 
the border and anterior 80 % of the midline streak, with the border making 
predominantly medial somites and the streak making both medial and 
lateral halves. Progenitors in the border also contribute to the CNH. Anterior 
somites (with an anterior limit of s7-8) are made from pre-existing pre-
somitic mesoderm en route for differentiation, lateral to the midline streak 
and border. Ectoderm lateral to the streak, as well as making posterior 
neurectoderm, also contributes to tail PXM posterior to s22 and the CNH. 
The posterior most 40 % of the primitive streak contains progenitors 
for intermediate and ventrolateral mesoderm, with the last 20 % making 
these tissues exclusively. Notochord derives predominantly from the ventral 
layer of the rostral node (Wilson and Beddington, 1996). 
To summarise, progenitors for anterior trunk neurectoderm and 
somites are already specified at 8.5 dpc and are en route to differentiation, 
whereas progenitors for more posterior parts of the neural axis and paraxial 
mesoderm are resident in the border and lateral streak ectoderm at 8.5 dpc 
awaiting their turn to exit the progenitor zone to differentiate. Only border 
and lateral streak ectoderm generate both mesoderm and neurectoderm, and 
populate the CNH when it forms at 10.5 dpc suggesting that they contain 
stem cells. How do the results from the electroporation experiments fit with 
this fate map? 
Origin of nenrectoderrn labelling 
Labelling in the neural tube was predominantly, although not 
exclusively, in the ventral half, including floor plate, indicating that the 
targeted region must have included the border or node and ectoderm lateral 
to the border and midline streak. The 8.5 dpc fate map shows progenitors for 
ventral neurectoderm to reside in the border and node, and progenitors for 
more dorsal parts of the NT to reside in the ectoderm lateral to the border 
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(anterior NT) and ectoderm lateral to the midline streak (posterior NT). In 
the electroporation experiments, NT labelling extended along the axis to the 
tail bud, suggesting that regions of the progenitor zone containing long-term 
neural progenitors or stem cells were targeted. Therefore, border and 
ectoderm lateral to the streak were likely to have been targeted; otherwise 
only labelling in anterior trunk NT would have been observed. 
The mean anterior extent of NT labelling in the control electroporated 
embryos was slO ±4 for CAG-I-cre and s12 ±4 for T-cre (table 4.1); in the fate 
map, the anterior limit for the ectoderm lateral to the border was s7.7 ±0.6. 
The discrepancy between the electroporated embryos and the fate map can 
probably be explained by the fact that the experimental systems and the 
mouse strains used were different; or the electroporated region in the 
posterior of the embryo did not include transient neural precursors for the 
NT at axial levels anterior to s1O/s12, which reside in the ectoderm lateral to 
the border at 8.5 dpc. Although in order to obtain anterior limits of labelling 
at axial levels slO and 12, part of the ectoderm lateral to the border must have 
been targeted, because according to the fate map, progenitors for these axial 
levels reside there at the time of electroporation. 
The slightly more anterior extent of labelling in the NT of CAG-I-cre 
embryos compared to T-cre embryos might be due to the ubiquitous nature 
of the CAG promoter versus the progenitor zone - specific T promoter. As 
electroporated cells towards anterior regions of the progenitor zone, such as 
the border and ectoderm lateral to the border, exit to the NT, the T promoter 
is presumably turned off but GAG remains active. Therefore, there might not 
be time for T-cre - dependant recombination to occur in these cells between 
DNA transfer and exit of cells from the progenitor zone, whereas CAG-I-cre - 
dependent recombination can still occur in differentiating cells anterior to the 
progenitor zone. This would result in a slightly more anterior limit of 
labelling in CAG-I-cre embryos. However, SE is extensively labelled in T-cre 
embryos, although not as much as CAG-I-cre, indicating that the T promoter 
in this context is not strictly tissue-specific. Therefore, it is conceivable that 
the T promoter is still active, at least partially, in differentiating cells anterior 
to the progenitor zone. 
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Origin of mesoderm labelling 
The mean anterior limit of labelling in PXM for those embryos that 
contained labelling in this tissue (s17 ±3 and s17 ±7 for CAG-I-cre and T-cre 
respectively) was several somites posterior to that found for the border, 
lateral streak mesoderm and midline primitive streak in the 8.5 dpc fate map, 
which was around s13. Again, this discrepancy might be due to the same 
phenomenon described earlier to account for the discrepancy between the 
anterior limits of NT labelling. Presumably, the transient progenitors for 
anterior somites present in the PSM lateral to the midline streak were not 
targeted because the ectoderm layer would have shielded them from 
electroporation. This leaves the border ectoderm and midline streak available 
to generate labelled somites. 
According to the fate map, the border contributes, to the medial half of 
trunk somites; lateral and medial halves are generated by the midline 
primitive streak. Because labelling in both medial and lateral halves was 
observed, it suggests that the midline primitive streak was successfully 
targeted. This is interesting as it strongly suggests that the border was also 
targeted. The reason for this is as follows: ventral NT labelling can be node or 
border - derived; somite labelling is primitiie streak - derived and possibly 
also border - derived. Because the border is positioned between the node and 
streak, it too must have been targeted. 
The NT had a more anterior extent of labelling compared to PXM. 
This is presumably because the transient neural progenitors lateral to the 
border were already en route to differentiation in the neurectoderm, whereas 
the earliest PXM progenitors targeted would have been the border and 
midline streak cells, which exit the progenitor zone later, according to the 
fate map. 
In embryos that lacked labelling in trunk PXM (+ - +), some PXM 
labelling was observed in posterior pre-somitic mesoderm and in the tail 
bud. This indicates that ectoderm lateral to the streak was targeted, as the 
fate map reveals lateral streak ectoderm to give rise to PXM as well as NT 
posterior to -s22. Presumably, mesoderm progenitors in the border and 
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midline streak were not targeted in these particular embryos; otherwise PXM 
labelling would extend much further anteriorly. 
Intermediate mesoderm labelling was observed in several embryos, 
indicating that all or part of the posterior 40 % of the midline primitive streak 
was targeted, in these particular embryos at least. 
Notochord progenitors are present in border or node ectoderm 
Labelled cells in the ventral layer of the node give rise almost 
exclusively to notochord (Wilson and Beddington, 1996). These cells would 
have been shielded from electroporation by the overlying dorsal ectoderm 
layer, explaining why notochord labelling in the electroporation experiments 
was not generally observed. When labelled together, descendants of labelled 
cells in both ventral and dorsal layers of the node contribute to notochord 
and ventral neurectoderm, demonstrating that the dorsal layer generates 
neurectoderm (Wilson and Beddington, 1996). However, the dorsal layer 
alone was not labelled in this study, keeping open the possibility that the 
dorsal layer, in addition to the ventral layer, contributes to notochord. The 
border (dorsal and ventral layers together) also generates notochord, but 
only sporadic cells in the posterior end (Cambray and Wilson, 2007). In the 
electroporation experiments presented here, a small amount of notochord 
labelling was observed in some embryos. This was towards the posterior 
end, strongly suggesting that border ectoderm and/or node ectoderm is able 
to produce notochord. This has been suggested previously but not 
conclusively demonstrated. 
Progenitor zone ectoderm generates predominantly neurectoderm 
Total labelling in NT was much greater than the total labelling in 
PXM. For CAG-I-cre embryos, the cross-sectional area of NT or somite that 
was labelled in transverse sections was measured as a proportion of the total 
cross-sectional area of the corresponding tissue to provide an estimate of the 
total amount of labelling in each tissue, which is not possible by comparing 
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axial distribution of labelling alone. For the three sectioned embryos 
analysed, the mean area of NT that was labelled was 26 %; for PXM, it was 6 
%. This difference in total labelling demonstrates that the ectoderm layer 
generates predominantly neurectoderm and indicates that the midline streak, 
which gives rise to PXM, was not efficiently targeted. This might be because 
PXM progenitors are already in the mesoderm layer of the primitive streak 
and are generally inaccessible to electroporation. This contrasts with neural 
progenitors in the ectoderm layer, which are more exposed. 
In posterior regions and in the tail bud, there appeared to be a more-
or-less equal colonisation of PXM and NT probably due to additional 
contribution to mesoderm by lateral streak ectoderm, consistent with the 8.5 
dpc fate map. Indeed, some of those embryos that lacked trunk somitic 
labelling but had extensive contribution to the NT had labelling in posterior 
regions of the PXM and in the tail bud, suggesting that although mesoderm 
progenitors in the border and streak were not targeted, mesoderm 
progenitors in the ectoderm layer were. 
Origin of surface ectoderm labelling 
The presence of extensive surface ectoderm labelling is probably due 
to the electroporated area extending laterally to encompass primitive 
ectoderm containing SE progenitors. There are no reports to date concerning 
the mode of growth of the surface ectoderm. Whether it involves a stem cell 
or proliferative mode of expansion is not presently known. SE labelling 
decreased towards the posterior end and was maximal at the axial level 
where electroporation occurred, in contrast with the amount of labelling in 
PXM and NT, which was similar throughout the length of the axis. 
Whereas SE labelling is to be expected in embryos electroporated with 
the ubiquitously expressed GAG constructs, surprisingly, it was also found 
in embryos electroporated with the progenitor zone - specific T promoter 
constructs, albeit less extensively. This ectopic labelling is probably caused 
by 'leaky' cre expression due to the plasmid being present at a high 
concentration in electroporated cells, showing that in this context, the T 
promoter is not restricted to its endogenous expression domain. 
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Comparison of CAG and T promoters 
There did not appear to be an obvious difference in the tissues that T -
cre and CAG-I-cre electroporated cells contributed to. The rationale for 
choosing the T promoter was to obtain specific expression in progenitor zone 
cells. However, probably due to the high concentrations of DNA being 
delivered to cells and the extra-chromosomal DNA construct not forming 
chromatin structure, the T promoter was rendered in effect non-specific in 
this context. All reports described electroporation constructs that utilised 
powerful constitutive promoters such as CAG, CMV and /3-actin. Therefore, 
the spatiotemporal aspect of gene expression in these studies was controlled 
solely by the stage of the embryo and the placement of the electrodes relative 
to the embryo. Comparison of embryos electroporated with the T and CAG 
promoter constructs reveals that the majority of localisation was controlled 
by electrode/ embryo positioning and not by the tissue specificity of the 
promoter used. 
Effects of dnFgfr 
dnFgfr appeared to have the effect of reducing contribution to both 
the neural and paraxial mesoderm lineages without any apparent effect on 
contribution to surface ectoderm. If they do not make somites or 
neurectoderm where do cells normally fated to form these lineages go? 
Several possibilities exist. They can either: i) fail to exit the progenitor zone, 
resulting in accumulation of cells in the tail bud; ii) exit the progenitor zone 
but divert to another lineage; iii) fail to proliferate; iv) or die. The first 
possibility can be ruled out because there did not appear to be an 
accumulation of 3-gal cells in the tail bud. The second possibility can also be 
ruled out. The only other tissues that might be formed instead of NT and 
PXM are notochord and SE. The notochord was not labelled except for 
occasional labelling towards the posterior end and there was certainly not an 
increase in notochord contribution in dnFgfr embryos. Similarly, contribution 
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to SE by j3-gal cells did not increase upon expression of dnFgfr. This leaves 
the only possible explanation to be a failure to proliferate or survive. 
The reduction in mesoderm contribution is consistent with previous 
reports that demonstrated FGF signalling to be required for mesoderm 
formation at the primitive streak (Ciruna et al., 1997; Sun et al., 1999; 
Yamaguchi et al., 1994). However, in Fgfr1-*wt chimeras, mutant cells 
accumulated within the primitive streak, failing to populate mesoderm and 
forming secondary neural tubes made up entirely of mutant cells. No such 
accumulation of labelled cells or ectopic neural tubes was observed in the 
dnFgfr - electroporated embryos. dnFgfr inhibits all FGFR-dependent 
signalling, whereas in the chimeric analysis, only FGFR1-dependent 
signalling was abolished in mutant cells, suggesting a possible role for 
another FGFR in maintaining the viability or proliferation of mesoderm 
progenitors. 
Contribution to the primary (endogenous) neural tube was unaffected 
in the Fgfr1-wt chimeras (Ciruna et al., 1997), demonstrating that Fgfrl 
does not play an essential role in neural induction, survival or proliferation 
of neural cells. The results presented here and those by Mathis et al. (2001) 
do however point to a role for FGF signalling in neural development, 
presumably dependent on another FGFR expressed in the neural plate 
(Waishe and Mason, 2000). Mathis et al. (2001) electroporated chick neural 
precursors in the region of Hensen's node with a plasmid constitutively 
expressing dnFgfrl (inhibits all FGF signalling) along with a lacZ lineage 
marker. This resulted in disruption to elongation of the labelled polyclone 
compared to controls, which were electroporated with a plasmid 
constitutively expressing GFP. GFP labelling stretched along the axis from an 
anterior limit at the level of the forelimb bud to the tail bud 36 hours after 
electroporation. In contrast, the dnFgfr/lacZ - labelled cells occupied a much 
shorter length of the neural axis from a similar anterior limit at the forelimb 
bud level to a posterior limit at the level of the hindlimb bud, after 36 hours. 
The tail and tail bud were devoid of 3-gal cells. They demonstrated that the 
efficiencies of electroporation and gene expression were similar between 
controls and dnFgfr embryos by showing similar population sizes of labelled 
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cells after only 12 hours, but did not determine the final population sizes or 
population densities of labelled cells at the end of the experiment. They 
concluded that dnFgfr might have the effect of reducing proliferation of 
neural progenitors in the Hensen's node region, resulting in progenitors that 
leave the node region without leaving descendents in the progenitor zone to 
continue axis elongation. This leads to labelling stopping well short of the 
posterior extremity of the embryo. They therefore claimed that the results 
favour the possibility that FGF signalling might promote the maintenance of 
presumptive neural precursors in the region of Hensen's node by keeping 
cells in a proliferative state. 
In the present study, 3-gal cells contributed less often to the tail bud 
in dnFgfr - electroporated embryos. In these embryos the amount of labelling 
in more anterior trunk regions was comparable to labelling in the NT of 
control embryos, indicating a similar effect to that found by Mathis et al. 
(2001). However, this was observed for only 2/7 dnFgfr embryos that had 
labelling in NT, making it difficult to draw a definitive conclusion. Another 
possible explanation for this finding might be that progenitors for the 
posterior NT (border and lateral streak ectoderm) failed to be targeted 
during electroporation of these two embryos. 
dnFgfr did have the effect of abolishing NT labelling completely in 
4/11 embryos, despite having extensive SE labelling either side of the 
midline, suggesting that dnFgfr might have the effect of reducing 
contribution to the neural lineage. The presence of what appeared to be 
degenerating labelled NT cells in several dnFgfr embryos suggests that cell 
death in the differentiated NT might have been the cause of this lack of NT 
labelling. Indeed, Mathis et al. reported various morphological defects in the 
neural tube, including spina bifida, that were restricted to small regions of 
the neural tube containing dnFGFR/ 3-gal cells. It is possible that the effects 
reported by Mathis et al. might be as a result of general cell death in the 
neuroepithelium rather than by a failure to maintain proliferation of neural 
progenitors surrounding Hensen's node. The evidence for this possibility is 
as follows: although GFP labelling in control embryos is distributed along 
the axis from the forelimb bud level to the tail bud, the bulk of GFP cells 
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appears to be towards the anterior, with the amount of labelling tapering off 
towards posterior regions. The tail neural tribe is sparsely populated with 
GFP cells. If dnFgfr has the effect of reducing cell viability or proliferation in 
the neural tube itself, then a general reduction in population size along the 
entire length of the axis would be expected. This would result in a reduction 
in the number of dnFGFR/ 3-gal cells in anterior trunk regions and the 
appearance of abolished labelling in posterior regions, leading to the false 
assumption that this effect was caused by reduced proliferation of neural 
precursors in the progenitor zone. In fact, they do not show definitively that 
dnFgfr does reduce proliferation of these cells, and around one third of dnFgfr 
- electroporated embryos (n = 41) have labelling in the tail region. However, 
no data is provided on the density of labelling in these embryos compared to 
controls. From the available evidence presented in the paper, the above 
hypothesis remains a possibility. 
Whether the effect of attenuated FGF signalling is caused by a failure 
in proliferation of neural progenitors in the progenitor zone or a general 
failure to maintain neural cells in the neural tube, or both, appears to remain 
unknown. 
Conclusions 
This study has demonstrated that it is possible to transfer DNA into 
progenitor zone cells, including mesoderm and neural progenitors, of the 8.5 
dpc mouse embryo by electroporation. Additionally, electroporation with 
dnFgfr has demonstrated that it might be possible to effectively manipulate 
gene function in the progenitor zone, although more research is required to 
show this definitively. 
It would be advantageous to target a much smaller region of the 
progenitor zone in order to investigate the effects of altering gene function in 
a specific subset of axial progenitors. This could be achieved by replacing 
one of the electrodes with a thin needle. This has been carried out with 
success in chick embryos (Momose et al., 1999) and gastrulating mouse 
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embryos (Davidson et al., 2003). In addition to the electroporation of single 
constructs into the progenitor zone, multiple constructs could be introduced 
to study gene interactions, and by electroporating cre, the WEC-EP approach 
can be used to remove or add gene function in axial progenitors of transgenic 
embryos without the need for tissue specific promoters to drive cre 
expression. 
Combined with analysis of standard genetic mouse mutants and 
studies using other vertebrate model organisms, the electroporation 
approach will help further our understanding of the molecular mechanisms 
underlying AT axis development. 
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks and Perspectives 
This project set out to develop and test new tools to examine the 
molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying mouse A-P axis extension. 
Three different approaches have been developed, each with unique 
advantages that will enable questions about A-P axis development to be 
answered. There is evidence for the existence of long-term axial progenitors, 
but are these stem cells? What are the modes of proliferation of these axial 
progenitors/ stem cells? What gene regulatory networks are required for 
progenitor maintenance and how do they control cell fate choice between the 
various tissue types that are laid down as the axis elongates? How does gene 
dosage control fate choice? 
The 40HT-inducible TcreERT2 mouse line should be useful for lineage 
analysis to help answer the first two questions because it permanently 
activates reporter gene expression in axial progenitors and in all their 
descendants, enabling lineage to be traced. Clonal analysis, performed using 
a clonal dose of 40HT, will be particularly informative. TcreER'24— embryos 
exhibited inducible Cre activity and had labelling in progenitor zone - 
derived tissues, but had extensive induced ectopic labelling presenting a 
disadvantage for its application to lineage analysis. TcreERT253  (a line made 
in parallel by E. Tzouanacou) lacks ectopic labelling and thus can be used for 
future clonal studies. 
Questions concerning the genetic regulation of axis elongation can be 
answered using the progenitor zone - specific Tet-On system (T-rtTA). In this 
system, the gene of interest is activated in axial progenitors but should be 
turned off as cells leave this region. This means that the observed effects of 
gene expression should solely be due to its effects on axial progenitors and 
not on differentiated cells, although this was not shown to be the case in this 
study. Additional advantages of this system include reversibility and the 
possibility of obtaining intermediate levels of gene expression, which is 
useful for looking at the effects of gene dosage. T-rtTA was targeted to the 
Rosa26 locus of ES cells, which provides a stable transcriptionally active 
genomic environment. However, expression levels of a reporter gene from 
the TRE were very low compared to a cell line made in parallel by random 
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integration, demonstrating that targeting does not offer an advantage in this 
context. 
The Tet-On system and Gre-lox technology can be combined to take 
advantage of the benefits of both systems. Tet-On can be used to manipulate 
gene expression in the primitive streak and Gre used to indelibly lineage 
mark these cells and all their progeny as a means to investigate the effects of 
gene manipulation on cell fate and lineage. For example, a mouse line 
carrying T-rtTA, TRE-geneX and TRE-cre (where geneX is a gene of interest) 
can be crossed to sEgfp or R26GA mice to achieve this. 
Alternatively, TRE-geneX and TRE-cre can be electroporated into the 
posterior of an embryo carrying T-rtTA and a Gre-dependent reporter gene, 
providing a 'high-throughput' strategy that does not involve the creation of 
multiple transgenic mouse lines to investigate many genes. An alternative 
strategy to achieve essentially the same results is to use electroporation to 
deliver T-promoter controlled geneX and cre to the progenitor zone of a Gre-
dependent reporter line without involving the Tet-system. Such an approach 
was developed during the course of this project. T-dnFgfr-IRES-cre was 
electroporated into the progenitor zone of 8.5 dpc embryos. Because 
electroporation targets a specific population of cells - which cells depends on 
the positioning and size of the electrodes relative to the embryo - dnFgfr-
IRES-cre was directed instead by the powerful and constitutive GAG 
promoter. Comparison of the control electrop orations (T-cre and GAG-TRIES-
cre) showed that there was not an obvious difference in the tissues the axial 
progenitors contributed to between the two promoters, suggesting that the 
electroporation technique is itself quite specific in the cells it targets. 
Electroporation of the control T-cre and GAG-I-cre constructs demonstrated 
that the electroporation technique is successful for delivering genes to the 
primitive streak. 
In order to obtain a more complete understanding of how the type of 
promoter affects lineage of electroporated cells, and to look more reliably at 
the effects of T promoter driven dnFgfr, it would be better to compare the 
results of electroporation of GAG-IRES-cre and T-dnFgfr-IRES-cre with 
results obtained with a T-IRES-cre construct instead of T-cre as was used in 
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this study. In the absence of an IRES sequence, cre expression might be 
significantly higher in the control compared to the dnFgfr construct. 
Therefore the presence of IRES in the control construct would present a more 
reliable control. 
An alternative approach to the method followed in this study would 
be to electroporate lacZ or EGFP DNA directly into wild type embryos 
instead of electroporating cre into R26CA embryos. 13-galactosidase and 
EGFP should persist long enough to enable visualisation of progeny of 
electroporated cells at the end of a 48 hour experiment. This would remove 
an unnecessary level of complexity involving Gre-mediated recombination, 
which is only really necessary when cells need to be visualised along time 
after electroporation. Limitations of the whole embryo culture technique 
prevent experiments lasting more than 48 hours, thus there is no need for 
permanently marking cells and their progeny. Therefore, T- or GAG- dnFgfr-
IRES-lacZ constructs could be electroporated instead. 
Electroporation of CAG-dnFgfr-I-cre showed that manipulation of 
gene function might be possible, although an assessment of MAPK activity in 
the embryo following delivery of dnFgfr and a period of culture is required to 
determine whether FGF signalling is attenuated in the embryos and in which 
tissues. Performing whole-mount immunohistochemistry with phospho-ERK 
antibodies and comparing the intensity of staining with that of control 
embryos would achieve this. A similar immunohistochemistry method has 
been carried out to map the spatial and temporal patterns of ERK activation 
during early post-implantation mouse development (Corson et al., 2003). The 
presence of an FGFR inhibitor during embryo culture prior to immuno-
staining resulted in the loss or reduction of phospho-ERK staining in some 
regions of the embryo, revealing that ERK signalling in these regions is 
FGFR-dependent. 
An alternative experiment that could be carried out in parallel to the 
dnFgfr electroporalion experiments carried out in the study presented in this 
thesis is to culture embryos in the presence of an FGFR inhibitor such as 
SU5402 and electroporate the progenitor zone with lacZ or GFP (wild type 
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embryos) or cre (R26CA embryos). The lineage of marked cells can then be 
traced to investigate the effects of attenuated FGFR-dependent signalling. 
In embryos electroporated with dnFgfr, labelled cells in the neural 
tube displayed an abnormal morphology compared to controls, suggesting 
that they might be dying. In order to investigate whether this is the case, 
terminal uridine doexynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling 
(TUNEL) analysis can be carried out to ascertain whether these cells are 
undergoing apoptosis. 
The electroporation technique described in this thesis has the potential 
for altering the expression of other genes that have been implicated in axis 
elongation, for example Notch and Wnt signalling pathway components, 
including a constitutively active form of notch, NotchiC. 
Together, the three genetic approaches described offer the potential 
for further analysis of the cellular and genetic mechanisms involved in 
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Chapter 6: Materials and Methods 
6.1 MATERIALS 
Commonly used solutions were made according to (Sambrook et al., 
1989). All chemicals were of analytical grade and supplied by BDH and 
Sigma. Electrophoresis grade agarose was supplied by Invitrogen. Restriction 
enzymes and modifying enzymes were supplied by Roche and New England 
Biolabs. All bacterial media components were supplied by Difco laboratories. 
Synthetic oligonucleotides were supplied by MWG-Biotech. Radioisotopes 
were supplied by Amersham. DNA sequence analysis was carried out using 
DNAstar 5.5 and Genejockey II version 1.6. Plasmid maps were constructed 
using MacPlasmap Pro version 3.01. 
Commonly used solutions 
TE: 10 mM Tris-HO, pH 8,1 mM EDTA 
TBST: (Tris-buffered saline with tween-20): 25 mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 
137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KC1, 0.1 % (v/v) tween-20 
PBS: (Phosphate buffered saline): 10 mM Na 2HPO4, 1.8 mM KH2PO41  
137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KO, pH 7.4 
PBT: PBS with 0.1 % (v/v) tween-20 
SSC: 150 mM NaCl, 150 mM sodium citrate 
lx TBE: (Tris-borate/ EDTA): 45 mM Tris-borate pH 8, 1 mM EDTA 
LB (Luna Bertani) broth: 1 % (w/v) bacto tryptone, 0.5 % (w/v) yeast 
extract, 1 % (w/v) NaCl, pH 7 
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DNA vectors 
Commercially available 
pBluescript II KS (-) (Stratagene) 
pCR2. 1-TOPO (Invitrogen) 
pPCR-Script Amp SK(+) (Stratagene) 
Constructed! Provided 
Maps of plasmids provided are shown in figure 6.1. Maps of plasmids 
constructed as part of this project are shown in the appropriate results 
chapter. 
pTcreERT2 (+nls) (R. Dewhurst and E. Tzouanacou) 
pTcreERT2(-nls) (R. Dewhurst and E. Tzouanacou) 
pTcre (E. Tzouanacou) 
pPHCAG-C2-egfp (S. Lee) 
pUHrT62-1 (S. Urlinger) 
pBigT-2 (B. Heavey and T. Cunningham) 
pRosa26PA (S. Srinivas) 
pBigT luc TRE DsRed2 (B. Heavey and T. Cunningham) 
pTRE-DsRed2 5'hprt targeting vector (D. Fisher) 
pPyCAG-GFP-IP (H. Niwa) 
pcDNA3-mR2DN-ires-GFP (H. Burgar) 
pCAG-cre-IP (H. Priddle) 
pBSK-T (B. Herrmann) 
pT-rtTA-cre (constructed; see Chapter 3) 
pR26-T-rtTA (constructed; see Chapter 3) 
pT-mR2DN-I-cre (constructed; see Chapter 4) 
pCAG-I-cre (constructed; see Chapter 4) 
pCAG-mR2DN-I-cre (constructed; see Chapter 4) 
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Figure 6.1. Plasmid maps. 
Maps are to scale except TRE-DsRed2 5'-hprt targeting vector. (Continued on next page) 
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Probes for hybridisation 
Table 6.1. List of DNA probes 
Probe Restriction fragment Size (Kb) Parental plasmid 
cre EcoRl 1.1 pCAG-cre-IP 
TrtTA Saul Xhol 2.0 pT-rITA-cre 
mdnfgfr21l1c BamHl 1.4 pcDNA3-mR2DN-ires-cre 
Internal (5' Rosa) EcoRl/ Hindlll 0.14 pRosa26-5' 
External (NEO) Mscl/ NcoI 0.35 pBigT 
Table 6.2. RNA probe 
Probe 
	
Description and Synthesis 
	
Plasmid / reference 
T 	 T (Brachyury) cDNA sequence from 
	
pBSK-T (Herrmann, 
base 1 to 1764. Linearised with BamHl 1991). 
and antisense strand transcribed using 
T7 polymerase. 
Primers 
Table 6.3. List of primers 
F, forward; R, reverse 











F primer. Amplifies rtTA2sM2. 
Introduces Bglll site 
(underlined). 
R primer. Amplifies rtTA2 5-M2. 
Introduces Xhol site 
(underlined). 




CCACCAGCTTGCATGATCTCCGGTATTGAA 	R primer for genotyping cre 
transgenics. 
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ON 10 CATGTAGATGGACTTGAACTCC 
ON1 5 TACTGAATTCGTTGCCAGAGGATCC 
ON 16 	 TCTAGATGCATGCTCGAGCG 
T-brachyury F GTGACTGCCTACCAGAATGA 
Sequencing primer to confirm 
correct sequence of rtTA2SM2 
in pR26-TrtTA. 
Sequencing primer to confirm 
correct sequence of rtTA2SM2 
in pR26-TrtTA 
Sequencing primer to confirm 
correct sequence of rtTA2SM2 
in pR26-TrtTA. 
Sequencing primer to confirm 
correct sequence of rtTA2SM2 
in pR26-TrtTA. 
F primer to detect DsRed2. 
R primer to detect DsRed2. 
F primer. Amplifies IRES 
sequence in pT-mR2DN-I-cre. 
Introduces EcoRl site 
(underlined). 
R primer. Amplifies IRES 
sequence in pT-mR2DN-I-cre. 
F primer. Detects T (Brachyury). 
T-brachyury R ATTGTCCGCATAGGTTGGAG 
	






F primer. Detects rtTA2sM2. 
2rtTA-M22 
B-ACT I N 
FORWARD 






R primer. Detects rtTA2sM2. 
F primer. Detects t3-actin. 
R primer. Detects t3-actin. 
Sequencing primer; commercially available from Invitrogen 
M13R 	Sequencing primer; commercially available from Invitrogen 
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DNA conversion adaptors 
BamHI-XmnJ (C strand) non-palindromic adaptor (New England 
Biolabs) 
HindIII-XmnI non-palindromic adaptor (New England Biolabs) 
Escherichia coil strains 
XL-1 Blue (made chemically competent in-house) 
XL-2 Blue Ultracompetent Cells (Stratagene) 
XL-10 Gold Kan Ultracompetent Cells (Stratagene; used in conjunction 
with pPCR-Script Amp SK(+) cloning vector) 
MAX Efficiency Stbl2 Competent Cells (Invitrogen) 
Molecular size standards 
DNA: 1 Kb ladder (Invitrogen) 
100 bp ladder (New England Biolabs) 
RNA: 0.24 - 9.5 Kb ladder (Invitrogen) 
6.2 MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 
Agarose gel electrophoresis 
DNA or RNA separation was performed by electrophoresis using 
agarose gels. Gels were made with agarose melted in lx TBE in the 
appropriate concentration. This was generally 0.8 % (w/v) for separating 
restriction fragments, and 2 % (w / v) for PCR products. For RNA gels, all 
solutions were made with DEPC-treated water. Ethidium bromide was 
added to the molten gel to give a final concentration of approx. 0.5 tg/ml to 
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allow visualisation of the nucleic acid bands. 6x gel loading buffer (0.25 % 
xylene cyanol, 0.25 % bromophenol blue, 30 % (v/v) glycerol) was added to 
the samples to give a lx concentration. The resolved nucleic acid bands were 
visualised under long wavelength UV illumination and their sizes estimated 
by comparison with known molecular markers. 
Restriction enzyme digestion 
Generally, up to 1 tg of DNA or 3-5 tl of miniprep DNA was digested 
in a 20 tl reaction volume with 5 to 10 units of restriction enzyme(s) (Roche 
and New England Biolabs) and the appropriate commercially supplied 
buffer, followed by incubation at 37 °C for at least 1 hour. 
When partial digestion of a plasmid was required, a time course was 
performed to determine the optinum incubation period needed to obtain the 
highest yield of the desired band. The reaction, whose volume was equal to 
10 tl x number of time points, consisted of a less efficient buffer and less 
enzyme than would be required for a complete digestion. The reaction was 
pre-warmed to 37 °C prior to addition of enzyme. At each time point, 10 tl 
was removed into 10 tl dH2O plus 20 tl phenol (pH 7.9): chloroform: 
isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1 v/v ratio), mixed, centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 1 
min and the aqueous phase extracted and electrophoresed on an agarose gel. 
Once the optimum incubation period had been determined, the above 
reaction and phenol/ chloroform extraction and gel electrophoresis was 
repeated at the optimum time point only. 
Gel purification of DNA 
Restriction fragments and PCR products for subcloning were 
electrophoresed on agarose gels. Bands were excised under long wavelength 
UV illumination for a minimum amount of time so as to avoid introducing 
nicks into the DNA. DNA was recovered using QlAquick Gel Extraction Kit 
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
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Dephosphorylation of linearised vector DNA 
In cases where the linearised cloning vector had compatible ends with 
itself, it was dephosphorylated by adding 5 units of calf intestine alkaline 
phosphatase (CIP; from New England Biolabs) to the restriction digestion 
reaction mixture, following digestion, and incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour. CIP 
was then heat inactivated at 65 °C for 15 minutes in the presence of 12.5 mM 
ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) before purifying the 
dephosphorylated vector using a QlAquick column (Qiagen) according to 
the manufacturer's instructions. In some cases, Antarctic Phosphatase (New 
England Biolabs) was used instead, according to the manufacturer's 
instructions. 
Ligation of DNA 
Standard ligation 
Ligation reactions were generally set up with a vector to insert 
molarity ratio of 1:3 in a total volume of 20 tl. The reaction included 50 to 100 
ng of vector, 50 mM Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 10 MM  MgC12, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM 
dithiothreitol (DTT), 25 tg/ml BSA and 1 unit T4 DNA ligase (New England 
Biolabs). Reactions were incubated overnight at 16 °C. Vector only control 
reactions were included. In some cases the Quick Ligation Kit (New England 
Biolabs) was used according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
Ligation of conversion adaptors 
DNA conversion adaptors were prepared by incubating the two 
complementary single-stranded adaptor molecules, each at 20 aiM, together 
in 150 mM Tris-HC1 pH 8, 100 MM MgCl2 at 95 °C for 5 mm, followed by 30 
min at room temperature, then incubation on ice. Samples were stored at -20 
°C. Ligation of adaptor to vector DNA was set up with 1 tg of vector and 50-
fold molar excess of adaptor in a 50 Ltl reaction volume, including 50 mM 
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Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 10 mM MgCl, 1 mM ATP, 10 mM DTT, 25 tg/ml BSA and 
2 units T4 DNA .ligase (New England Biolabs) and incubated overnight at 
16 °C. 
Transformation of bacteria 
Preparation of chemically competent cells (XL-1 Blue) 
200 ml of LB broth was inoculated with 2 ml overnight bacterial 
culture and grown at 37 °C with shaking until O.D. 550 reached 0.3-0.6. Cells 
were harvested by centrifugation at 3000 g for 5 min at 4 °C and the pellet 
resuspended in 10 ml of LB broth (pH 6.1), 10 % polyethylene glycol (PEG), 5 
% DM50, 10 MM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4 . Cells were kept on ice for 10 mm, 
glycerol was added to a final concentration of 10 % and 100 tl aliquots were 
snap frozen on dry ice/ ethanol and transferred to -80 °C. 
Transformation 
In general, XL-1 Blue competent cells (100 tl) were combined with 5 tl 
of a ligation reaction, 1 tl of miniprep DNA or 50-100 ng supercoiled 
plasmid DNA in a 1.5 ml eppendorf tube on ice and left for 30 mm. A heat 
shock was carried out by incubating the cells for exactly 2 min at 42 °C, 
followed by 5 min on ice. 0.5 ml LB broth was added and the cells were 
incubated at 37 °C for 30 mm - 1 hour before spreading 50 p1 and 200 pd onto 
the appropriate selective medium. Plates were incubated overnight at 37 °C. 
In cases where the above method did not yield sufficient colonies, XL-
2 Blue Ultracompetent Cells (Stratagene) were used and the procedure 
carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
XL-10 Gold Kan ultracompetent cells (Stratagene) were transformed 
according to the manufacturer's instructions after cloning using the pPCR-
Script Amp SK(+) vector. 
Transformation of MAX Efficiency Stb12 Competent Cells (Invitrogen) 
was carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
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Screening bacterial colonies 
Blue-white screening 
When using vectors that allow blue-white colour selection, agar-
ampicillin plates were spread with 2 mg 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl 3-D-
galactopyranoside (X-gal; Sigma) and 0.5 mg isopropyl 13-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min before 
plating out transformed bacteria. After incubating overnight at 37 °C, the 
plates were left at 4 °C for several hours to enhance the blue colour of 
colonies. Only white colonies (containing the insert) were picked and 
subjected to further screening. 
Restriction digestions 
Various restriction digestions were performed on plasmid DNA 
isolated from 3 ml overnight LB-ampicillin (100 tg/m1) cultures inoculated 
with bacterial colonies to positively identify vectors containing the insert in 
the correct orientation. 
Colony PCR 
2-5 t1 of overnight LB culture, inoculated with a bacterial colony, was 
used for amplification in a standard PCR reaction to positively identify 
vectors containing the correct insert. Alternatively, bacterial colonies were 
picked into 10 tl dH201 pipetted up and down to resuspend and 5 l of the 
cell lysate used for amplification in a standard PCR reaction. 
Colony hybridisation 
Orientation marks were made on a Hybond W nylon nucleic acid 
transfer membrane (Amersham Biosciences), which was then placed, labelled 
side down, on to the surface of the agar plate containing colonies. The 
positions of the orientation marks were marked on the plate. Additional 
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orientation marks were made by stabbing the membrane and agar with a 
needle dipped in ink. The membrane was removed and placed colony side 
up on 3MM paper soaked in 2x SSC (150 mM NaCl, 150 mM sodium citrate, 
pH 7.0) and 5 % sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) for 2 min to denature the 
DNA, followed by fixation of DNA by baking in the microwave for 2 mm. 
After a rinse in 2x SSC, the membrane was placed in hybridisation solution, 
consisting of 5x SSC, 5x Denhardt's (0.1 % Ficoll, 0.1 % Polyvinylpyrrolidine 
(PVP), 0.1 % BSA), 50 % formamide, 0.025 % sodium pyrophosphate, 5 x 10 
% yeast RNA and the appropriate radiolabelled probe (see page 174 for 
probe-labelling method). Hybridisation was carried out overnight at 42 °C 
with shaking. The membrane was then rinsed twice in 2x SSC before being 
stringently washed at 65 °C for 10 min with shaking, first in 6x SSC, 0.1 % 
SDS, then with 2x SSC, 0.1 % SDS. The membrane was exposed to X-ray film, 
which was then aligned with the orientation marks on the membrane and 
plate to identify positive colonies. 
Isolation and purification of nucleic acids 
Preparation of plasmid DNA 
Large-scale plasmid preparation was performed using a QIAGEN 
Maxi prep plasmid extraction kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's 
instructions. DNA was eluted in 200 d TE (10 mM Tris-HC1 pH 8, 1 mM 
EDTA) per 100 ml overnight culture and quantified using a 
spectrophotometer. Glycerol stocks of bacteria containing newly generated 
constructs were prepared by adding glycerol to liquid bacterial culture to 
give a final concentration of 15 % (v / v), followed by rapid freezing in dry 
ice! ethanol. Cells were stored at —80°C. 
For small quantities of DNA (up to 15 tg), bacterial colonies were 
picked into 3 ml LB-ampicillin (100 [tg/ml) broth and grown overnight at 37 
°C with shaking. The following day, DNA was prepared using a QlAprep 
Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen) that uses the modified alkaline lysis method of 
Birnboim and Doly (1979). 
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Preparation of genomic DNA 
From ES cells 
ES cells were grown to confluency, washed with PBS and lysed 
overnight with 250 tl per 24-well area of lysis buffer (100 mM Tris-HC1 pH 
8.5, 5 mM EDTA, 200 mM NaCl, 2 % SDS and 100 tg/ml proteinase K). 
Proteinase K was added immediately prior to use. DNA was then 
precipitated in an equal volume of isopropanol, centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 
5 mm, the pellet washed in 70 % ethanol, re-centrifuged, air-dried for 10 mm 
and resuspended in an appropriate volume of TE. To help resuspend the 
DNA, the solution was incubated at 55 °C for several hours. Purified 
genomic DNA was stored at 4 °C. 
From tissue 
Tail and ear biopsies were digested overnight at 55 °C in 400 1 TE-
SDS (100 mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 % SDS) containing 
proteinase K added immediately prior to use to a final concentration of 0.25 
mg/ml (ears) or 0.5 mg/ml (tails). 75 p1 8 M potassium acetate and 0.5 ml 
chloroform were added, the samples mixed by vortexing, and centrifuged at 
13,200 rpm for 1 mm. The aqueous phase was removed and the DNA 
precipitated with 1 ml ethanol followed by centrifugation at 13,200 rpm for 
15 min at 4 °C. The pellet was washed with 70 % ethanol, re-centrifuged, air-
dried for 10 min and resuspended in 10 p1 (ears) or 50 p1 (tails) of TE and 
stored at 4 °C. 3 p1 was used as a template in a standard PCR reaction for 
genotyping. Dot blot genotyping was performed on tail-derived DNA. 
Preparation of RNA 
From ES cells 
ES cells grown in 24-well plates were rinsed with PBS and then 0.5 ml 
of Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) was added. RNA isolation using Trizol reagent 
was carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions. Purified RNA 
was dissolved in 30 p1 DEPC-dH20. 
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Ethanol precipitation of DNA 
For concentrating DNA, ethanol precipitation was carried out by 
adding one-tenth the volume of 3 M sodium acetate and two volumes of 
ethanol to the DNA solution and leaving at -20 °C for longer than 30 mm. 
DNA was recovered by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm at 4 °C for 15 mm. The 
pellet was washed in 70 % ethanol, re-centrifuged at 13,200 rpm for 1 min at 
room temperature, air-dried for 10-15 min and resuspended in an 
appropriate volume. For very small amounts of DNA, 20 tg glycogen was 
added as a carrier. 
Nucleic acid transfer to membranes and hybridisation 
of radiolabelled probes 
Preparation of ra diolabelled probes by random priming 
DNA fragments used as templates for probe synthesis were prepared 
by digestion of plasmid DNA with the appropriate restriction enzyme(s) 
followed by gel purification as described in an earlier section. Probes were 
labelled using the Megaprime DNA labelling kit (Amersham Biosciences) 
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Approximately 25 ng of 
template DNA was combined with 2.8 MBq a32dCTP. After synthesis, probes 
were purified by passing the reaction mixture through a ProbeQuant G-50 
micro column (Amersham Biosciences). For colony hybridisation, purified 
radiolabelled probe was added directly to the hybridisation solution. For 
Southern and dot blots, 100 tg of herring sperm DNA was added to the 
purified probe. The DNA mixture was incubated at 95 °C for 5 mm, then 
snap cooled on ice. After a brief spin, the DNA mixture was added to the 
hybridisation mix in a TecFme cylinder. 
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Southern blot 
Transfer of DNA to nitrocellulose membrane 
15-30 tg of restriction enzyme digested genomic DNA was ethanol 
precipitated and resuspended in 25 tl TE, then electrophoresed on a TBE 
agarose gel. The gel was denatured in 0.5 M NaOH, 1.5 M NaCl for 40 mm 
with gentle rocking, briefly rinsed with dH 20 and neutralised by two 20 mm 
washes in 0.5 M Tris-HC1 pH 7.5, 3 M NaCl. The transfer apparatus was 
assembled as follows: 
• A large glass plate was placed on a baking dish half filled 
with 20x SSC, pH 7. 
• 3 sheets of Whatman 3MM filter paper pre-soaked in 20x 
SSC were placed on the glass plate with their ends 
submerged in the 20x SSC to act as a wick. This was then 
smoothed out using a roller. 
• The gel was inverted and placed on top of the wick and 
surrounded by parafilm. 
• A Hybond N nylon nucleic acid transfer membrane 
(Amersham Biosciences), cut to the same size as the gel 
and pre-soaked in 20x SSC, was positioned on top of the 
gel. Air bubbles were removed using a roller. 
• 3 sheets of Whatman 3MM paper cut to the same size as 
the gel and pre-soaked in 20x SSC were placed on top of 
the membrane, followed by a generous stack of paper 
towels, a second glass plate and finally a weight. 
The transfer was allowed to continue overnight, then the positions of 
the wells were marked on the membrane, transfer of DNA was checked 
under UV light, and the membrane was dried between two sheets of 
Whatman 3MM paper at 120 °C for 20 mm. DNA was fixed to the membrane 
by UV cross-linking (Statalinker) before being hybridised to a radiolabelled 
probe. 
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Hybridisation of radio/abe/led probes 
The blot was placed in a Techne hybridisation cylinder and 20 ml of 
pre-warmed hybridisation solution (0.2 M phosphate buffer (Na 2HPO4 , 
NaH2PO41  pH 7.2), 15 % formamide, 7 % SDS, 1 mM EDTA, 1 % BSA) was 
added. This was incubated at 65 °C for -2 hours rotating in a Techne HB-1 
oven before addition of the radiolabelled probe plus herring sperm DNA. 
Hybridisation was performed for a minimum of 16 hours. 
Following hybridisation, blots were rinsed three times with 25 ml 2x 
SCC, 0.5 % SDS at room temperature, then twice, each for 20 mm, with 25 ml 
2x SCC, 0.5 % SDS at 55 °C, and finally twice, each for 20 mm, with 25 ml 0.1x 
SCC, 0.5 % SDS at 55 °C. Membranes were then wrapped in Saran wrap, 
placed in a cassette and exposed to a phosphoimager screen for 4 to 48 hours. 
The screen was scanned in a Fluorescent Image Analyser (Fujifilm FLA-
3000). 
Blots were kept wet at all times to prevent irreversible binding of 
probe DNA. This allowed blots to be stripped of probe and re-hybridised 
with a different probe. Blots were stripped by immersing in freshly boiled 
water with SDS added to 0.517o for 15 mm, followed by a rinse in 0.O1x SSC. 
The stripped blot was checked for removal of radiolabelled probe by 
exposing to a phosphoimager screen. 
DNA dot blot 
Transfer of DNA to nitrocellulose membrane 
Genomic DNA was isolated from tail biopsies as described above. 10 
ig of DNA samples were made up to 100 tl with TE. 10 l 3 M NaOH was 
added and the samples incubated at 70 °C for 30 mm. The samples were 
allowed to cool to room temperature before adding 110 tl 2 M NH4OAc (pH 
7). For transfer of DNA to a Hybond N nitrocellulose membrane 
(Amersham), a commercial slot blot apparatus was used (Bio-Rad). The 
membrane was pre-soaked first in dH201 then in 1 M NH4OAc (pH 7) for 15 
mm. This was placed on the apparatus on top of two sheets of Whatman 
3MM paper also pre-soaked in 1 M NH 4OAc (pH 7). Air bubbles were 
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removed using a roller, the apparatus was connected to a vacuum pump and 
samples were dispensed in the wells. The membrane was air-dried for 30 
min and the DNA cross-linked as described for Southern blotting, before 
being hybridised to a radiolabelled probe. 
Hybridisation of radiolabelled probes 
The blot was placed in a Techne hybridisation cylinder and 20 ml of 
pre-warmed Church and Gilbert hybridisation buffer (0.5 M phosphate 
buffer pH 7.2, 7 % SDS, 1 mM EDTA) was added. This was incubated at 65 
°C for -2 hours rotating in a Techne HB-1 oven before addition of the 
radiolabelled probe plus herring sperm DNA. Hybridisation was performed 
for a minimum of 16 hours. Following hybridisation, blots were rinsed once 
with 25 ml 0.5x SCC, 0.1 % SDS, pre-warmed to 65 °C, then washed with 25 
ml 0.5x SCC, 0.1 % SDS at 65 °C for 20 mm, then twice, each for -20 min with 
25 ml 0.2x SSC 0.1 % SDS at 65 °C. Membranes were then wrapped in Saran 
wrap, placed in a cassette and exposed to a phosphoimager screen for 4 to 48 
hours before scanning. 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
In general, DNA  was amplified in a 30 1AI reaction volume containing 
Tris-HC1 pH 8.7, KC1, (NH 4)2SO4, 15 MM  MgC12, 167 nM of each primer, 167 
tM dNTPs, 1.25 units of Taq DNA polymerase (Qiagen) and 10-100 ng of 
template plasmid DNA, or the appropriate volume of template where the 
DNA concentration was unknown. DNA was initially denatured for 2-5 mm 
at 94 °C, then subjected either to 25, 30 or 35 cycles of denaturing at 94 °C for 
15 s to 45 s, annealing at a temperature -2 °C below the melting temperature 
(Tm) of the primer pair for 30 s to 1 min and extension at 72 °C for -1 mm 
per Kb of amplified sequence. After a final elongation step of 10 min at 72 °C, 
PCR products were analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Primer pairs 
were designed with a length of around 20 bp each, to have a similar Tm to 
one another and have a C or G at the 3' end. 
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Sequences to be cloned were amplified with either a mixture of the 
high fidelity polymerase Pfu (Stratagene) and Taq (Qiagen), or Phusion 
enzyme (made in-house by J. Brickman's group). Phusion buffer consisted of 
20 mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.8, 10 mM (NH4)2SO4, 2 mM MgC12, 0.1 % Triton X-100 
and 100 g/ml BSA final concentrations in the reaction mix. 
Reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) 
All equipment and reagents were RNase-free. All solutions were 
made with DEPC-treated distilled water. 
First strand cDNA synthesis 
1 tg of RNA was first treated with 1 unit of DNase I, amplification 
grade (Invitrogen) in a 10 tl reaction volume containing 20 mM Tris-HC1 pH 
8.4, 2 mM MgC1 2, 250 mM KC1 for 15 min at room temperature. The enzyme 
was inactivated by adding EDTA to a final concentration of 2 mM and 
heating to 65 °C for 10 mm. 
Reverse transcription was performed on 0.5 pg DNase I-treated RNA 
in a 20 tl reaction volume containing 2.5 ng! tl random hexamer primers 
(Promega), 0.5 mM dNTPs, 10 mM DTT, 40 units of RNaseOUTTM RNase 
inhibitor (Invitrogen) and 200 units of Superscript II RNase H - reverse 
transcriptase (Invitrogen) in 50 mM Tris-HC1 pH 8.3, 75 mM KC1, 3 mM 
MgC1 2 . The RNA/ primer/ dNTP mix was first denatured at 65 °C for 5 mm 
and put on ice for 2 mm. The remaining reagents were added and the sample 
incubated at room temperature for 10 mm, then at 42 °C for 1 hour. The 
enzyme was heat inactivated at 70 °C for 15 mm, and put on ice. The RNA 
was then degraded with 1 unit of RNase H (Invitrogen) at 37 °C for 20 mm. 
As a control, for each RNA sample, a reaction was set up without reverse 
transcriptase. For each experiment, a 'no RNA control' was set up. 
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PCR 
2-5 l of the first strand reaction was used in a 30 t1 PCR reaction set 
up as described earlier. 
Conditions for primer pairs were as follows: 
• B-ACTIN FORWARD! B-ACTIN REVERSE: 95 °C, 5 
mm; 35 cycles of 95 °C, 30 s; 57 °C, 30 s; 72 °C, 30 s and a 
final 72 °C, 10 mm. 
• T-brachyury F! T-brachyury R: 95 °C, 3 mm; 25 cycles of 
95 °C, 30 s; 58 °C, 30 s; 72 °C, 30 s and a final 72 °C, 10 mm. 
• 2rtTA-M21/ 2rtTA-M22: 95 °C, 2 mm; 30 cycles of 94 °C, 
45 5; 53 °C, 1 mm; 72 °C, 30 s and a final 72 °C, 10 mm. 
• 0N09/ ON10 (DsRed2): 94 °C, 3 mm; 40 cycles of 94 °C, 30 
s; 55 °C, 30 s; 72 °C, 30 s and a final 72 °C, 10 mm. 
DNAsequencing 
Automated sequencing was performed by the School of Biological 
Sciences sequencing service at the University of Edinburgh using an ABI 
sequencer (Applied Biosystems). Each reaction contained 50-100 ng/ t1 
plasmid DNA and 1.6 LM primer. 
Quantification of nucleic acids 
Quantification of DNA and RNA was performed using either a 
NanoDrop ND-1000 (NanoDrop technologies) or GeneQuant pro 
(Amersham Biosciences) spectrophotometer. 
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6.3 CELL CULTURE 
Cell culture was performed in a laminar flow sterile hood (Jencons 
Nuaire Class II type A/133). Cells were incubated in a humified incubator 
(Heraeus or Sanyo Electric Biomedical) at 37 °C with 7 To CO2 and visualised 
under an inverted microscope (Olympus CK2). All solutions were pre-
warmed to 37°C immediately prior to use. 
Materials 
Embryonic stem (ES) cells 
E14Tg2a ES cell line, an hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl 
transferase (HPRT)-deficient variant of the original E14 line derived from 
129/Ola mouse blastocysts was used (Hooper et al., 1987). This line is 
karyotypically male, feeder independent and can be maintained in an 
undifferentiated state by addition of Leukaemia Inhibitory Factor (LIF) to the 
culture medium (Smith et at, 1988; Williams et al., 1988). 
Culture media and solutions 
Stock solutions were either supplied ready-made or prepared, filter 
sterilised and tested for contamination by tissue culture staff at the ISCR. 
Preparation of solutions was as follows: 
• Trypsin/ EDTA (lx): 250 pg/ml trypsin (Invitrogen), 365 
Vg/ml EDTA and 1 % (v/v) chick serum (Sigma) in UHF 
water. Filter sterilised, aliquoted and stored at -20 °C. 
1 % (wlv) gelatin (lOx): gelatin powder (Sigma) dissolved 
in UHP water. Sterilised by autoclaving, aliquoted and 
stored at 4 °C. A working dilution of 0.1 % gelatin was 
made in PBS. 
• 0.1 M 2-mercaptoethanol: 14.3 M solution (BDH) diluted 
in UHF water. 
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• Leukaemia Inhibitory Factor (LID: LIF was prepared by 
tissue culture staff at the ISCR by transient transfection of 
a human LIF expression plasmid into COS-7 cells 
following the method described by (Smith, 1991). Medium 
from these cultures was collected and tested at various 
concentrations on ES cells for their ability to maintain 
pluripotency. Medium was diluted with PBS to give a 
stock concentration of 100,000 units/ml (1000x), aliquoted 
and stored at -20 °C. 
• Culture medium: lx Glasgow Minimal Essential Medium 
(GMEM; from Sigma) supplemented with 10 % Foetal calf 
serum (FCS; from Perbio and Invitrogen), 0.1 % MEM 
non-essential amino acids (Invitrogen), 2 mM L-glutamine 
(Invitrogen), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen), 0.1 mm 
2-mercaptoethanol and 100 units/ml LIF. 
Freezing medium: dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; from BDH) 
diluted in culture medium to a final concentration of 10 %. 
Routine ES cell culture procedures 
Maintenance and passaging of ES cells 
Cells were plated in gelatinised flasks and passaged when they had 
reached confluêncy. Medium was changed either every day or every other 
day. For passaging, the medium was aspirated and cells were washed twice 
with lx PBS (Invitrogen). A volume of trypsin solution sufficient to cover the 
surface of the culture vessel (1 ml for a 25 cm 2 flask) was added and the cells 
were incubated at 37 °C for several minutes. Culture medium was added 
(four times the volume of PBS used; 4 ml for a 25 cm 2 flask) to inhibit the 
activity of trypsin and a single cell suspension was achieved by gently 
pipetting up and down several times. Cells were then transferred to a 30 ml 
universal tube and centrifuged for 3 min at 300 rcf. The supernatant was 
aspirated off and the cell pellet resuspended in 5 ml of culture medium (for a 
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25 cm2 flask). Cells were counted using a haemocytometer and 
approximately 1x10 6 cells were plated in a 25 cm2 gelatinised flask in a total 
volume of 10 ml of culture medium. The number of cells plated and the 
volume of medium was increased or decreased proportionately depending 
on the size of the culture vessel. 
Freezing ES cells 
Cells were trypsinised to obtain a single cell suspension, as described 
for passaging, then centrifuged. The cell pellet was resuspended in freezing 
medium (1 ml for a 25 cm2 flask) and split into 0.5 ml aliquots in cryovials 
(Nunc). These were frozen at -80 °C for 24 hours and then transferred to a 
liquid nitrogen cell bank for long-term storage. 
Thawing ES cells 
Frozen cryovials of cells were retrieved from liquid nitrogen storage 
and quickly thawed in a 37 °C water bath. The cell suspension was 
transferred to 10 ml of pre-warmed medium to dilute out the DMSO, which 
is known to be toxic and to induce cell differentiation, and centrifuged for 3 
min at 200 rcf. The medium was aspirated and the cell pellet resuspended in 
5 ml of culture medium and transferred to a 25 cm2 flask. Culture medium 
was changed after approximately 8 hours to remove any residual DMSO. 
Transfection of DNA plasmids into ES cells 
Electroporation 
Stable transfection of ES cells was achieved by electroporation. Cells in 
3 x 150 cm2 flasks were harvested by trypsinisation when >80 % confluent 
and single cell suspensions were obtained by gently pipetting up and down. 
20 ml of medium was added to each flask and the cells counted. Media was 
changed on the cells several hours before harvesting. Following 
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centrifugation, the cell pellets were resuspended in 5 ml of cold PBS. The 
cells were pooled, re-centrifuged and the pellet was resuspended in a volume 
of cold PBS to give a concentration of 1.7 x 108  cells/mi. 10 ti and 20 l of 
cells were taken at this stage and added to 10 ml of medium in gelatinised 
100 mm tissue culture plates. These were the non-electroporated controls. 
600 tl of cell suspension was transferred to a 0.4 cm electroporation cuvette 
(Bio-Rad). 100 Vg of ethanol-precipitated linearised DNA was added and 
mixed thoroughly. Cells were electroporated immediately in a Gene Pulser 
(Bio-Rad) at 0.8 kV (set at 3 F). The time constant was 0.1 ms. Cells were left 
in the cuvette for 10 minutes before being transferred to 20 ml of culture 
medium in a universal tube. 1 ml of cell suspension was added to each 
gelatinised 100 mm dish containing 10 ml medium. The following day, the 
medium was removed and replaced with selective medium (100 [tg/ml of 
G418, or lx hypoxanthine, aminopterin, thymine (HAT) in culture medium). 
10 days after the start of selection, resistant colonies were picked and 
transferred to a 96-well plate. Each 100 mm plate was rinsed with PBS and 
then 10 ml PBS was added. Single colonies were picked with a Gilson pipette 
set to 20 tl and the cells transferred to a gelatinised 96-well plate containing 
culture medium. The following day, the cells were trypsinised. A day later, 
they were passaged into 24-well plates ready for expanding, freezing and in 
vitro screening. 
Lipofection 
Transient transfections were carried out using Lipofectamine 2000 
(Invitogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Cells were plated in 
duplicate at 0.5 x 10 cells per well of gelatinised 24-well plates the day before 
transfection and transfected the following day with 0.8 tg of DNA per well. 
The medium was changed several hours prior to transfection. 
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Flow cytometry 
Cells were rinsed in PBS, trypinised and a single cell suspension 
obtained by pipetting up and down. 1.7 ml FACS buffer (10 % FCS in PBS) 
was added to inactivate the trypsin and the cells were centrifuged at 13,000 
rpm for 3.5 mins. The pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml FACS buffer with 
TOPRO-3 added at 1:2000 dilution. Cells were placed on ice and flow 
cytometry was performed using a FACSCaliber (Becton Dickinson). Data 
was analysed using CELLQuest software. 
6.4 EMBRYOLOGY 
Maintenance of mice stocks 
Mice were housed and bred within the animal unit of the Institute of 
Stem Cell Research, University of Edinburgh, according to the provisions of 
the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986). They were maintained in a 
stabilised environment on a 14 hours light! 10 hours dark cycle. 
Obtaining embryos 
For the collection of embryos at specific developmental stages, 
matings were set up overnight and the females examined for the presence of 
a vaginal plug the next morning. Noon on the day of finding a vaginal plug 
was designated 0.5 days post coiturn (dpc) (E0.5); animals were assumed to 
have mated in the middle of the dark period (midnight). Pregnant females 
were killed by cervical dislocation and embryos dissected from the uterus in 
M2 medium (Sigma) when embryos were less than 10.5 dpc, or PBS when 
older than 10.5 dpc. 
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Whole embryo culture 
Dissection and culture of early somite stage embryos was performed 
as described by Cockcroft, D. (Cockcroft, 1990). Embryos were carefully 
dissected from the decidua in M2 medium and Reichert's membrane was 
carefully removed with very fine forceps, leaving the yolk sac, amnion and 
ectoplacental cone intact. The embryos were cultured using either the roller 
tube culture method or rotating bottles with continuous gassing. Up to three 
embryos were cultured per vessel for the first 24 hours; during the following 
24 hours, two embryos were cultured per vessel. 
In the roller culture system, embryos were placed in round-bottomed 
universal tubes (Nuric) containing 2 ml of filter-sterilised culture medium. 
Culture medium consisted of 50 % heat-inactivated rat serum, 50 % 
Dulbecco's modified eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 0.1 % 
MEM non-essential amino acids (NEAA; Invitrogen), 2 mM L-glutamine 
(Invitrogen) and 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Invitrogen). The tubes were gassed 
with 5 % Go2, 5 % 02, balance N2 (BOC), sealed using vacuum grease and 
placed in a roller culture apparatus at 37 °C overnight at a slight angle from 
the horizontal. In the rotating bottle system, dissected embryos were placed 
in a pre-warmed glass bottle containing 2 ml of pre-gassed culture medium. 
Each bottle had a centre-holed silicon plug connecting it to a rotating, 
continuously-gassed (5 %CO2, 5   % 02' balance N2) drum (BTC Engineering) 
inside a 37 °C incubator. 
The next day, embryos which had developed normally (with 10-15 
somites) were cultured for a further 6 to 8 hours in 5 % CO 2 in air (BOC), 
then cultured for a second night in culture medium consisting of 75 % rat 
serum and 25 % DMEM supplemented with 0.1 % NEAA, 2 mM L-glutamine 
and 1 mM sodium pyruvate in 5 % CO2 40 % 02, balance N2 (BOG). 
After the culture period, the yolk sac, amnion and placenta were 
removed and the embryos fixed in 4 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 
PBS if GFP was used, and fixed according to the X-gal staining protocol if the 
embryos expressed lacZ. 
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Heat-inactivated rat serum was prepared according to Hogan et al. 
(1994) and Cockcroft (1990). Rat bleeding was performed in house by R. 
McLay and V. Wilson. 
Electroporation of embryos 
Embryos with 2-6 somites (8.5 dpc) were dissected as described above, 
and cultured for 1 to 2 hours prior to electroporation, then transferred to 
PBS. 
A DNA solution was prepared containing approximately 1 tg/ml of circular 
expression plasmid in lx PBS with 0.01 % Fast Green dye. This was 
microinjected into the amniotic cavity using a mouth pipette and a fine glass 
injection needle, prepared from a pasteur pipette using a micropuller 
equipped with a heating element. Immediately after injection of the DNA 
solution, the embryo was placed between a pair of parallel 0.5 mm diameter, 
1 mm long, L-shaped, gold-tipped 'Genetrode' electrodes (BTX Model 516), 
set 5 mm apart, in PBS and electroporated by using a BTX Electro Square 
Porator ECM 830 (BTX, San Diego, CA, USA). Embryos were positioned with 
their node/anterior streak pointing towards the positive pole and 
electroporation was performed by delivering 15 volts in 3 pulses, each at 30 
ms duration, with a 1 s interval between pulses. Following electroporation, 
embryos were rinsed in PBS and put back into culture for 24 to 48 hours. 
Generation of a transgenic mouse line 
Blastocyst injections and generation of chimeras 
ES cells were grown to around 80 % confluency and the medium 
changed several hours prior to injection into blastocysts. Host blastocysts 
were C57B1/6 and recipient mothers were an Fl stock from matings between 
C57131/6 and CBA strains. Fl females were mated with vasectomised CBA 
males 2.5 days before blastocyst injection to induce pseudopregnancy. R. 
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McLay, who also did some of the injections, carried out the transfer of 
blastocysts to recipient females. The procedures followed were essentially 
the same as described by (Robertson, 1987). 
The extent of ES cell contribution to the offspring was evaluated on 
the basis of coat colour and a distortion of the sex ratio. The donor 129/01a 
ES cells confer a chinchilla coat colour, whereas cells derived from the 
C57B1 / 6-derived host biastocysts produce black coat pigmentation. Germiine 
transmission was tested by crossing male chimeras to C57B1/6 females; 
generation of agouti offspring indicated successful transmission through the 
germline of the ES cell genotype. 
Establishment of a homozygous line 
Agouti males from the above testcross, which carried the cre 
transgerie, as determined by PCR genotyping on ear biopsies, were 
backcrossed to C57B1/6 females to dilute out the ES cell-derived genetic 
background. cre positive backcross offspring were then intercrossed to 
produce homozygotes. Homozygosity was determined by DNA dot blot 
genotyping and confirmed by backcrossing putative homozygotes to 
C57B1/6, followed by PCR genotyping of the offspring. Homozygotes were 
then bred to establish a homozygous line. 
Treatment with 40HT 
A 20 mg/ml stock of 4-hydroxytamoxifen (40HT (min 70 % Z 
isomer); from Sigma) was made and stored at -80 °C. Sonication was used to 
help break up and dissolve the crystals. Working stocks were made by 
diluting the main stock solution in propylene glycol to a concentration that 
ensured around 0.1 ml was injected intraperitoneaily per gram of body 
weight. 
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Staining embryos for P -gal activity 
To assay for 3-gaIactosidase (3-gal) activity, embryos younger than 
10.5 dpc were fixed in 0.2 % glutaldehyde, 2 mM MgC1 21  5 mM EGTA, 0.1 M 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.3 at 4 °C. Embryos older than 10.5 dpc were fixed in 
freshly made 'old embryo fix' (0.2 % glutaldehyde, 1 % (v/v) formaldehyde, 
2 mM MgC1 2, 5 mM EGTA, 0.02 % (v/ v) Nonidet P-40 (NP-40), made up in 
PBS) at 4 °C. Fixation time varied from 20 min to 2 hours depending on the 
stage of the embryo. After fixation, the embryos were washed three times for 
20 min each wash in wash solution (2 MM  MgC12 0.1 % (w/v) sodium 
deoxycholate, 0.02 % (v/v) NP-40), then transferred to X-gal staining 
solution (5 mM K3Fe(CN) 6, 5 mM K4Fe(CN) 6 °H20, 0.00136 % (w/v) NaCl and 
1 mg/ml 5-brom0-4-chloro-3-indolyl -D-ga1actopyranoside (X-gal; Sigma) 
in wash solution) and incubated overnight at 37 °C or until blue cells were 
visible. X-gal powder was dissolved in dimethyl formamide (DMF) at a 
concentration of 50 mg/ml prior to adding to staining solution. Following 
staining, specimens were re-fixed overnight in 4 % (w/v) PFA in PBS at 4 °C 
then put into PBS, then 30 % (v/ v), 50 % and finally 80 % glycerol ready for 
imaging. 
6.5 HISTOLOGY 
Cell in situ hybridisation 
Ribo probe synthesis 
BSK-T DNA was linearised with BamHI, phenol/ chloroform extracted 
and ethanol precipitated. 3 Ltg was transcribed to generate digoxigenin 
(DIG)-labelled antisense RNA with T7 polymerase using a DIG RNA labeling 
kit (SP6/T7) (Roche) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 20 units of 
DNase I, RNase-free (Invitrogen) was added and incubated at 37 °C for 15 
fSIö] 
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mm, then inhibited by the addition of 15 mM EDTA. The resulting run-off 
transcripts were ethanol precipitated, washed in 70 % ethanol and 
resuspended in 50 tl DEPC-treated dH 20. 
Fixing and dehydration 
Cells were fixed overnight at 4 °C in 4 % (w/v) PFA in PBS, rinsed 
twice in PBT and dehydrated through a series of methanol concentrations (25 
%, 50 %, 75 %, 100 % methanol in PBS). Cells were stored in 100 % methanol 
at —20 °C until required. 
Hybridisation 
Cells were rehydrated through a series of methanol concentrations on 
ice to PBS, then rinsed three times with PBT. Cells were washed three times 
for 20 min each wash with RIPA (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM 
EDTA, 0.1 % (w/v) SDS, 1 % (v/v) NP-40, 0.5 % (w/v) sodium 
deoxycholate). A second fix was carried out in 4 % PFA with 0.2 % 
glutaldehyde for exactly 20 minutes, then washed three times in PBT. Cells 
were washed with a mixture of PBT and hybridisation buffer (50 % (v/v) 
formamide, 5 x SSC pH 4.5, 50 tg/m1 heparin, 0.1 % (v/v) tween 20) in a 1:1 
ratio, then with hybridisation buffer alone. A prehybridisation step was 
performed by adding to the cells hybridisation buffer with 100 tg/ml total 
RNA, and incubating at 70 °C for 1-5 hours in a humid box (with tissue 
soaked in 50:50 formamide:water). The T(Brachyury) probe was denatured at 
80 °C for 10 minutes, then diluted 1:200 in hybridisation buffer before being 
added to the cells and incubated overnight at 70°C in a humid box. 
Immunocytochernistry 
Cells were washed for 5 minutes at 65 °C, then three times for 30 
minutes each wash with posthybridisation wash buffer (2 x SSC, 50 % (v/v) 
formamide, 0.1 % (v/v) tween-20). Cells were rinsed three times with TBST 
before blocking the cells in 10 % heat inactivated sheep serum in TBST for 1 
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hour at room temperature. After the blocking step, the cells were incubated 
overnight at 4 °C in a humified box (water only) with anti-digoxygenin Fab-
alkaline phosphatase conjugate antibody (Roche), diluted 1:3000 in TBST 
with 1 % sheep serum. 
Visualisation of signal 
Cells were washed three times for 5 minutes each wash with TBST at 
room temperature, then for at least 2 hours using at least 3 changes of TBST, 
followed by an overnight wash in TBST at 4 °C. Cells were then washed three 
times 10 minutes each wash in alkaline phosphatase (AP) buffer (100 mM 
Tris-HC1 pH 9.5, 100 mM NaCl, 50mM MgCl,,, 0.1 % (v/v) tween-20), 
followed by staining with NET and BCIP (GibcoBRL) in AP buffer. Cells 
were kept in the dark and when a purple colour was observed, the reaction 
was stopped by rinsing the cells with 1 mM EDTA in PBS. 
Preparation of cryostat sections 
A modified version of the embedding and freezing method by 
(Henrique et al., 1995) was employed. Where specimens had been X-gal 
stained, they were put back into PBS via 50 % and 30 % glycerol, then placed 
into 7.5 % sucrose, then a 15 % sucrose solution, skipping the fish fix step. A 
series of transverse sections was cut at 8 tm thickness using a cryostat (Leica 
CM1900) and the slides stored at -20°C. Sections were mounted under a 
coverslip using Aquamount (BDH). 
6.6 IMAGING 
Digital images of whole-mount embryos were acquired using a digital 
camera attached to a Zeiss Stemi SV11 dissecting microscope with bright 
field and fluorescence optics, and Openlab v. 3.5 (Improvision) software. 
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Cells were imaged using an Olympus 1X50 microscope with bright field and 
fluorescence optics. Acquired images were processed using Adobe 
Photoshop v.7.0 (Adobe Systems Inc.). 
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APPENDIX 
Appendix: diagrammatic representations of the trunk/tail sections of electroporated 
R26CA embryos assayed for -gaIactosidase activity. Diagrams are dorsal views 
posterior to and including the forelimb buds. Anterior is to the left. Embryo ID is 
indicated on each diagram. 
The closed neural tube runs down the centre, with left and right halves shown. At the 
posterior end, the neural tube is shown as open, although many embryos had a closed 
neuropore. This is indicated on the appropriate diagram in handwriting next to the 
tail bud. Red shading in the neural tube indicates labelling in the neural tube. 
The somites and unsegmented pre-sormtic mesoderm are represented as boxes 
flanking either side of the neural tube. Somites are numbered below each diagram. 
Red shading in these boxes indicates labelling in the paraxial mesoderm. 
Blue shading represents labelling in the surface ectoderm. 
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